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ABSTRACT
Current information suggests that the present system used by hospital dietitians for
formatting their caseloads is not effective. Dietitians review all inpatients who are
consuming therapeutic diets and rely upon health care team members for referring
patients who are consuming non therapeutic, but potentially suboptimal diets.
However, there is no evidence to support the view that dietitians should focus their
services primarily on patients consuming therapetic diets. Furthermore, health care
teams may be uncertain which patient needs dietitian services.
The aim of this study was to improve the dietetics referral system in Concord
Hospital (CH), a metropolitan teaching hospital in Sydney. A nutrition screening tool
called the Nutrition Screening Questionnaire (NSQ) was devised by the researcher
and piloted by nursing staff working in urology (surgical) and general medical units
for male patients (n=100) as part of their admission procedures. There are four
sections in the NSQ. They are: Section 1 - Diets
Section 2 - Diagnosis
Section 3 - Weight Loss
Section 4 - Socioeconomic
Each section can identify a different group of patients who require dietitian review.
Dietetic services are warranted when patients are consuming nutritionally inadequate
diets.
Nursing staff took an average of six minutes to complete the NSQ and none had
difficulties in using it. Forty-three patients out of the 100 patients were identified as
requiring dietitian review. This was an addition of 21 patients compared with the
current method. However, there were differences in the number of patients identified'
between nursing staff and the researcher. Section 1 Diet demonstrated the best
inter-raters agreement, Kappa=0.91, this was followed by Section 3 Weight Loss,
Kappa=0.89, this was followed by Section 2 Diagnosis, Kappa=0.78. Section 4
Socioeconomic was the weakest, Kappa=0.50.

The performance of the NSQ was assessed in terms of its ability to identify patients
consuming inadequate diets. The diets of all 100 patients in the study were assessed
using 24-hour dietary recall and a food frequency questionnaire. Twenty-three (23%)
patients were identified to be consuming inadequate diets in the 100 patients. The
NSQ identified 16 (69.6%) of these 23 patients. However there were still 7 (30.4%)
of these 23 patients not detected by any sections of the NSQ.
Of the 43 patients identified by the NSQ, 27 (62.8%) were false positive. The
prevalence of patients consuming inadequate diets is low (23%) in this sample. The
sensitivity of the NSQ is 70% and the specificity is 65%. The positive predictive
value is 37%, while the negative predictive value is 88%.
Results from this study showed that the NSQ improved the present system for
identifying patients who require dietitian review. Flaws were recognised in the NSQ
which needed correction. Recommendations are made to address these issues and a
revised NSQ is proposed.
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CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION
Health professionals may fail to recognise the signs and symptoms of poor nutritional
status. This means that patients who require dietetic services are not recognised. In
America, nutrition screening systems are in place to correct this problem. This thesis
reports on the design and piloting of a nutrition screening tool called the Nutrition
Screening Questionnaire (NSQ) in Concord Hospital (CH), a major teaching hospital
in the Sydney metropolitan region. The NSQ was designed as part of the admission
procedures to assist nursing staff in identifying patients who require dietitian review.
Following this pilot study, it is intended that the NSQ replaces the current system of
dietitian referral which is acknowledged to be deficient.

In this chapter, I discuss the relevant background for this study and its aims and
objectives. In addition, the contents covered by the six chapters will also be outlined.

LI BACKGROTTND

Concord Hospital (CH), where I am presently working as a dietitian, is one of the
teaching hospitals of the University of Sydney. The 720 bed hospital provides
services for both community and veteran patients. Prior to July 1993, CH was
administered by the Department of Veteran's Affairs and allocated 60% of its
services to veterans. Since then, CH has been administered by the New South Wales
Government. Despite the administrative changes, the functions of the hospital remain
the same. CH still provides services for both community and veteran patients. This
pilot study took place in 1992 while the hospital was still administered by the
Department of Veteran's Affairs. This means that the majority of patients were
elderly persons (more than 65 years).

As one of the twelve clinical dietitians working at CH, my role is to provide optimal
nutritional care for patients admitted into the hospital. Presently, routine nutritional
review for every patient is limited only to specialty clinical units. For example,
dietitians working in the bums unit conduct nutritional reviews for all patients
admitted there. The reason for this is because these patients generally require active
nutritional support in order to meet their increased nutritional needs. As for the rest
of the clinical units, the dietitians routinely review only inpatients who are receiving
therapeutic diets. These diets are defined as diabetic, cholesterol lowering, fluids,
modified textures, such as puree and enteral tube feeding.

This routine review makes up approximately 70% of the dietitians' caseload.
Dietitians devise an appropriate hospital dietary plan for patients consuming these
therapeutic diets based on their dietary practices at home. This dietary plan becomes
part of the treatment plan for these patients during their hospital stay and in addition,
disruption to their usual dietary regimen is prevented. The remaining 30% of the
caseload is from referrals initiated by other members of the health care team, usually
doctors and nursing staff Health care team members can be uncertain which patients
require dietetic services. This is because health care team members can be unclear
about the signs and symptoms of poor nutritional states (Vickstrom and Fox 1976,
Blackburn 1979, Isaksson 1982, Ross 1984, Winick 1993, Zimmermann and
Kretchmer 1993). This is not a satisfactory way for dietitians to deliver nutritional
services for the hospitalised patients .

Dietitians working in the United States pioneered the process of routine nutrition
screening for patients admitted into hospitals. This process involves an assessor
(nursing staff or dietitian) completing a nutrition screening tool (checklist or a
questionnaire) with the patient. These tools use a combination of biochemical and/or
anthropometric indicators to identify patients with poor nutritional status. I
emphasize here that, in this pilot study, I am concerned with nutrition screening in
order to identify patients who require dietetic service. I am not attempting to design a
tool to diagnose poor nutritional status or specific nutrient deficiencies. Ford and
Fairchild (1990) explained that the major benefit of using a standard tool for routine
nutrition screening is a more comprehensive and effective dietetic service. Since all
patients admitted into the hospital will be screened by the tool, every patient's need
3

for dietetic services are assessed.

Apart from the United States, there have been few similar nutrition screening systems
reported elsewhere in the world. In Australia, dietitians are also eager to improve the
standards in their work practices, and these issues are currently being discussed in the
professional literature.

The NSQ was devised with consideration of CH's patients' characteristics as well as
available biochemical and anthropometric indicators. Nursing staff working at CH
were chosen to complete the NSQ because they are the only members of the health
care team who are required to complete a printed admission form with patients
(Appendix 1, page 204). This form is designed to assist them to prepare a
personalised care plan for patients during their hospital stay. On this admission form,
there is only one section which attempts to identify the patient's nutritional needs.
This section asks what is the type of diet the patient consumes. Presently, department
procedure requires dietitians to review all inpatients who are receiving therapeutic
diets. This is not a satisfactory method for determining if a patient requires dietetic
review.

Nursing staff and dietitians' perceptions of the NSQ were also evaluated in this study.
The comments from these members of the health care team provided valuable
feedback for the future directions of the NSQ.

The NSQ was tested by nursing staff with 100 male patients admitted into the urology
(surgical) and general medical clinical units. The tool identified forty-three patients
who required dietetic review. This is nearly twice the numbers of patient compared
to the present method for identifying patients. Strengths and limitations of the NSQ
are discussed in detail with my recommendations. A modified NSQ is presented.

1.2 THE ATMS AND OB.TECTIVES OF TfflS STUDY

The aim of this study was to improve the dietetics referral system at CH.

There were five specific objectives:
1)

To devise a questionnaire (NSQ) which could be applied by nursing staff as
part of their nursing admission at CH. The NSQ was devised from published
nutrition screening tools from the United States and modified to suit
Australian conditions.

2)

To trial the NSQ. This project and the NSQ were referred for appropriate
ethics approval. This project was approved by the University of Wollongong
Ethics Committee and the relevant ethics personnel at CH.

3)

To assess the NSQ's performance. This includes the tool's reproducibility,
specificity and sensitivity for identifying patients who require dietetic review.

4)

To investigate the perceptions of, and the length of time spent by, nursing
staff when completing the NSQ. Since the NSQ is intended to be routinely
applied by nursing staff, it was important to receive their feedback and
comments.

5)

To investigate the perceptions of ward dietitians towards the NSQ. Ward
dietitians working in the Department were asked to comment on the NSQ.
This was important because the tool could potentially increase their caseload.

1.3 SUMMARY

The present approach used for referring patients for dietetic services at CH is not
efficient. Dietitians working at this hospital review all inpatients who are consuming
therapeutic diets and rely on health care team members to refer patients who are
consuming non therapeutic, but potentially suboptimal diets. According to the
literature, this is not an effective way for dietitians to construct their caseload and
may result in patients not receiving appropriate dietetic services. This study piloted
the use of a nutrition screening tool (Nutrition Screening Questionnaire, NSQ) for
nursing staff.

There are six chapters in this thesis. In this chapter, I have discussed relevant
background and the aims and objective of the study. Chapter 2 discusses the
published screening tools used for hospital and community nutrition screening.

Chapter 3 discusses the steps I took to devise the NSQ. Chapter 4 discusses the
results and observations using the NSQ. Chapter 5 discusses the performance of the
NSQ as a tool for nutrition screening and discusses the modified NSQ. Chapter 6
presents a summary of findings and make recommendations for future research.

CHAPTER TWO

LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses and reviews publications concerning nutrition screening in the
community and the hospital. The term screening will be defined and the evolution of
nutrition screening will be addressed. The rationale for routine nutrition screening
will also be examined.

The use of nutrition screening tools (questionnaire and checklists) is an important
factor in the process of nutrition screening. I will list and discuss these nutrition
screening tools. Unfortunately not all published nutrition screening tools include an
evaluation component. This has limited my discussion of their performance because
their validity in practice is not documented.

In comparison with America there are few nutrition screening processes in practice in
Australia. I will present evidence to support the use of nutrition screening for
Australian hospitals. This chapter will begin by discussing studies conducted to
investigate the nutritional status of hospitalised patients.

2.2 NUTRITIONAL STATUS OF HOSPITALISED PATIENTS

The incidence of suboptimal nutritional status present among hospitalised patients in
Australia, the United Kingdom and the United States has been found to be high,
though the figures vary widely because different studies use different nutrition
indicators and different cut-off points. Tables 1 to 3 (page 10 to 14), which I now
discuss, provide a summary of how researchers have assessed the nutritional status of
hospitalised patients in these three countries.

The incidence of suboptimal nutritional status for medical inpatients has been
reported as between 22.4% to 48% (Bistrian et al. 1976, Tobias and Van Itallie 1977,
Weinsier et al. 1979, Wood et al. 1985), while for surgical inpatients, the figures are
from 9% to 50% (Hill et al. 1977, Marshman et al. 1980, Apelgren et al. 1982,
Klidjian et al. 1982, Wood et al. 1985, Zador and Truswell 1987). Some of these
studies were conducted in the 1970s which may not reflect the present clinical
situation. In 1988, Coats et al. (1993) adopted the same research protocol devised by
Bistrian et al. (1976) and repeated their study. They reported that 38% of medical
inpatients had suboptimal nutritional status. This is a reduction of 10% as compared
with the data reported by Bistrian et al. (1976) and is believed to be the result of
increased nutritional awareness among health care teams.
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Table 3: Summary of the nutritional assessments of Australian hospitalised
patients

Author

Number and Type of
patients (incidence of
malnutrition)

Nutritional Indicators

Cut-off points

Marshman et al (1980)

92 surgical (35%)

Serum Albumin
Body Weight
Mid arm
circumference
Mid arm muscle
circumference
Total lymphocyte count

No depletion:
>90% reference std
Moderate
depletion:
60-90% reference
std
Severe depletion:
<60% reference
std

Woodet al(1985)

473 surgical and medical
(15% undernourished)

Serum Albumin
Body weight
Folate
Haemoglobin
Height
Mid arm
circumference
Mid arm muscle
circumference
Total lymphocyte Count
Total Protein Transferrin

Undernourished
Mild:
75-89% reference
std
Moderate :60-74% j
reference std
Severe:
<60% reference std

(32% ovemourished)

Zador and Truswell (1987)

84 surgical
(14% undernourished)

j

(55% ovemourished)

Serum Albumin
Arm muscle
circumference
Body weight
Haemoglobin
Height
Total lymphocyte
Count
Triceps skinfolds

Ovemourished
Normal:90-I09%
reference standard
Overweight: 110119% reference
standard
Obese: 120%
reference standard
*

see Table 3.1

Table 3.1: Zador and Truswell (1987) nutritional indices and criteria used to
classify nutritional status

Nutrition
Indicator

Normal

Borderline

Abnormal

Serum Albumin

40-52 g/L

<40 g/L

<35 g/L

Arm muscle
circumference

10th-95th percentile

<10th percentile

<5th percentile

Body mass index

20-25

<20

<18 or >25

Haemoglobin

Male 130-180 g/L

Male <130 g/L

Male <120 g/L

Female
115-165 g/L

Female
<115 g/L

Female
<105 g/L

<10% over
6 months or less

>10% over 6
months or less

History of weight loss
Total lymphocyte
count

L5-40X 10%

<1.5xl0'/L

<1,0x10%

Triceps skinfold

10th-95th percentile

<10th percentile

<5th percentile

The nutritional status of hospitalised patients has been assessed using a combination
of anthropometric and biochemical indicators. However, as illustrated by the tables,
each researcher has selected a different combination of these indicators which they
believe can measure the nutrition status of their patients. Patient characteristics, such
as their age, sex and illness can also influence their nutritional status.

To interpret these indicators, cut-off points are used to distinguish normal and
suboptimal nuritional status. The majority of the researchers considered the
cut-off points for suboptimal nutritional status as the value which departs from the
reference standards for the indicators . There were further attempts by some of the
researchers to grade the severity of the suboptimal nutritional status. Bistrain et al.
(1976), Weinsier et al. (1979), Marshman et al. (1980), Wood et al. (1985) and Zador
and Truswell (1987) classified the suboptimal nutritional status as moderate and
severe. As Tables 1 to 3 (page 10 to 14) show, none of the researchers used the same
cut-off points to classify the severity of the suboptimal nutritional conditions. This
means that it is difficult to compare their results. In spite of this, as I will discuss
later in the chapter, there is an association between the severity of the suboptimal
nutritional state as reflected by the nutritional indicators and the clinical course of the
hospitalised patients.

Bistrian et al. (1976) were the first team which used the term hospital protein energy
malnutrition (HPEM), to describe suboptimal nutritional status identified in the
clinical setting. They studied 251 medical patients using a variety of anthropometric
and biochemical indicators (Table 1, page 10). However, they considered three
indicators (arm muscle circumference, body weight and serum albumin) to be
diagnostic for HPEM without further clinical examination. Later researchers
followed Bistrian et al. (1976) and used the same term. However, while the three
'key' indicators continued to be used, other researchers have used different cut-off
points and different hospital populations. This means that it is difficult to compare
these studies. As Haider and Haider (1984:1286) commented:
" An accurate assessment of the extent of malnutrition is hampered by the
difficult in defining this term and in diagnosing subclinical malnutrition".

The definition and measurement of protein energy malnutrition is not an easy
proposition. Payne (1985:1) considers malnutrition as:
"a wide range of different conditions: people can be said to be malnourished
because they have symptoms of a very specific kind, perhaps the clinical
manifestations of the lack of one single nutrient, i.e. they are eating an
unbalanced diet. Or they may be described as malnourished as a result of
starvation, i.e. their diet may be well enough balanced, but simply not adequate
to meet their energy needs."
According to Payne (1985:1) malnutrition may be defined as :
a state in which the physical function of an individual is impaired to the point
where she or he can no longer maintain an adequate level of performance at such

things as physical work, resisting or recovery from the effects of disease,
maintaing an adequate level of growth, or the processes of pregnancy or
lactation. Though the notion of an adequate level of performance is not itself a
simple one. There will be a continuum of states ranging from readily apparent
starvation and disability on the one hand, through marginal states carrying some
risk of physical breakdown to a generally adequate and secure food supply on the
other."
Of course Payne (1985) made his reference in the context of developing countries
rather than western hospitals, however, HPEM can have adverse outcomes in terms of
morbidity and mortality. I will discuss this in a later section.

2.3 HOSPITAL PROTEIN ENERGY MALNUTRITION IN AUSTRALIA
There have been three surveys assessing the nutritional status of hospitalised patients
in Australia. Table 3 (page 13 and 14) provides a summary of these studies. The
incidence of HPEM for Australian surgical patients has been reported as between
14-35% (Marshman et al. 1980, Zador and Truswell 1987). The incidence of HPEM
for Australian medical inpatients is uncertain, because there has been no published
data. However, Wood et al (1985) reported that in a combined sample of medical and
surgical inpatients, the incidence of HPEM was 8%. Results from these studies
indicate that the incidence of HPEM is significant. Although these studies adopted
Bistrian et al.'s (1976) anthropometric and biochemical indicators to detect the

incidence of HPEM in Australian hospitals, the cut-off points were different for each
of the studies. This means comparison between the studies is difficult. Despite this,
these result show that HPEM is detected in Australian hospitals.

Marshman et al. (1980) analysed anthropometric indicators (weight and weight loss,
height, skinfolds) and biochemical indicators (serum albumin and total lymphocyte
count) for 92 surgical patients. They graded each of these indicators using a cut-off
point below the reference standard. When the values of these indicators are greater
than 90% of the reference standard, there is no depletion. However, when these
indicators are between 60-90% of the reference standard, there is moderate depletion.
Severe depletion is considered when these indicators are less than 60% of the
reference standard. The rationale for these cut-off points is unclear. Marshman et al.
(1980) reported 32 (35%) patients as severely malnourished, but there was no
mention of how many patients were moderately depleted. In the severely
malnourished group of patients, 16 (50%) patients experienced clinical
complications. These complications included sepsis and poor wound healing. The
team concluded that surgical patients who are malnourished are more likely to
experience clinical complications.

Zador and Truswell (1987) conducted nutritional assessments in 84 surgical patients
in another Australian hospital. The anthropometric and biochemical indicators they
used to investigate the prevalence of HPEM were similar to those used by Marshman
et al (1980). Zador and Truswell (1987) included history of weight loss. Body Mass
Index (BMI), skinfolds, total lymphocyte count, serum albumin and haemoglobin.
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Although the cut-off points used to interpret these indicators were clearly documented
in their study (Table 3.1, page 14) the rationale on how these cut-off points were
established is unclear.

Like Marshman et al. (1980), Zador and Truswell (1987) graded the severity of
HPEM by having cut-off points below the reference standard for each of the
anthropometric and biochemical indicators. Patients were considered to have
borderline HPEM when their weight loss was less than 10% of usual body weight for
more than six months, their BMI less than 20, their skinfolds less that 10th percentile,
their total lymphocytes count less than 1.5 x 10^/L, the haemoglobin for males less
than 13 g/L and for females less than 11.5 g/L and their serum albumin was less than
40 g/L. The patient was considered to have moderate HPEM when their weight loss
was greater than 10% for more than six months, the BMI less than 18, their skinfolds
were less than 5th percentile, their total lymphocyte count was less than 1.0 x 10^/L,
their haemoglobin for males was less than 120 g/L and for females were less than 105
g/L, the serum albumin was less than 35 g/L.

The team reported that 12 (14%) patients were malnourished. The percentage of
patients detected to be malnourished is significantly less than that detected by
Marshman et al. (1980) (35%). This result must not be interpreted at its face value.
This is because although both studies were looking at surgical patients, each study
diagnosed their malnourished patients with different cut-off points for each indicator.
This means that direct comparison between the two studies is difficult. However,
these two studies establish that HPEM is present in Australian hospitals.
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Interestingly Zador and Truswell (1987) identified a second group of patients who
were malnourished. There were 46 (55%) patients in their study who were
overweight. Most studies which investigate nutritional status of hospitalised patients
do not include this group of patients although they also do not fit inside the reference
standards for the anthropometric indicators.

Another major difference between Marshman et al. (1980) and Zador and Truswell
(1987) was the timing of the nutritional assessment. Marshman et al. (1980) did not
specify at what stage of the patients' stay in the hospital they assessed them. Zador
and Truswell (1987) stated clearly that assessment was conducted within 48 hours of
the patients' admission into the hospital Results from these two studies, therefore
cannot relate nutritional status to the length of hospital stay. However, there is
evidence that the nutritional status of hospitalised patients is related to their length of
hospital stay. In the United States, Robinson et al. (1987) conducted a prospective
audit of the nutritional status of 100 patients within 48 hours of their hospital
admission. Using anthropometric and biochemical indicators, they identified 40
patients who were malnourished, 44 patients were well nourished and 16 who were
borderiine malnourished. The team noted that the malnourished patients had a
significantly greater mean length of stay (15.6 days) when compared with the
borderiine malnourished patients (10.2 days) and the well nourished patients
(8.2 days). The length of hospital stay reflects patients' morbidity. Hence, it is
important to prevent the deterioration of the nutritional status of those who are
borderiine malnourished as well as correcting the nutritional status of malnourished
patients.

In the third study. Wood et al. (1985) investigated the nutritional status of 473
hospitalised patients in Australia. Unlike the studies of Marshman et al. (1980) and
Zador and Truswell (1987), Wood et al. (1985) used a mixed sample of medical and
surgical patients. However, the team did not describe the number of patients in each
of the clinical areas. The nutritional indicators used by Wood et al. (1985) were
similar to those of Marshman et al. (1980) and Zador and Truswell (1987):
anthropometric indicators (body weight, height, skinfolds) and biochemical indicators
(serum albumin, transferrin, haemoglobin, total lymphocyte counts). The cut offpoints used to interpret these nutritional indicators were clearly documented in their
study and are listed in Table 3 (page 14). However, like the previous two studies, the
rationale for the cut-off points is unclear. Since the cut-off points selected were
different in all three studies, direct comparison between the studies is difficult.

Wood et al. (1985) used height-weight tables for Australians (NH&MRC 1957) to
compare body weights for the patients in their study. They classified obesity,
overweight and normal weight as a percentage of the mean reference body weight.
An obese patient will have a body weight greater than 120% for their mean reference
weight. An overweight patient will be 110-119%, and 90-109% for normal weight.
The cut-off point for undernourished patients was 75-89% of mean reference body
weight. This was classified as mild, 60-74% of the mean reference body weight was
classified as moderate and less than 60% as severe. For the biochemical indicators
Wood et al. (1985) stated that they used their usual hospital cut-off points.

Wood et al. (1985) reported that 153 (32%) patients were overweight and 211 (45%)
patients had body weight within the normal weight range. Seventy (15%) patients
had various grades of undernutrition. The results obtained from all three studies
(Marshman et al. 1980, Wood et al. 1985, Zador and Truswell 1987) indicate that
malnutrition is present in Australian hospitals. These studies could not determine, of
course, whether these malnourished patients would have been undetected if they had
not participated in the project. However, in all the publications looking at the
nutritional status of hospitalised patients the researchers believed that it is important
for the health care team to be aware of the presence of patients with suboptimal
nutritional states, so that active nutritional interventions can be initiated to correct the
condition.

2.4 IMPLICATIONS OF HOSPITAL PROTEIN ENERGY MALNUTRITION

Patients identified to have HPEM have greater morbidity as well as mortality. In
addition, the condition is expensive to the health system. The length of hospital stay
is a measure of morbidity. As discussed earlier, patients identified as having HPEM
have a greater length of hospital stay. Reilly et al. (1988) reported that 771 HPEM
patients stayed in hospital for an extra 12.8 days when compared with patients not
identified as having the condition. McClave et al. (1992) conducted a similar study
with 124 HPEM patients with 56 controls. Their results showed that HPEM patients
were staying in the hospital for an extra 36.5 days. The differences observed between
the researchers can be related to the different group of patients they were reviewing.

Reilly et al. (1988) were reviewing both surgical as well as medical patients.
However, McClave et al. (1992) were reviewing only surgical patients.

Regardless of the type of patients these researchers are studying, it is important to
note that all HPEM patients stay in the hospital longer than patients who do not have
the condition. This translates to a greater financial expense for the health service. In
addition, HPEM patients have greater morbidity as well as mortality rates when
compared with patients without HPEM. Reilly et al. (1988) reported that HPEM
patients have a 38% increase in mortality when compared with patients without
HPEM. This observation is similar to that of McClave et al. (1992). Their team
reported that patients with HPEM have a 40% increase in mortality risk. In addition,
McClave et al. (1992) reported that patients with HPEM develop infection and sepsis
25% more often when compared with those without HPEM. Reilly et al. (1988) and
McClave et al. (1992) both stress the importance of early detection of HPEM so as to
provide aggressive treatment for patients identified to have the condition. In fact this
view of early detection and prevention of further progression of HPEM by nutritional
intervention is shared by all the researchers who reported the prevalence of HPEM
(Bistrian et al. 1976, Tobias and Van Itallie 1977, Weinsier et al. 1979, Hill et al.
1977, Marshman et al. 1980, Apelgren et al. 1982, Klidjian et al. 1982 and Zador and
Truswell 1987). Wood et al. (1985) recommended that a prophylaxis for malnutrition
in the hospital is to initiate nutrition screening. This will ensure all patients have
their baseline nutritional status established at the time of hospital admission.
In addition, patients who require nutritional input can be detected early in their
hospital course. Within the literature, there are ten studies which call themselves

nutrition screening studies. However, before I discuss these publications, I will first
define the term screening.

2.3 DEFINmON OF SCREENING
Screening is defined as the application of a tool or test for detecting and controlling a
disease condition among subjects who are asymptomatic, but have some pathological
changes of the disease (Wilson and Jungner 1968, Rush 1993). This means that the
purpose of screening is to identify a particular stage of the disease development,
whereby active intervention could arrest the progression of the disease and
consequently improve the subject's morbidity and mortality (Hakama 1991, Rush
1993). Subjects detected by screening are targeted for relevant diagnostic testing.
Hence, the subject who has the clinical illness will receive treatment and should
therefore have a better clinical outcome compared with those whose illness remains
undetected until the condition has progressed to a symptomatic level. The disease
must be "serious" (Hakama 1991:91). Hakama (1991) considered cancer fitted this
criterion because screening would allow early detection and consequently reduce the
mortality rate in subjects identified by the process.
Screening is very different from disease diagnosis (Wilson and Jungner 1968).
Subjects are asymptomatic of the disease when they are screened, while the reverse is
the case for disease diagnosis. However, this distinction may be difficult for some
diseases. Hakama (1991) used the detection of the early stages of cervical cancer as
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an example to illustrate this point. This disease can be diagnosed by the screening
process without further diagnostic tests. However, although there are similarities
between screening and diagnosis for certain diseases, it is important to consider these
as two completely different processes. This is because as previously discussed,
screening is conducted among subjects who are asymptomatic for the disease, but
who because of certain characteristics (for example, age and sex) may be 'at risk'.
Results from screening allow the detection of subjects who are more likely to have
the clinical condition, but they are not confirmed to have the condition until
diagnostic tests have been conducted. As Wilson and Jungner (1968) commented,
these precise diagnostic tests can be invasive as well as expensive. Screening can
help to focus on those subjects who would truly need the diagnostic testing.

2.6 EVALUATION

The effectiveness of screening is judged via the evaluation of the screening tools. All
screening tools should be evaluated for their validity and the implications for
detecting the disease state (Wilson and Jungner 1968). It should also be noted that
the prevalence of the disease in the population where screening is conducted can
directly influence the result (Hakama 1991). Ineffective screening tools can create
unnecessary stress for individuals who are incorrectly detected by the screening as
well as generating unnecessary work and extra resources for the health care system
(Rush 1993). The validity of the screening tool is measured in terms of the sensitivity
and specificity (Hakama 1991).

Sensitivity and specificity of the screening test take into account the four groups
of subjects identified by the screening test (Mayrent 1987). Group A are the number
of subjects detected by the screening tool who actually have the disease. They are
known as the true positives. Group B is the number of subjects identified by the
screening tool to be positive, however they do not actually have the disease. They are
known as the false positives. Group C is the number of subjects whom the screening
test identifies as negative but they have the disease. They are known as false
negatives. Group D is the number of subjects whom the screening test identifies as
negative and they do not have the disease. They are known as the true negatives.
In the next chapter, I explore further into the relationship between these four groups
of subjects.

2.6.1 SENSrriVITY

Mayrent (1987) defined sensitivity of the screening tool as the proportion of subjects
identified by the screening tool who subsequently receive diagnostic testing for the
disease and are found to have the disease. In the next chapter I explain how
sensitivity can be calculated using an arithmetic formula. This formula takes into
account the number of subjects detected by the screening tool who actually have the
disease, the true positives, as well as the number of subjects whom the screening tool
identifies as negative but they have the disease, the false negatives. The variables
which are taken into account when calculating sensitivity, reflect that sensitivity is
measuring the success of the screening tool in terms of the yield (Hakama 1991).

2.6.2 SPECTFTCTTY

Mayrent (1987) defined specificity as the probability of the screening tool not
detecting patients who do not have the disease. The specificity of the screening tool
can be calculated by using an arithmetic formula (Table 5, page 91). Specificity is
calculated using the subjects identified by the screening tool as negative and they do
not have the disease, the true negatives, as well as the number of subjects identified
by the screening tool to be positive, but they do not have the disease, the false
positives.

2.6.3 PREDICTIVE VALUE

Wilson and Jungner (1968) explained that the predictive value is the probability of
the subject having the actual disease if they are identified from the screening tool.
Hakama (1991) considered the predictive value as the implications for conducting
screening. In other words, the predictive value would be determined by the validity
of the tool as well as the prevalence of the disease present in the population being
screened by the tool.

There are two types of predictive values. Mayrent (1987) explained that the positive
predictive value (PV^ is the probability of disease in some patients with a positive

not having the disease when the test result is negative. This can be calculated by
using the subjects identified as true negatives (D) divided by the subjects identified as
false negatives (C), plus (D).

As discussed earlier, there is a relationship between the predictive values and the
validity of the screening test. As Mayrent (1987) explained, when the screening tool
is sensitive, this means that it will be likely when subjects are not identified by the
screening test that they would not have the condition. In other words, this would
mean a greater predictive negative. Likewise when a screening tool is more specific,
this will mean that when subjects are identified by the screening tool, they would be
more likely to have the disease and this would mean a greater predictive positive.
However when the prevalence for the disease is low, regardless how specific the
screening test is, subjects identified to have the disease would more likely be false
positives. Fletcher et al. (1988) also cautioned how the population being screened for
the disease condition can influence the evaluation of the tool. The authors explained
that when the screening tool is conducted among teaching hospitals, patients are
generally very sick and this can also increase the predictive values.

2.7 ROTJTTNE NTJTOTTTON SCREENING

The application of routine nutrition screening has been described in the literature in
both the community and the hospital setting. Routine nutrition screening conducted
in the hospital does not fit well with the definition of screening for specific diseases.
Screening involves asymptomatic well subjects, usually in the community. By
definition, routine nutrition screening in the hospital involves unwell subjects, though
they may be asymptomatic as far as nutrition is concerned. In addition, changes in
nutritional status can be precipitated not just by poor dietary intake, but by numerous
confounding factors, such as illness, which may not respond to a single dietary
intervention. That means that, active dietetic intervention alone may not be sufficient
to improve subjects' morbidity and mortality.

Despite this limitation, there are ten studies which call themselves nutrition screening
studies conducted in the hospital setting. However, as I shall demonstrate, nine of
these studies are more properly called nutritional assessment tools according to the
screening criteria I have outlined above. Nonetheless, I have continued to use the
terms nutrition screening tool and nutrition screening process where it appears in the
literature.

To illustrate what is a bona fide routine nutrition screening, I will first discuss a
nutrition screening process in the community setting. This screening process focuses
on elderly people.

2.8 NUTRITION SCREENING IN THE COMMUNITY FOR THE ELDERLY
Community nutrition screening for the elderly was first reported in America. To date,
there has only been one published nutrition screening tool for this group of clients for
use in the community. This is known as the Nutrition Screening Initiative (NSI).
White et al. (1991,1992) explained that the NSI began in 1991. It is a 5-year project
involving members from the American Dietetic Association, the American Academy
of Family Physicians and the National Council on the Ageing. The purpose of the
NSI is for the elderly or their carer to become nutritionally aware and to seek
professional advice where appropriate. It is important to maintain good nutritional
practice because it can influence the elderly person's overall health and prevent
illness.

2.8.1 THE NSI PROCESS
The NSI process is designed to be administered on two levels. Thefirstlevel
involves the elderly person or their carer applying an evaluation "checklisf with a
score. The "checklist" is based on the mnemonic "DETERMINE" (White et al.
1991:22) which highlights the warning signs of poor nutrition. They are "Disease,
Eating poorly. Tooth loss or oral pain. Economic hardship, Reduced social contact.
Multiple medications. Involuntary weight loss or gain. Needs assistance with self
care. Elderly person is older than age 80." Figure 1 (page 32) present this checklist.
This checklist has a scoring component, so that the elderly person will know whether

they need to seek professional assistance. White et al. (1991, 1992) explained that
the checklist and the scoring component were devised from focus groups composed
of elderly Americans. However, they gave no details of the focus groups used to
identify the items and there was no mention of how each item of the checklist came
to be scored.
The checklist is not diagnostic, but the score can alert the elderly person or their carer
if they are at nutritional risk A score of 0-2 indicates that the user is currently not at
risk. They are advised to recheck the score in six months. The score 3-5 indicates the
elderly person is at "moderate" nutritional risk. The elderly are asked to consult their
local health services for the elderly. They are asked to recheck their score in three
months. A score of 6 or more indicates that the elderly person is at "high" nutritional
risk. They are asked to discuss their results with a health professional. The health
professionals will then complete the second level of the NSI process with them.
The second level of screening involves the health professional conducting an
extensive nutritional status assessment (White et al. 1991). This includes using
biochemical and anthropometric indicators, physical signs, medical history and
dietary intake studies. Results obtained from the nutritional assessment will assist the
health professional to make appropriate nutritional recommendations.

Figure 1: "DETERMINE" CHECKLIST (White et al. 1991:2)

The Warning Signs of poor nutritional
health are often overlooked. Use this
checklist to find out if you or someone you
know is at nutritional risk.
R e a d the statements below. Circle Lhe n u m b e r in the
y e s c o l u m n for those that apply to you or s o m e o n e
y o u know. For each yes answer, score the n u m b e r in
the box. Total your nutritional score.

DETERIVIINE
YOUR
NUTRITIONAL

HEALTH

YES
I have an illness or condition that made me change tlie kind and/or amount of food I eat.

2
3

-1 eat fewer than 2 meals per day.
I eat few fruits or vegetables, or milk products.

2

I have 3 or more drinks of beer, liquor or wine almost every day.

2

I have tooth or mouth problems that make it hard for me to eat.

2

I don't always have enough money to buy the food I need.

4

I eat alone most of the time.

1

I take 3 or more different prescribed or over-the-counter drugs a day.

1

Without wanting to, I have lost or gained 10 pounds in the last 6 months.

2

I am not always physically able to shop, cook and/or feed myself.

2
TOTAL

Total Y o u r Nutritional Score. If it's —
0-2

G o o d ! Recheck your nutritional score in 6
months.

3-5

You are at moderate nutritional risk.
See what can be done to improve your eating
habits and lifestyle. Your office on aging,
senior nutrition program, senior citizens
center or health department can help.
R e c h e c k your nutritional score in 3 months.

6 or m o r e You are at high nutritional risk. Bring
this checklist the next time you see your
doctor, dietitian or other qualified health or
social service professional. Talk with them
about any problems you may have. Ask for
help to improve your nutritional health.

These materials
dislribuied
Inilialive.

developed

by the Nuirilion
a prnjecl

and
Screening

of:

AMERICAN ACADEMY
? OF FAMILY PHYSICIANS
THE AMERICAN
DIETETIC ASSOCIATION
NATIONAL COUNCIL
ON THE AGING. INC.

Hcniember ihai warning signs
suggcsi risk, but do not rt'prcscnl
diagnosis of any condition. Tuni (lie
page (o Icam more aboui (he
Warning Signs of poor nulrilional
hcallh.

The NSI may truly be considered as nutrition screening. The process focuses on
elderly people (individuals more than 65 years old) and the diagnosis takes place after
screening. However, diagnosis in this case is in terms of an inadequate diet which
may lead, or have led, to nutrient deficiency rather than the diagnosis of a disease.
Dwyer et al. (1994) explained that the NSI presently is still undergoing evaluation.
Recently, a similar project commenced in Sydney, Australia (Bacon 1995), but results
are not yet available.

2.8.2 EVAULATION OF THE NSI
The NSI is still an ongoing project. There is only one publication by Posner et al.
(1993) evaluating the performance of the NSI. The team reported that in 449
non-institutionalised elderly subjects, the NSI identified 171 (38%) elderly who were
consuming a diet which was below 75% of the adult American Recommended
Dietary Allowance for three or more nutrients (protein, vitamin C, vitamin A,
thiamin, calcium). Consequently the team concluded that the NSI checklist can
identify non-institutionalised elderly people who consume inadequate diets.
Rush (1993) disagrees with this conclusion in terms of the sensitivity and benefit of
using the NSI. The NSI failed to identify almost half of the subjects who were
consuming an inadequate diet. This means the tool is not sensitive. In addition there
is no evidence as yet that the elderly identified by the NSI will benefitfromnutrition
intervention.

I will now return to the ten publications which discuss nutrition screening in the
hospital setting.
2.9 NUTRITION SCREENING IN THE HOSPTTAT.
The practice of nutrition screening is popular in the United States. Foltz et al. (1993)
conducted a survey into the practice of hospital screening in that country. They
reported that of the 388 responses they received, 350 (90.2%) hospitals had a protocol
for routine nutrition screening. Two hundred and fifteen (61.2%) hospitals routinely
screened all patients admitted to the hospital. Their results indicated that routine
hospital nutrition screening is widespread in the United States. However, in terms of
publications, there have only been tenfromthe United States concerning this area. In
Australia, there has only been one publication. These ten hospitals' nutrition
screening tools are summarised in Table 4 (page 43 and 44).
All the ten published nutrition screening processes contain nutritional indicators
similar to those used to assess the nutritional status of hospitalised patients in the
studies discussed earlier in the chapter. This means that although the dietitians who
designed these tools called them screening tools for suboptimal nutritional states, they
are in fact nutrition assessment tools for HPEM. The authors consider them to be
diagnostic v^thout further clinical examination. They are not true screening tests.
Before reviewing these nutrition screening tools in detail, I will first address the
rationale for conducting nutrition screening in the hospital.

2.9.1 RATIONALE FOR CONDUCTING NUTRITION SCREENING IN
HOSPITAL

There are two main reasons for conducting nutrition screening in hospital. One is
that there is evidence to show that patients respond positively to nutritional support
for suboptimal nutritional status. The other is that it can increases the efficiency of
dietetic referral systems.

There is evidence from the literature that dietetic services can improve clinical
outcomes for patients with suboptimal nutritional states. In order to correct and meet
the nutritional requirements for these patients, nutritional support is provided
enterally, that is by use of tube feeding, or supplementation of diets or parenterally
(Tamaiolo et al. 1981). Delmi et al. (1990) demonstrated among patients with
femoral fractures that enteral supplementation of diets can improve these patients'
morbidity by 87%. Hunt and Davies (1993) reported that there were overall weight
gains of 0.35 kg per week in all emphysema patients who received an oral dietary
supplement. These researchers considered these results as desirable nutritional
outcomes because there were improvements in mortality.

The success of correcting the suboptimal nutritional status of patients is not achieved
by simply increasing the nutritional content of the patient's diet. It is important to
monitor nutritional indicators and revise the nutritional plans where necessary in
order to achieve the aim of correcting any nutritional deficiency. Breslow et al.
(1991) studied 14 tubefed patients with pressure sores and compared them with

12 tubefed patients without pressure sores. The authors noted that ahhough patients
with pressure sores are already receiving high energy and high protein tube feeding
formulas, their serum albumin was 4 g/L less when compared with other patients,
who were not receiving the high protein and high protein feeding formula. These
authors proposed that since the actual energy requirements for patients with pressure
sores had never been measured, the nutritional care plan devised for these patients
were based on the clinical judgement of doctors and dietitians. In order to achieve
the aim of correcting the suboptimal nutrition status as reflected by the serum
albumin and the pressure sores, it was very important to monitor these indicators and
revise feeding formulas further when necessary.

HPEM can be a direct resuh of poor food intakes. This means that in order to correct
their nutritional status, HPEM patients must be encouraged to increase their dietary
intake. As Thomas et al. (1991) reported, patients with HPEM respond positively to
increased food consumption. The team noted that the nutritional status of the HPEM
patients as reflected by anthropometric and biochemical indicators was improved
when 95% of their prescribed diet was consumed. However the team noted that
patients remained malnourished when S0% of their prescribed dietary intake was
consumed. The team believed that the major factor which influences the food intake
for these patients was whether assistance in feeding was given by the carers.

Dietary supplementation is vital for the successful outcome of correcting nutritional
deficiency. Tomaiolo et al. (1981) reported that using commercial dietary
supplements for 117 patients only provided an average increase of 1050 kj per day,
with no changes in the serum albumin. However when the same group of patients
was offered fortified foods over the same period of time, there was an additional
increase in 5040 kj consumed daily, beside an overall improvement in the patients'
serum albumin. These patients' serum albumin improved 8 g/L beside a positive
nitrogen balance of 4 g. Unfortunately, the authors did not explain whether patients'
personal preferences were taken into consideration when planning their nutrition care
plans. The improvements in the indicators can be a result of the versatility of the
food fortifications which made the meal plan more acceptable than the dietary
supplement. The numerical value of nutrient requirements must be translated into
acceptable food or dietary supplements for patients and the dietitian can play an
active role in this process.

Nutrition assessments and interventions are dependent upon the nutrition awareness
of the health care team. Doctors, nursing staff and dietitians are the members in the
health care team who have key roles in detecting, monitoring and providing optimal
nutrition care for hospitalised patients. However, flaws can be detected in the current
system of detecting patients who require nutrition intervention.

Garrow (1994) from his personal experience commented that there was a lack of
concern exhibited by doctors and nurses in the nutritional management of
hospitalised patients. In a recent study, McWhirter and Pennington (1994) surveyed
the nutritional status of 500 patients admitted to the hospital. Each patient's
nutritional status was assessed using their body weight, triceps skinfolds thickness
and mid-arm circumference. Patients were considered to have suboptimal nutritional
states when their nutritional indicators were below the reference standards. The team
identified 200 patients with a suboptimal nutritional status, yet their doctors were
only able to detect this in 96 (48%) patients. The team was concerned with the lack
of nutrition awareness among the doctors. This means patients with suboptimal
nutritional status will not receive the necessary nutrition intervention which can affect
overall health and patient recovery.

Nursing staff also experienced similar problems in recognising the importance of
nutrition as a component in total patient care. Vickstrom and Fox (1976) surveyed
the nutritional knowledge in a sample of 867 nurses. Five hundred and ninety (68%)
nursing staff could correctly understand the rationale and prescription of therapeutic
diets. This means that nursing staff may not understand the relationship between
nutrition and disease states. However, the nutrition knowledge of nursing staff can be
improved after attending a nutrition course. Ross (1984) showed that the nutritional
knowledge of 77 nursing students improved from 48.4% to 80.6% after attending a
nutrition course.

Dietitians working in hospitals are concerned with the current system of patient
referrals for nutrition interventions. Ometer and Oberfell (1981), Frey and Littleton
(1984), Christensen and Gstundtner (1985), Hunt et al. (1985), Gough (1989), Ford
and Fairchild (1990) found the system for providing dietetic services totally
unsatisfactory. They were concerned that members of the health care team may not
be aware of the types of patients who should be receiving dietetic services.
Consequently, these dietitians proposed that hospitalised patients should be routinely
screened. This would establish some baseline nutrition information and generate
nutritional awareness for other members of the health care team.

2.9,2 THE PROCESS OF HOSPITAL NUTRITION SCREENING
I return now to a discussion of the published nutrition screening tools for hospital use.
Hospital nutrition screening requires an assessor (dietitian or non-dietetic personnel)
to complete a nutrition screening tool (questionnaire or checklist) with the patients.
The published hospital nutrition screening processes are designed as either to be
conducted routinely for all patients (Jensen and Dudrick 1981, Ometer and Oberfell
1981, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hunt et al.l985, Hannaman and Penner
1985, Ford and Fairchild 1990) or targeted at specific groups of patients (Thompson
et al. 1984, Behm and Schiller 1985, Tramposch and Blue 1987). When nutrition
screening processes which, as I have indicated, are really diagnostic are routinely
applied to all patients admitted into the hospital, this assumes all patients have an
equal chance of developing HPEM. However, this is unlikely to be the case in

in practice, as the sensitivity of the tool is likely to be low and the procedure is likely
to be expensive.
Some researchers target particular patient groups. Thompson et al. (1984) described
a process of screening for surgical patients, while Behm and Schiller (1985) described
a process of screening for cancer patients. Tramposch and Blue (1987) described a
process of screening for elderly patients. All three teams of researchers conducted
internal nutrition audits within their clinical unit measuring the incidence of HPEM.
Thompson et al. (1984) were the only team which detailed the incidence of HPEM in
their unit as well as reporting how many patients received nutrition intervention as a
direct result of screening. The other two studies just mentioned that the nutrition
audit was conducted in their unit, but failed to provide any details. Thompson et al.
(1984) looked at the number of patients who were identified by screening and
required nutrition intervention. The team conducted nutritional assessments with
1,141 aduh patients admitted to the surgical unit. The patients' body weight, serum
albumin and total lymphocyte count were recorded and compared with normal
standards. The team found that 400 (35%) patients had at least one abnormal
nutritional indicator. Consequently, the team had evidence to support routine
nutrition screening in their unit. It is interesting to note that Thompson et al. (1984)
conducted a follow-up study where they ascertained whether the practice of nutrition
screening was appropriate for their unit. The team reviewed 50 patients who were
screened and of whom 36 (72%) received nutrition interventions. They did not
document the outcomes of the intervention.

2.9.3 WHEN TO EVmATE HOSPITAL NUTRTTTON SCREENING

Most hospital nutrition screening is conducted within the first 24 to 48 hours after the
patient's admission (Thompson et al. 1984, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hunt et
al. 1985). The early application of nutrition screening allows the early detection of
patients requiring dietary attention. This will provide more time for the dietitians to
implement personalised dietary plans where necessary.

However, Hedberg et al. (1988) believed that routine nutrition screening and
assessment should be conducted on the fifth hospital day. This is because these
patients are considered to be at greater nutritional risk when compared with those
who stay in the hospital for a shorter period. This approach cannot be considered
nutrition screening because the team have pre-selected patients who are at nutritional
risk. In addition, Heamey (1993) cautioned that patients' hospital stays are becoming
shorter, hence it is important to conduct nutrition screening sooner rather than later.

2.9.4 WHO ADMINISTERS THE HOSPITAL NUTRITION SCREENING

Hospital nutrition screening can be conducted by dietitians (Thompson et al. 1984,
Tramposch and Blue 1987, Ford and Fairchild 1990), dietetic assistants (Jensen and
Dudrick 1981, Frey and Littleton 1984, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hedberg et
al. 1988) and nursing staff (Hunt et al. 1985, Behm and Schiller 1985). These are all
hospital staff with some knowledge in nutrition.

None of the studies explains why particular staff members are chosen to apply the
different screening tools. There were disagreements among the authors as to the role
of the dietitian in conducting nutrition screening. Frey and Littleton (1984), Behm
and Schiller (1985), Christensen and Gstundtner (1985) and Hunt et al. (1985) do not
consider that hospital nutrition screening should be applied by dietitians. These
authors preferred the dietitians to concentrate on patients identified by nutrition
screening. These patients will require dietetic assessments which will lead to
personalised dietary plans where necessary. However Hannaman and Penner (1985)
and Ford and Fairchild (1990) proposed that dietitians should apply nutrition
screening. Their view is that dietitians are responsible for monitoring the standards
of nutrition in the hospital.

2.9.5 HOSPTTAT. NTITRITiON SCREKNTNG TOOLS
All published hospital nutrition screening processes involved a nutrition screening
tool. These screening tools are generally in the format of a checklist (Jensen and
Dudrick 1981, Ometer and Oberfell 1981, Thompson et al. 1984, Behm and Schiller
1985, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hannaman and Penner 1985, Tramposch and
Blue 1987, Gough 1989, Ford and Fairchild 1990) or a questionnaire (Hunt et al
1985). Table 4 (page 43 and 44) summarised these nutrition screening tools.
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Regardless of the format of these nutrition screening tools, there are generally two
distinct sections. The first section provides background information on the patient. It
records the patient's name, age, sex, current date, their diagnosis and their location in
the hospital. The second section includes a combination of proxy indicators for
nutritional status. They may be anthropometric and/or biochemical indicators.
Subjective information (ability to purchase, prepare and consume food) may also be
included. The interpretation of this information in a standardised way should
correctly identify patients with HPEM.

I will now discuss the anthropometric and biochemical indicators used in the
published hospital nutrition screening tools

2.9.6 ANTHROPOMETRIC INDICATORS USED IN NUTRITION
SCREENING TOOLS

All published nutrition screening tools include weight and weight changes as their
main anthropometric indicator. Tramposch and Blue (1987) also included
measurement of skinfolds in their tool. I will first discuss weight and weight changes
as anthropometric nutritional indicators in screening tools.

2.9.6.1 BODY WEIGHT

Body weight is considered by many to be the most accessible proxy indicator for
nutritional status (Jensen and Dudrick 1981, Frey and Littleton 1984, Thompson et al.
1984, Behm and Schiller 1985, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hunt et al. 1985,
Hannaman and Penner 1985, Tramposch and Blue 1987, Gough 1989, Ford and
Fairchild 1990). This is because weighing scales are generally available in hospitals.
However when Kamath et al. (1986) reviewed the incidence of measuring body
weight in 3047 patients admitted into the hospital, their team reported 1,149 (36.9%)
patients did not have their body weight measured after 48 hours into their hospital
admission. The reason for this was unclear, but the team recommended that dietitians
should be aware of similar practices in their hospitals.

There are limitations to the usefiilness of body weight: body weight cannot
distinguish from which body compartment the change in the body weight occurs
(Bistrian et al. 1975, Frisancho 1988). Body weight is a composite measure of
muscle and visceral proteins, fat, water and bone mineral (Gibson 1990).

Changes in the body weight suggest that there are changes in the patient's reserves of
fat and protein (Hill 1979, OLeary et al. 1982, Roy et al. 1985). During illness,
changes to the body water content may be a result of the disease state and weight may
not accurately reflect nutritional status (Bistrian et al 1975, Mullen et al. 1980,
Pinchofsky-Devin 1990). For example, the body weight of inpatients diagnosed with
congestive cardiac failure where there is an accumulation of body fluid, will not

indicate their nutritional status (Baker et al. 1982). The physiological effect of ageing
directly affects body weight and height. This is because of the decrease in protein,
water, fat and calcium stores (Master et al. 1960, Vir and Love 1980). There is also a
lack of baseline reference for individuals more than 74 years (Frisancho 1988). To
solve this problem, Tramposch and Blue (1987) measured and compared the elderly
person's own body weight. This means that the body weight acts as that person's own
baseline reference. Changes to this reference serve as an indicator for reviewing
dietary practices.

Despite these limitations a change in the patient's body weight is still considered to be
a useful indicator for identifying nutritionally at risk patients. In particular weight
loss is used in all nutrition screening tools. Church and Hill (1987) and Dempsey et
al. (1988) demonstrated that weight loss greater than 10 lbs (4.5 Kg) correlates with
an increase in mortality in hospitalised patients. Similarly Klidjian et al. (1982),
Anderson et al. (1984) and Robinson et al. (1987) identified weight loss of 10% as an
indicator predicting morbidity in hospitalised patients. Christensen and Gstundtner
(1985), Hannaman and Penner (1985), Ford and Fairchild (1990) considered a weight
loss of greater than 20% of the patient's usual weight as a strong indicator of a patient
being at severe nutritional risk. A patient who has lost between 10-20% is considered
to be moderately at risk.

These screening tools exclude patients who are over their desirable body weight
although they can be equally at risk nutritionally. Truswell (1985), McLaren and
Meguid (1988) pointed out that overweight clients have poorer health outcomes when
compared with clients who are not overweight. There are higher incidences of
diabetes, hypertension and diseases affecting joints in the body in overweight clients,
consequently it is important to identify them and initiate weight reducing treatments.
However, Tayback et al (1990) surveyed the survival of 4710 elderly people over a
period of 8.7 years. Their definition of the elderly person was 55 years or more,
which is a lower figure than most studies in this area. The team reported that there
was a relationship between body weight and the mortality rate in the elderly.
However, this relationship was age dependant. For elderly persons 55 to 64 years, the
team reported the mortality rate for those who were within their desirable weight
range was 12.9%. The mortality rate for those who were overweight was 15% and for
those who were underweight it was 15.5%. However, the team discovered a much
stronger relationship for elderly persons 65 to 74 years. In this group the mortality
rate for those who were within their desirable weight range was 29%. The mortality
rates for those who were overweight was 31.4%, but for those who were underweight
it was 37.2%.

The mortality risks were adjusted for smoking and elevated blood pressure. The team
recommended that it can be more important to identify and correct the weight loss for
people aged 65 years and over than to identify and correct those who are overweight.

2.9.6.2 HEIGHT
All the nutrition screening tools include the height of patients, but there was no
explanation for including this component. It was also not clear in the literature
whether the height component is measured by the user of the screening tool or self
reported by the patient. I presume the documented height from the nutrition
screening tools is combined with the body weight for nutritional assessment.

2.9.6.3 BODY MASS INDEX
Gibson (1990) explained that the Body Mass Index (BMI) or Quetelet's Index
measures the body weight corrected for height. This index is defined as weight
[kilogram]/height [metre square]. Garrow (1983) explained that when an individual's
BMI is greater than 30, this person is considered to be obese. The overweight range
for the BMI is considered to be 26 to 30. The healthy weight range for the BMI is
considered to be 20 to 25.
However, as I have mentioned earlier, body weight and height can also be affected by
the physiological effects of ageing. The BMI is not considered to be a valid index for
the elderly (more than 65 years old) (Garrow 1983).

2.9.6.4 SKINFOLDS

Skinfolds measurements being taken at specific sites of the body by skilled measurers
using calipers can provide information regarding body fat content (Dumin and
Rahaman 1967). These measurers need training in the correct methods of applying
the calipers at specific locations of the body in order to obtain accurate
measurements. This knowledge is vital for consistent and valid data collection.
Tramposch and Blue's (1987) is the only screening tool which includes skinfolds.
The dietitian actually administers their tool when patients are admitted into the
hospital. This tool is different from the rest because it attempts to monitor the
longitudinal nutritional status of the patients after their hospital admission. One of
the reasons why the screening tool described by Tramposch and Blue (1987) requires
the dietitian for data collection is because they are trained to measure skinfolds and
therefore should produce consistent results.

Gibson (1990) explained that fat is the major form of energy storage in the body and
malnutrition can cause a depletion in this energy store. The amount and the
distribution of body fat are different for each person. Robson et al. (1971) and
Dumin and Wormsley (1974) explained that the distribution of body fat is different
according to an individual's sex, ethnic background and age. This means that the best
way to interpret skinfolds is to establish a baseline skinfolds value specifically for the
person. This is followed by measuring subsequent skinfolds at regular time periods to
assess changes in the fat stores. In malnutrition, there will be a depletion in the fat

store and successful nutritional intervention should stop this and improve the fat
stores. There are percentile charts available for skinfolds (Frisancho 1981). These
charts are useful and can allow the user to compare the subject's skinfolds with
reference to the general population. However, when using these percentile charts it is
important to consider how the charts are compiled. The percentile chart complied by
Frisancho (1981) was based from skinfolds data obtained from 19,097 white subjects
aged 1 to 74 years and using them for other ethnic groups is not desirable.

2.9.7 BIOCHEMICAL INDICATORS USED IN NUTRITION SCREENING
TOOLS
Gibson (1990) explained that biochemical nutritional indicators are biological
materialsfromthe body which reflect either the total body content of the nutrient or
the tissue store most sensitive to depletion. The normal function of this biological
material can also become suboptimal as a result of nutrient deficiency. However it is
important to note that these biochemical indicators can also be altered by non-nutrient
variables such as in the diseased state, this can affect the production and degradation
of these indicators.

The biochemical indicators used in the screening tools are intended to detect patients
who are specifically at risk of developing HPEM. These indicators are serum
albumin (Jensen and Dudrick 1981, Ometer and Oberfell 1982, Thompson et al.
1984, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hannaman and Penner 1985, Hunt et al.
1985, Tramposch and Blue 1987, Ford and Fairchild 1990) and total lymphocyte
count (Jensen and Dudrick 1981, Thompson et al. 1984, Christensen and Gstundtner
1985).

2.9.7.1 SERUM ABLUMIN AND TOTAL LYMPHOrYTE COUNT

Serum albumin is a serum protein present in the blood which is made by the liver
(Gibson 1990). This protein has a 'half-life' in the body of 14-20 days depending
upon the individual's body size. Low serum albumin can be the result of inadequate
dietary protein intakes (Gibson 1990) and certain disease states which interfere with
serum albumin synthesis (Dempsey et al. 1988). Kamel (1990) has also cautioned
that concentrated serum albumin used for clinical treatment in hypoalbuminemia, can
interfere with the true biochemical value present in the patient. This means that
serum albumin as a nutritional indicator must be interpreted in context with other
clinical signs.

Total lymphocyte count can be interpreted as a biochemical nutritional indicator
because the immune system can be influenced by malnutrition (Seltzer et al. 1982,
Gibson 1990). However, as Gibson (1990) explained, total lymphocyte count can
also be influenced by stress, sepsis, infection, neoplasia and steroids. This means that
these underlying clinical conditions must also be considered when interpreting total
lymphocyte count as a nutritional indicator.

In the nutrition screening tools which used serum albumin and total lymphocyte count
as biochemical nutritional indicators, the authors graded the severity of nutritional
risk as a proportion of the baseline reference standard. Christensen and Gstundtner
(1985) consider the patient to be at moderate nutritional risk when their serum
albumin is between 32-35 g/L and total lymphocyte count is 1.2-1.5 x 10^/L. Patients
are considered to be at severe nutritional risk when their serum albumin is less then
32 g/L and their total lymphocyte count is less than 1.2 x 10^/L. In a different
nutrition screening tool, Hedberg et al. (1988) considered patients to be at moderate
nutritional risk when their serum albumin is less than 35 g/L or their total lymphocyte
count is less that 1.5 x 10^/L. The patient is considered to be at severe nutritional risk
when their serum albumin is less than 28 g/L or their total lymphocyte count is
0.9 xlO^/L. None of the authors explained how they have decided upon their cut off
points for moderate and severe nutritional risk. Obviously, with different cut-off
points, each screening tool will identify a different number of patients.

2,9,8 SUBJECTIVE INFORMATION
All nutrition screening tools include a section which asks patients whether they
experience any difficulties in purchasing, preparing and consuming food. This
information can be useful to identify some of the underlying causes for the patient's
poor nutritional status.
Patients are asked to describe their present appetite and their usual eating practices
(Jensen and Dudrick 1981, Ometer and Oberfell 1982, Frey and Littleton 1984, Behm
and Schiller 1985, Christensen and Gstundtner 1985, Hannaman and Penner 1985,
Hunt et al. 1985, Tramposch and Blue 1987, Ford and Fairchild 1990). The user of
the nutrition screening tool can be alerted if a patient admits having a poor appetite,
or irregular meals, which will directly influence their dietary intake. Identifying the
patient's dental status (Tramposch and Blue 1987, Ford and Fairchild 1990) and food
preference (Behm and Schiller 1985, Ford and Fairchild 1990) ensures an appropriate
meal plan will be organised and prevents possible problems with dietary supplements.

2.9.9 EVALUATION OF HOSPTTAT. NTTTRmON SCRFENING TOOLS

Screening tools should be evaluated in terms of their validity and predictive values.
This provides a measure for the effectiveness of the screening process. However,
none of the nutrition screening tools contained an evaluation format similar to those
described for screening. This is not surprising because these so called screening tools
are in fact nutrition assessments tools for HPEM. Consequently when the screening
tool does include an evaluation component, this has been related to the outcomes of
patients detected by the tools, rather than the number detected to truely have the
'condition' (i.e. an inadequate diet).
Not all hospital screening tools include or specify their evaluation component.
Thompson et al. (1984), Behm and Schiller (1985), Hannaman and Penner (1985),
Gough (1989), Ford and Fairchild (1990) did not describe how their hospital nutrition
screening tools were evaluated. Since these screening tools and processes were not
evaluated, it is difficult to judge their performance.
The remaining four hospital nutrition screening tools were evaluated in terms of the
ability to detect patients who have HPEM. Three of these screening tools only stated
the incidence of patients identified to have HPEM and detected by the tool. Frey and
Littleton (1984) reported that when their hospital nutrition screening tool was applied
to 793 patients, it identified 328 (41.4%) patients as having HPEM. Christensen and
Gstundtner (1985) reported that when their hospital nutrition screening tool was

applied to 500 patients, it detected 140 (28%) patients who had HPEM. Hedberg et al
(1988) reported that when they applied their nutrition screening tool to 225 patients,
80 patients (35.6%) had HPEM. All these researchers expressed the view that their
screening tool can identify the proportion of patients who have HPEM and these
patients will need dietetic intervention. Consequently, although these three teams of
reseachers considered their tool as a screening tool, it is in fact a diagnostic tool.

Hunt et al. (1985) is the only study which evaluated their nutrition screening tool in
terms of outcome. The team reported that when they applied their hospital nutrition
screening tool to 278 patients, 103 (37%) patients were identified to have HPEM.
These patients stayed in the hospital longer when compared with those who did not
have HPEM. Unfortunately the team did not explore whether nutrition intervention
alone improved the actual length of hospital stays among patients with HPEM. This
would provide more evidence for the value of targeting active nutritional intervention
to this group of patients.

Four nutrition screening tools were evaluated in terms of the period of time required
to complete the nutrition screening tool. This is an important aspect especially as
these four hospital nutrition screening tools are expected to be applied to all patients.
Frey and Littleton (1984) reported their screening tool took 5 to 7 minutes to
complete. Hunt et al. (1985) reported their nutrition screening tool took 5 minutes to
complete. Tramposch and Blue (1987) reported that their screening tool took
9 minutes to complete. Since each of the screening tool's formats is different, it is

difficult to compare whether this difference is related to the complexity of the
components of the tool or that the users found the tool more or less difficult to apply.

The value of information gathered by routine hospital screening tools for other health
professionals was evaluated in a survey conducted amongst an unspecified number of
health professionals (physicians, social workers, physiotherapists and occupational
therapists) by Trampsoch and Blue (1987). Their results indicated that the nutrition
screening tool provided concise yet comprehensive patient nutrition information.
This evaluation indicated that other health professionals supported the format of the
hospital nutrition screening tool. The results of these evaluations demonstrate the
value and practical applications of hospital nutrition screening.

2.9.10 HOSPTTAT. NTJTRITTON SCREENING TN AUSTRALIA

Gough's (1989) routine nutritional screening study has been the only one published to
date in Australia. This screening tool included anthropometric indicators (body
weight and height, BMI, weight changes) and subjective information (difficulties with
eating food and patient's appetite). This tool is intended to assist nursing staff to
identify patients who require dietitian review and hence, it differs from its American
counterparts.

The patient is considered to require dietitian review when their BMI departs from
20-25, or if their weight deviated by over 40% of their usual body weight. Like the
majoirity of the screening tool studies from the United States, this did not include an
evaluation component hence its performance tool remains unclear. I have already
discussed some of the limitations of the BMI, especially in the elderly patient. In
addition, some of the other nutritional crietria used by Gough are not routinely
available at CH, and so this could not be directly applied in my study.

2.10 SUMMARY

In this chapter, I described published nutrition screening processes and screening
tools. These processes have been applied in hospitals as well as in community
settings. Hospital nutrition screening was first reported in the 1980s, while the first
community nutrition screening was reported in the 1990s.

There are differences between the two nutrition screening processes. Hospital
nutrition screening can be used to screen all clients admitted into the hospital, or on
the other hand, specific clinical units within the hospital. The community nutrition
screening process has been designed for the elderly. In addition, most tools used for
hospital nutrition screening are in fact nutrition assessments tools, designed to detect
HPEM. This is because significant incidences of HPEM have been recorded in
hospitals together with a lack of nutrition awareness within health care teams.
Patients with HPEM have higher morbidity as well as mortality when compared to

patients without the condition. The application of routine nutrition screening allows
the early detection of HPEM. These patients then receive dietetic interventions. The
general consensus in the literature is that these interventions should correct and
improve the nutritional status of these patients, which also improves their clinical
outcome.

Health professionals are the main users of the hospital screening processes, while the
elderly or their carers are the main users for the community screening process. All
the nutrition screening processes involve the user applying a screening tool. This tool
is made up of indicators that reflect the nutritional status of the individual. The
indicators include a combination of anthropometric measurements (body weight,
height and skinfolds) and biochemical measurements (haemoglobin, serum albumin)
together with subjective information (ability to purchase, prepares and consume
food).

The majority of the nutrition screening tools have not been evaluated in any rigourous
sense. The published studies tend to list only the nutritional indicators covered by
screening. The performance of the tools are not documented. None provide figures
for specificity and sensitivity.

In terms of practical application, since some hospital screening tools are designed for
application to all patients, the length of time used to complete the nutrition screening
tool has been also evaluated. The results indicate that nutrition screening takes
5 to 9 minutes to complete. This is important because if the screening tool requires a

considerable length of time to complete, the user will find that it is competing with
their work routine.

In Australia, the three nutrition surveys conducted in hospitals indicate that
malnutrition is present. One of the recommendations made by Wood et al. (1985) is
to introduce routine nutrition screening. That is, to identify clients who have HPEM
for implementation of dietetic programmes where appropriate. However, unlike the
United States, there has been only one routine hospital nutrition screening study
(Gough 1989) in Australia. The performance of this screening tool is not clear.

Dietetic services can improve clinical outcomes for patients with suboptimal
nutritional states. However, the present system for patients referral for dietetic
services is inadequate. Members of the health care team may not be aware of the
types of patients who should be receiving dietetic servuces. Nutrition screening can
be a solution for this problem. This is because screening would establish some
baseline nutrition information and generate nutritional awareness for other members
of the health care team. Nutrition assessment for HPEM is not considered further
here, since it does not fulfil the screening criteria.

CHAPTER THREE

METHODS
3.1 EVTRODIJCTTON

This chapter discusses the steps I took to achieve the purpose of this project. In the
previous chapter, I discussed the literature which showed how nutrition screening
could establish some baseline nutrition information and generate nutritional
awareness for other members of the health care team. Appropriate clients can then be
referred for dietetic services.

Routine nutrition screening is popular in the United States, but there has been only
one nutrition screening tool reported in Australia. Although the dietitians who
designed these tools called them screening tools for suboptimal nutritional states, they
are in fact nutrition assessment tools for HPEM. They are not true screening tests.
This is different from the purpose of this project. In this project, I am concerned with
nutrition screening in order to identify patients who require dietetic services,
consequently, I used the published nutrition screening tools and processes as a guide

and devised an appropriate nutrition screening tool and process for Concord Hospital
(CH).

The steps I took to devise, pilot and to evaluate CH's nutrition screening tool will be
described as stages. In total there are seven stages:
Stage 1 - devising the nutrition screening tool
(Nutrition Screening Questionnaire - NSQ)
Stage 2 - recruiting nursing staff to participate in the study
Stage 3 - the selection of the subjects to be screened by the NSQ
Stage 4 - the application of the NSQ
Stage 5 - evaluation of the NSQ
Stage 6 - nursing staff and dietitians evaluation of the NSQ
Stage 7 - data analysis.

3.2 STAGE 1 DEVISING THE NSQ

The NSQ was designed with four sections. The intention was that each section could
identify a different group of patients who require dietitian review. A 'YES' response
to any of the first three sections of the NSQ would mean that those patients require a
dietitian referral. The user is not required to complete any further sections with the
patient. If Section 4 is reached, a score is calculated depending on how the patient
responds to the questions. When the patient scores 0-5, this would mean that they
would not require immediate dietitian referral, but when the patient scores 6 or more,

the user would need to initiate dietitian referral. For the purpose of this study, all four
sections were completed in order to evaluate how each section of the tool performed
and to assess the time required for overall completion. The NSQ used for this study
is shown in Figure 2 (page 78 and 79).

3.2.1 SECTION 1 DIETS

This section is concerned with therapeutic or special diets. If patients consume such
diets, they are referred for dietetic review. This is the current method of referral and
is retained.

Ward dietitians working at CH conduct routine dietetic review for all patients who
consume therapeutic or special diets. The therapeutic diets at CH are soft bland, low
residues, diabetic, reducing, cholesterol lowering, low fat, clear fluid, full fluids,
puree, low protein, full diet with supplements, reduced mineral for example low
potassiimi or low salt and enteral tube feedings. Records at CH show that these diets
comprise approximately 20% of all hospital meals and approximately 70% of the
dietitians' caseload. By retaining the practice of the dietitian reviewing patients
consuming therapeutic or special diets, this section can serve as a baseline. This
allows the comparison of additional patients identified by the rest of the NSQ.

3.2.2 SECTION 2 DTAGNOSTS

Hannaman and Penner (1985:607) proposed that dietitians should be aware of
patients who were admitted into hospitals with "high risk diagnoses or problems".
Patients who have these conditions will require dietetic assistance. The dietitian can
organise personalised meal plans for these patients, which may assist in improving
their clinical outcome.

Hospitals differ in their size, specialities and patient characteristics. This means that
the "high risk diagnoses or problems" are specific for a hospital (Hannaman and
Penner 1985:607). There are no lists of high risk diagnoses or problems available for
CH. To solve this problem I decided to use a consensus approach to devise some
high risk diagnoses or problems list specifically for CH.

The consensus approach I used is similar to the Delphi technique (Fink et al. 1984).
The Delphi technique is a systematic approach to solving a problem. This technique
involves a group of participants who are considered to be experts in the field
concerning the problem. The participants are encouraged to express their view
impartially as to how to solve the problem. When the participants' views converge,
this is considered to be the solution to the problem.

The experts involved in devising CH's high risk diagnoses or problems were the
Director and Deputy Director of Nutrition and Dietetics. These experts are familiar
with CH's clinical disciplines (medical and surgical), which utilise the dietetic
services. Using Hannaman and Penner's (1985:607) "high risk diagnoses or
problems" as a guide, the experts reached a consensus for CH's high risk diagnoses or
problems after five meetings. These diagnoses or problems include cancer in the
mouth or gastrointestinal tract, coeliac disease, decubitus ulcer, diabetes, dysphagia,
eating disorder, elevated cholesterol, enteral tube feeding, food allergy and
gastrectomy.

Hannaman and Penner (1985) recommended that dietitian review should be limited to
patients whose hospital admission is related to their high risk diagnoses or problems.
However I considered that in this pilot, since the NSQ is designed to be a general,
routine nutrition screening tool, it is important to consider other factors, not just
focusing only on this group of "high-risk patients".

3.2.3 SECTION 3 WETGHT LOSS

In this section nursing staff are asked to record the patient's usual body weight and
their admission body weight. If the patient has an unintentional weight loss greater
than 4.5 kg (10 lbs) in the past six months, he or she will be referred for dietitian
review.

Using unintentional weight loss greater than 4.5 kg (10 lbs) over six months as a
nutritional risk indicator was first proposed by Seltzer et al. (1982). Their team
surveyed the mortality rate of 4382 surgical patients (902 males and 3480 females)
admitted to a surgical ward in the United States. These patients were all 18 years of
age and over. All the patients were asked the question "Have you lost more than ten
(10) pounds within the last six (6) months without dieting ?" (Seltzer et al. 1982:218).
The patients' responses to this question were recorded and their medical records were
followed. The team then compared the results between patients who experienced the
weight loss with those who did not experience the weight loss.

Their results showed that patients who were more than 60 years old, and had an
unintentional weight loss greater than 10 lbs in the past six months, had a mortality
rate 11 times higher than those who did not experience this weight loss. For patients
aged between 40 to 59 years old, who had an unintentional weight loss greater than
10 lbs in the past six months, the mortality rate was 10 times higher than those who
did not experience the weight loss. This association was absent for patients aged
between 18 to 39 years old. Their team recommended that all patients who have an
unintentional weight loss greater than 10 lbs should receive active nutritional
assessment.

I have discussed the difficulties of using anthropometric measurements as proxy
indicators for nutritional status in the elderly in the literature review. However, it is
worth restating some of these difficulties here. For individuals more than 65 years
old, weight and height tables as well as the body mass index (BMI) will not

appropriately reflect their nutritional state. This is because body weight and height
can be influenced by the physiological response to ageing (Master et al. 1960,
Bistrian et al. 1975, Vir and Love 1980, Frisancho 1988). Indeed, there are few
reference weight and height tables available for individuals more than 70 years old
(Andres et al. 1985, Frisancho 1988). In addition, illness is never taken into account
when formulating these weight and height references (Andres et al. 1985). Certain
disease states, such as congestive cardiac failure, where there is an accumulation of
body fluid, means that body weight will not indicate nutritional status (Baker et al.
1982). Consequently, reference weight and height tables may not be applicable to
hospital patients.

According to the literature, there is a relationship between the elderly person's body
weight, their mortality and the risk of developing certain illnesses. Tayback et al.
(1990) surveyed the BMI of 3152 elderly people (65 years and over). The team
reported that the elderly people with a lower body weight (BMI less than 22) have a
greater mortality risk (relative risks 1.3 to 1.6) when compared to those who were
overweight (BMI greater or equal to 30). This increase in mortality is independent of
smoking and chronic illness. Consequently the team emphasised the importance of
detecting this group of elderly people and addressing the problem of how to correct
their weight loss.

Seim and Holtmeier (1993) reported that obesity (BMI greater than 30) in the elderly
is associated with the increased risk of developing clinical conditions, such as
myocardial infarction, stroke, hypertension, non insulin-dependent diabetes and

osteoarthritis. The authors recommended that health workers should encourage the
obese elderly to lose weight. The target weight loss should be 10 to 20% of weight
loss from their present body weight. This is because certain clinical conditions, such
as non insulin diabetes, hypertension and h5^erlipidemia improve with weight loss.
This means that elderly people who are either underweight or overweight, should be
receiving active nutritional intervention, in order to correct their undesirable
nutritional state. However, in the clinical setting, overweight patients are more
visible to the eye than those who are undernourished and more likely to receive
attention. In addition, as discussed previously, the underweight patient demands
urgent detection because of the increase in mortality rate associated with their
condition. Hence this section in the NSQ focuses on patients who have experienced
weight loss, rather than weight gain.

When formulating the NSQ, I tried to include existing nutritional status indicators
which are routinely collected. It is CH's admission policy that all patients must have
their body weight measured and recorded by nursing staff The heights of patients are
never measured because not all wards have a stadiometer. Therefore I excluded
height in the NSQ, but as most of the patients admitted are more than 65 years old,
there are no appropriate reference tables anyway for this age group. This also makes
any simple use of body weight a problem, even though it is routinely collected. For
these reasons, it makes sense to use weight change rather than comparison with a
reference population.

Although Seltzer et al. (1982) did not provide any evidence that active nutritional
support will change the clinical outcome for patients who have unintentional weight
loss greater than 10 lbs, I cannot ignore the evidence provided by their team that this
level of weight loss is associated with a high mortality rate especially in the elderly.
Hunt et al. (1985) have shown that it is possible to include Seltzer et al's. (1982)
unintentional weight loss as an anthropometric benchmark in nutrition screening
tools. As CH has never used a specific value of weight loss as a benchmark for
dietetic review, I decided it would not be appropriate for me to alter Seltzer et al's
(1982) benchmark prior to its evaluation in the hospital. Consequently for this
section I used an unintentional weight loss greater than 10 lbs (4.5 kg).

3.2.4 SECTION 4 SOCTOECONOMTC

In this section nursing staff complete a list of questions with the patient. These
questions are based on the Nutrition Screening Initiative (NSI) (White et al. 1991,
1992). As discussed in the previous chapter, the NSI is a community nutrition
screening concept used in the United States (White et al. 1991, 1992). The screening
population for the NSI is elderiy people (more than 65 years old). The NSI contains a
checklist and a scoring component. It is by tallying the scoring component that the
elderly person can determine whether they require dietetic or other health care team
services (White et al. 1991, 1992).

Although the NSI is designed to be used in the community, there are two reasons why
I find this concept suitable to be modified and used for this section of the NSQ.
Firstly, the majority of patients admitted into CH are more than 65 years old and this
is the same age group for which the NSI was designed. Secondly nursing staff at CH
already ask patients for some socioeconomic information. This information is
required to complete the nursing admission form (Appendix 1, page 204). The
socioeconomic information nursing staff ask the patient includes whether the patient
lives alone, the type of dwelling, whether they receive a pension and their alcohol
intake. Unfortunately there are no specific guidelines as to how nursing staff should
respond to the answers to these questions.

As discussed in the literature review, the self administered checklist in the NSI covers
similar socioeconomic information currently asked by CH nursing staff. The scoring
component could help nurses to utilise this information and to identify whether the
patient will require dietetic services.

The NSI format and the components needed revision. This was to ensure that the
entire NSQ can be conducted as an interview and that there is minimal repetition of
topics covered by each section of the tool. The NSI was designed to be a self applied
checklist, while the NSQ is designed to include an assessor (nursing staff). To solve
this problem, the NSI is changed into a question format.

Certain components of the NSI are covered in previous sections of the NSQ and
therefore, they were excluded from this section. These include, "Without wanting to,
I have lost or gained 10 pounds in the last six months". The topic of body weight is
covered by the previous section. Section 3 Weight Loss. As previously discussed, in
this pilot, I am more interested in identifying patients who have experienced weight
loss, hence the weight component concerning weight gained was excluded. It should
be noted that in Section 3 Weight Loss, I used Seltzer et al.'s (1982) criterion of a
weight loss greater than 4.5 kg rather than the NSI's criterion discussed above. This
was because Seltzer et al. (1982) have evidence of poor outcomes associated with this
degree of weight loss, while the NSI's performance is not yet evaluated.

"I eat few fruits or vegetables, or milk products" was too nonspecific and the type of
diet consumed by patients is already covered by Section 1 Diet. In addition the
dietitian can evaluate the quality of the patients' diet if they are identified as requiring
dietetic review. I also noticed that in the NSI the age component is missing in the
checklist. To correct this, I included an age component in this section, since it is
designed for the general hospital population, only some of whom are elderly. These
modifications resulted in nine questions.

As discussed in the literature review, how the scoring component in the NSI was
devised remained unclear. Consequently, I decided that it would not be appropriate
for me to alter the original scoring components prior to its evaluation at CH.

The revised questions as Section 4 Socioeconomic are as follows:

Question 1:
'Has the patient recently changed the kind or amount of food (s)he eats because
of their illness?'

This question was intended to investigate whether patients have changed their dietary
habits because of their present illness. The score in this question was 2 if the patient
had so changed. This was different to section 1 Diets which focuses on the special or
therapeutic diets consumed by patients which may not be related to their present
illness.

Question 2:
'How many meals does the patient have each day?'

This question focuses on patients who consume less than 2 meals a day. It would be
unlikely for an individual to consume sufficient nutrients to meet their nutritional
requirement with only one meal. The score for this question was 3 when the patient
has 1 meal a day.

Question 3:
'How many drink of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have each day?'

In the original NSI, the elderly are given a score of 2 when they consume greater than
3 standard alcoholic beverages per day. This is roughly equal to 30 g of alcohol.

In Australia there is disagreement regarding the level of alcohol which can cause
health risks. The Centre for Education and Information on Drugs and Alcohol
recommends that one should not consume alcohol more than 3 or 4 times a week,
while the Australian National Health and Medical Research Council (1987b) defined
hazardous alcohol use as an intake of 40-60 g per day for men and 20-40 g per day for
women. For this question, I continued to use the original benchmark of 30 g of
alcohol. This is because this question in the NSI does not distinguish between the
sexes, hence 30 g is the mean value for the cut-off points for both sexes.

Question 4:
'How old is the patient?'

In the original NSI, White et al. (1992) considered very elderly people (more than 80
years) at greater nutritional risk. However, this aspect was not covered by the
checklist used in the NSI. To correct this, I added this question. I selected a lower
benchmark of 65 years or more. This is because according to Australian dietary

surveys (Flint et al. 1979, Stuckley et al. 1984, Better Health Commission 1987,
Horwarth 1989, Magarey et al. 1990), people from this age are at a greater risk of
nutrient deficiencies because of their food intake.

Setting the benchmark at more than 80 years could be too high for an Australian pilot
study and exclude too many people. Also, as Horwarth (1991) cautioned, elderly
people have frequently been catergorized as a group in terms of their chronological
age. Section 4 attempts not to stereotype elderly people in this way. Age is
intergrated with eight different components covered by this section and is considered
in relation to those other components. It is not given undue weight, but neither is it
omitted. The score for this question is 2 when the patient is more than 65 years old.

Question 5:
'Does the patient have dental or mouth problems which make it hard to eat?'

This question focuses on mechanical problems patients can experience with their
food. Anderson (1971) has shown that individuals over 50 years can consume a
better quality diet if they have well fitted dentures. Ham (1994) explained that oral
health and the nutritional status of the elderly people are closely related. This is
because oral problems can directly reduce the elderly person's food intake and
compromise their overall nutritional state. The score for this question is 2 when the
patient has dental or mouth problems which make it hard to eat.

Question 6:
'Does the patient eat alone most of the time?'

In the nursing admission form currently in use, there is a similar question asking
'Does the patient eat alone ?' Young (1983) reported that elderly people (more than
60 years old) frequently do not like eating alone and this can influence their food
intake. The score for this question is 1 when the patient eats alone most of the time.

Question 7:
'Does the patient usually have enough money to buy food (s)he needs?'

Finance can be a sensitive issue for the elderly. Older individuals can be
economically deprived because they do not receive a salary. Those receiving state
pensions have to budget within a limited income. In Australia, the aged pension in
1989-1990, the most recent data available, was close to Henderson's Poverty Line
(Saunders 1993). The purchase of food can become the lowest priority with a limited
income. This question will allow nursing staff to identify whether the elderly person
has problems with food purchasing because of financial restraints. The term 'usually'
was selected by the NSIs' authors in order to provide latitude for addressing this
delicate issue. The score for this question is 4 when the patient does not usually have
enough money to purchase the food they need.

Question 8:
'Does the patient take 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter drugs a
day?'

White et al. (1992) explained that due to chronic illness, elderly people can be taking
a variety of prescribed or over the counter medications. Certain medications can
influence nutrient absorption (Beaudette 1991). The score for this question is 1 when
the patient takes 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter drugs a day.

Question 9:
'Is the patient always physically able to shop, cook and/or feed himself or
herself?'

Lehmann (1989) explained that the quantity of food consumed by the elderly people
is influenced by their mobihty to purchase and to prepare the food. In addition,
Rosenberg and Miller (1992) commented that the elderly person's physical activities
and dietary intake play a significant role in maintaining a quality lifestyle. The score
for this question is 2 when the patient has physical problems shopping, cooking
and/or feeding.

The scoring component of the NSI for each question was retained in the NSQ. This
means that by tallying the total score at the end of all 9 questions, nursing staff can
determine whether the patient requires a dietitian review. A score 0-5 indicates that
the patient does not require immediate dietitian review, while a score 6 or more
indicates a dietitian review is required.

Figure 2: The Nutrition Screening Questionnaire (NSQ)
'ADP STICKER' or PATIENT NAME
NUTRITION

SCREENING

QUESTIONNAIRE
(TEST)
INTRODUCTION
This is a pilot study investigating the nutrition screening questionnaire, during
nursing admission procedure. The questionnaire is designed to assist you to identify
patients requiring dietitian referral. Under NORMAL cirmcumstances, YES
responses to SECTIONS 1-3 require dietitian's consultation. Section 4 is for patients
who indicated No responses to Sections 1-3.
FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE STUDY COMPLETE ALL 4 SECTIONS.
METHOD
1)
Complete the usual nursing admission form.
2)
Complete ALL 4 sections below and the evaluation section.
3)
Record the TIME when you start section 2 and TIME when you finish
section 4.
4)
If appropriate, initiate dietitian referral on admission according to the usual
procedure.
SECTION 1
Is the patient on therapeutic/special diet?
YES NO
If YES

^diet.

TIME STARTED
SECTION 2
Has the patient had any of the following?

YES NO

If YES please CIRCLE the following:
Cancer in mouth of GI tract
Eating disorder
Coeliac disease
Elevated cholesterol
Decubitus ulcer
Enteral tube feeding
Diabetes
Food allergy
Dysphagia
Gastrectomy
SECTION 3
Usual weight
^Admission weight
Has the patient unintentionally lost >4.5 kg (10 lbs) in the past 6 months?

YES NO

SECTION 4
METHOD
2a)Complete the following questions with the patient.
b)Follow the instructions as when to circle the score.
c)Total the score.
d)Patient score 0 - 5 does not require immediate dietitian referral.
Patient score 6 or more initiate dietitian referral.
SCORE
I)

Has the patient recently changed the kind or
amount of food, (s) he eats because of their
illness? If YES, CIRCLE the score.
n)
How many meals does the patient have each day?
^meals, if < 2 meals CIRCLE the score.
III) How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does
the patient have each day?
^drinks, if 3 or more CIRCLE the score.
IV) How old is the patient?
years old, if > 65 years circle the score.
V) Does the patient have dental or mouth problems
which makes it hard to eat?
If YES, CIRCLE the score.
VI) Does the patient eat alone most of the time ?
If YES, CIRCLE the score.
VII) Does the patient usually have enough money to
buy food (s)he needs? If NO, CIRCLE the score
vni) Does the patient take 3 or more different
prescribed or over the counter drugs a day?
If YES, CIRCLE the score.
IX) Is the patient always physically able to shop,
cook and/or feed himself or herself?
If NO, CIRCLE the score.

2
3
2
2
2
1
4
1
2
TOTAL

TIME COMPLETE
NURSING STAFF SIGNATURE

3.3 STAGE 2 RECRUITING NURSING STAFF
I explained the project and the NSQ to the Director of Nursing and the Nursing
Quality Assurance Officer. They expressed interest and support for this project.
Then I approached nursing unit managers and nursing staff working in the general
surgical and medical units in CH. Nursing staff were told the purpose for conducting
this project as outlined in Chapter 1. The training session was conducted after the
nursing report because this was when most nursing staff would be in attendance. Any
staff who missed this session received separate instruction.
Nursing staff working in the general medical unit expressed interest in participating
in the study, while in the general surgical unit nursing staff did not wish to participate
in this project. They suggested that their ward dietitian should conduct routine
dietetic review for all their patients which would make the NSQ unnecessary. Since
these nursing staff did not wish to participate in the project, I approached another
surgical unit. Nursing staff and the nursing unit manager in the urology (surgical)
unit received the same introduction and education session in how to complete the
NSQ and they agreed to participate in this study.

3,4 STAGE 3 SUBJECTS

One hundred patients admitted into the medical and urology (surgical) units were
screened by nursing staff between August and October 1992. These patients had to
have an expected length of a hospital stay of at least 24 hours to be included in the
study. They were all men with an average age of 72.7 years (range 35-91 years).

3.5 STAGE 4 APPLICATION OF THE NSO

Nursing staff working in the general medical and urology (surgical) units were asked
to complete the NSQ with patients after the routine nursing admission procedures.
In order to monitor the period of time spent by nursing staff to complete the NSQ,
they were asked to record the time before starting Section 2 Diagnosis and after they
complete of Section 4 Socioeconomic. Since Section 1 Diet is the current method
used to identify patients who would require dietitian review, this section was
excluded from the time measurement.

Under normal circimistances, a 'Yes' response to either Section 1 Diet or
Section 2 Diagnosis or Section 3 Weight loss would require a dietitian review. The
nursing staff would not be required to progress to any other sections.

Section 4 Socioeconomic was intended for patients who indicated 'No' responses to
Sections 1 to 3. However, in this project, all four sections of the NSQ had to be
completed. I included an evaluation section for nursing staff at the end of the NSQ to
test whether they understood how the NSQ should be completed routinely.

3.6 STAGE 5 EVALUATION

All nutrition screening tools should be evaluated. As a nutrition screening tool, the
NSQ will be administered by different nurses and the patients identified will be
assessed by different dietitians. It is therefore important for the components of the
NSQ to produce good agreement and consistent results. This is why I repeated the
NSQ with the same 100 patients who were screened by nursing staff In addition, in
order to test whether the NSQ was detecting patients whom dietitians would need to
review, I conducted a dietary assessment with each of the 100 patients. This would
provide a profile of the patient's usual dietary intakes and allow evaluation of their
dietary adequacy.

The dietary assessment was conducted as an interview format after the completion of
the NSQ by me. As a practising clinical dietitian for eight years, I have been trained
to conduct the interview in a professional and friendly manner. I am also aware that
being a dietitian may create a biased response from patients. By which I mean that
patients may avoid recalling foods of which they think the dietitian will disapprove.

That was the reason why Melinik et al. (1994) utilised non-nutritionists (who were
trained by dietitians) to conduct their dietary assessments. However, in clinical
practice, dietitians are the members of the health care team who are responsible for
assessing the dietary intake of patients (Beaudette 1994). Dietitians working at CH
will also be assessing the patients identified by the NSQ after this pilot and I wanted
to conduct this study as closely as possible to usual clinical practice. If the interview
is conducted in a conversational and nonjudgemental manner, as Thomas (1988)
commented, this should assist the individual to describe freely their usual food intake.

3,6.1 DIETARY ASSESMENTS
Methods of dietary assessments include quantitative measurements of food intakes,
such as precise weighing of food or a combination of both quantitative and
qualitative methods such as dietary history. This dietary information can then be
analysed using food tables and Recommended Dietary Intakes (RDIs) (Gibson 1990).
There are no 'gold standards' for measuring dietary intakes (Briefel et al. 1992). This
is because each method has its own limitations and compromises may have to be
made. The choice for selecting a particular method for dietary assessment will be
governed by the aims of the study, the subject's background (Sempos et al. 1992), the
accuracy and the cost (Fehily 1983, Jain 1989). In addition the method should also be
valid, reproducible and be able to measure what it is intended for.

The purpose of the dietary assessment commonly undertaken by hospital dietitians is
to establish the typical average diet consumed by the patients prior to their hospital
admission. In CH, dietitians conduct dietary assessments in the form of a dietary
history. The methods used to compile the dietary history are the 24-hour dietary
recall and a foodfrequencyquestionnaire. These methods allow the dietitian to
identify and recommend improvements to nutritionally inadequate diets. However, as
Fehily (1983) cautioned, dietary history relies upon the honesty and memory of the
subject. Dietitians should also consider the subject's anthropometric and biochemical
indicators as well as their dietary intake when designing their nutritional care plan.
I will now discuss each aspect of the dietary assessments used in this pilot. They are
the 24-hour dietary recall and the foodfrequencyquestionnaire.

3.6.2 24-HOTIR DIETARY RECALL
This method is conducted as an interview format. Patients are asked to describe what
they have eaten 24-hours prior to their hospital admission. This includes detail
descriptions of food and beverage (including cooking methods and brand names),
consumed over the previous 24-hours (Gibson 1990). Quantities of foods are also
estimated by use of standard spoons and cups or food models (Fehily 1983). However
it is important to remember food intakes can be different between each day. This
means that a single 24-hour dietary recall may not be representative (Evans and Gines
1985).

Nevertheless, the main advantages of this method are that it can be administered
quickly and inexpensively. Subjects do not need to be literate. Since the methods
rely upon the memory of the subject, it is not suitable for assessing food intakes for
individuals with poor memory (Fehily 1983). To solve this problem, it is also
possible to involve a carer in the interview. However when Fannelli and Stevenhage
(1986) compared the dietary intakes of older people using the 24-hour dietary recall
and one day food record, they reported that both methods provide similar energy and
nutrient intakes for this group of subjects.

Gersovitz et al. (1978) cautioned users of the 24-hour dietary recall that the subjects
can overestimate their low dietary intakes and underestimate their high dietary
intakes. This is known as the 'flat slope syndrome' and will affect the interpretation
of results.

3.6.3 THE FOOD FREQUENCY OUESTIONAIRE

The questionnaire contains 23 specified foods (Appendix 2, page 207). This list of
food is typically used by the dietitians working at CH as part of their nutritional
assessment.

Axelson and Csemius (1983) advised against a lengthy questionnaire. Although a
long list may reduce the risk of omission, accuracy may not be improved because
more detail is required in the recall. The use of both components in the dietary
assessment is to prevent underestimations of the patient's actual food intake.
The 24-hour dietary recalls and food frequency questionnaires are memory
dependant, hence Gibson (1990) cautions about the use of these methods particularly
with elderly subjects. However, Magarey et al. (1990), Posner et al. (1993) and
Melnik et al. (1994) have shown that it is possible to assess the dietary intakes of
elderly subjects using 24-hour dietary recalls and food frequency questiormaires.
None of these researchers reported that they experienced memory problems with their
subjects. No patient 1 encountered in the study had difficulties with recalling food
intakes.

3.6.4 DIETARY ANALYSIS

Dietary information collected from 24-hour dietary recalls and food frequency
questionnaires can be analysed using food tables and Recommended Dietary Intakes
(RDIs) (Gibson 1990). However, there are limitations in evaluating dietary
information using food tables and RDIs. Passmore and Eastwood (1986) explained
that the food tables are providing nutrient analysis of a limited number of samples of
each food. Seasonal and genetic variations mean that the food analysed may not be
representative of the food eaten by the consumers. In addition, the effects of cooking

can also change the nutrient composition of the food. In theory, this problem can be
solved in the laboratory by using standardised preparation techniques as well as
replication of analysis. However this does not represent how consumers prepare their
foods.

The RDIs provides a baseline for assessing dietary adequacy. The RDIs of Australia
(1991) allow the user to assess nutrient intakes according to the age, sex and weight
of the subjects. Consequently, groups of individuals with a low intake of a nutrient
should receive further assessments and, where deficiency is diagnosed steps should be
taken to improve their diet. However, it is important to remember that a wide safety
margin is included for each of the nutrients covered by the RDIs. Hence, a nutrient
intake below the RDIs does not constitute nutritional deficiency. On the other hand,
if a nutrient intake for a group of people, with the same age and sex, is significantly
less than the RDIs, for example less than 70 percent (English et al. 1987), this should
be considered as a signal for conducting further nutritional assessments with this
group and initiating appropriate interventions.

The age baseline for the RDIs for use in Australia (1991) is up to 64 years old and
their use would not be appropriate for many in my group of subjects. To overcome
this problem, I used a validated dietary score technique that can assess the dietary
content for elderly people (60-90 years old). This dietary score technique was
devised by Guthrie and Scheer (1981) and adapted to the Australian Recommended
Dietary Intake 1987 (ARDIs) by Magarey et al (1990).

The dietary score is based on four food groups. It assigns one point for each serve of
bread and cereal, and each serve of fruits and vegetables, and two points for each
serve of meat or substitutes and each serve of milk (Magarey et al. 1990). The
maximum score for each food group is four and therefore the highest score will be
sixteen. A dietary score of 12 will meet 90% to 100% of ARDIs for eight nutrients.
A dietary score of 11 will meet 90% to 100% ARDIs for 5 nutrients, 80% to 90% for
one nutrient and 65% to 75% for other six nutrients. The dietary score of 11 or less is
considered to be potential for dietary deficiency.

The serving sizes used were:
"milk group, the amount of a dairy product that contains 320mg of calcium;
fruit and vegetable group, a piece of fhiit or half-cup of cooked vegetable
or a cup of raw vegetables; cereal group, a slice of bread or half-cup of breakfast
cereal; meat group, 60-80g of meat, fish or poultry, two eggs or a cup of
cooked beans" (Magarey et al. 1990:52).

3.6.5 EFFECTIVENSESS OF SCREENING

Sensitivity, specificity and reliability are means of evaluating the effectiveness of
screening tools (Mayrent 1987, Christie et al. 1990, Rush 1993). As discussed in the
previous chapter, it is possible to calculate the sensitivity, specificity and predictive
values using the screening matrix (Table 5, page 91). Reliability of the NSQ can be
calculated using Kappa (Altman 1992).

3.6.5.1 SENSTTIVTTY
Sensitivity is the probability of identifying subjects who truly have the condition as
identified from screening (Mayrent 1987, Fletcher et al. 1988). This means that
sensitivity is reflecting the performance of the screening tool in identifying true
positives.

3.6.5.2 SPECIFICITY
Specificity is the probability of not identifying subjects who truly do not have the
condition (Mayrent 1987, Fletcher et al. 1988). This means that specificity is
reflecting the performance of the screening tool in detecting true negatives.

3.6.5.3 PREDICTIVE VAIJJES OF SCREENING
This is a measure of the probability of patients as screened by the NSQ to be
consuming diets which are actually inadequate (Mayrent 1987). As discussed in the
literature review, this is known as predictive values. They are measures of the
effectiveness of a screening tool. Table 5 (page 91) explains how to calculate
predictive values. Positive predictive value (PV^) is the probability that the patient is
consuming an inadequate diets when detected by the NSQ. PV^ can be calculated

from using the true positive which is identified by the NSQ, divided by the true
positive plus the false positive as identified from the NSQ.

Negative predictive value (PV ) is the probability that the patient is not consuming an
inadequate diet when not identified by the NSQ. PV can be calculated by using the
true negative identifed by the NSQ, divided by the true negative plus the false
negative as identified by the NSQ.

3.6.5.4 RELIABILITY

Reliability refers to the consistency of results obtained from the screening tool
(Mayrent 1987, Fletcher et al. 1988). As discussed earlier, I repeated the NSQ with
the same 100 patients who were screened by nursing staff This allowed me to
evaluate whether the NSQ produces good agreement between different users. I will
discuss this in the statistical evaluation (page 93).

Table 5: Summarises the relationship between the patients identified by the NSQ
who require dietitian review and the patients who truly require dietitian review
because they are consuming inadequate diets. As there are four different
sections in the NSQ, results from each section was used in the calculation.

Patients who
are consuming
inadequate
diets
True Positive

Results from the NSQ

Total

Patients who
are consuming
inadequate
diets
True Negative

Patients identified as
requiring dietitian
review

a

b

a+b

Patients identified as not
requiring dietitian
review

c

d

c+d

a+c

b+d

Total
Sensitivity =

Specificity =

PV+

a

Positive predictive value =

a+c

Negative predictive value =

b+d

= Probability (Dx+|T+) =

a

a+b
PV-

= Probability (Dx-|T-) =
c+d

d

a
a+b

c+d

3.7 STAGE 6 USER EVALUATION
The NSQ was designed to be used by nursing staff and their feedback is important.
There was a feedback questionnaire (Appendix 3, page 209) for their comments after
conducting the NSQ for the 100 patients.
I asked them whether they were registered or enrolled nurses because they will have
different lengths of training. The NSQ was intended to be easy to use. Therefore, I
asked whether they experienced any difficulties in completing it and using the scoring
system. It was also important to identify whether nursing staff consider the NSQ
useful to determine whether a patient requires dietitian review and to provide an
opportunity for nursing staff to conmient.
Ward dietitians working in CH were also surveyed because the NSQ is establishing
different criteria for dietetic patient review (Appendix 4, page 211). I asked the ward
dietitians whether they use the current nursing admission form to obtain nutrition
related information. Ifthey did, they were to list what information they use. This
would allow me to compare whether they were the same components I had identified
and included in the NSQ. I was also interested to discover whether they considered
that the NSQ would assist them to identify patients requiring dietetic review and with
their time management.

3.8 STAGE 7 DATA ANALYSIS

For this project, I used Minitab Statistical package {Student Edition

ofMNITAB,

1989) to analyse my results. The significance level of all statistical tests was set at 5
percent (alpha of 0.05).

3.8.1 SENSITIVITY, SPECIFICITY AND PREDICTIVE VALUES

Sensitivity, specificity and predictive value of Section 1 Diets, which is the current
method of referral, as well as the other sections of the NSQ were calculated according
to Mayrent (1987); Morton et al. (1990) (Table 5, page 91).

3.8.2 STATISTICAI. EVALUATION

The inter-rater agreement of patients identified by the NSQ between nursing staff and
the researcher can be calculated and interpreted by Kappa (Altman 1992)
(Table 6, page 95). Screening tools should be evaluated in terms of their inter-rater
agreement, not association (Rosner 1990, Altman 1992). In addition, there is no
hypothesis testing component involved in the evaluation of screening observations
(Altman 1992). Hence chi-square is not appropriate to be used in testing the NSQ's
performance.

3.8.2.1 THE KAPPA STATISTIC

The Kappa statistic {k) is used to measure reproducibility between surveys, where

Po'Pe

k=
^-Pe

In this s t u d y , = is the proportion of exact agreement in the number of patients who
will require dietetic review, as identified by nursing staff and the researcher when
using the NSQ. This proportion is calculated by the sum of the exact agreement in
the number of patients who will require dietetic review as identified by nursing staff
and the researcher, divided by the total number of patients (n=100) who were
screened by the NSQ. This means, that since there were four sections in the NSQ,
was calculated for each section of the tool.

p, = is the proportion of patients identified who will require dietetic review, between
the nursing staff and the researcher when using the NSQ. This proportion is
calculated by multiplying the total number of patients identified by nursing staff and
the researcher for each section of the NSQ, divided by the total number of patients
(n=100) who were screened by the NSQ.

1.00 = The maximum inter-rater agreement.

Altman (1992) explained that the maximum Kappa is 1.00. In this project, this means
perfect agreement between the nursing staff and the researcher for patients identified
by the NSQ. A value of zero means that there was no agreement better than chance.
In this project, this means poor agreement between the nursing staff and the
researcher.

In order to interpret the strength of agreement for Kappa value which is between zero
and one, Altman (1992) recommended using the following table.

Table 6: The interpretation for Kappa in terms of their strength of agreement
for identifying patients who require dietetic review

Value of Kappa

Strength of agreement for identifying
patients who require dietetic review

<0.20

Poor

0.21-0.40

Fair

0.41-0.60

Moderate

0.61-0.80

Good

0.81-1.00

Very good

3,9 SUMMARY

In this chapter, I have described the stages involved to devise a nutrition screening
tool and nutrition screening process suitable for CH. It was not appropriate to apply
published nutrition screening tools and processes directly to CH. This is because each
nutrition screening tool and process is uniquely designed to suit each establishment
and their clients' needs. Also, most are assessment tools for HPEM rather than
screening tools. However, I used these published nutrition screening tools and
processes as a guide.

There were seven stages involved in devising CHs nutrition screening tool and
nutrition screening process. In stage one, I described the nutrition screening tool
(Nutrition Screening Questionnaire - NSQ). I took into account CHs patient profile,
the available nutritional indicators and the existing administrative practices. There
are 4 sections in the NSQ, each section should identify a different group of patients
who require dietetic review (Figure 2, page 78 and 79).

In Section 1 Diets - patients who have therapeutic or special diets will be referred for
dietitian review. This is currently the channel through which dietitians receive their
patient referrals. Retaining this will allow me to calculate the additional patients
identified by the rest of the NSQ.

In Section 2 Diagnosis - patients who have been diagnosed with any of the clinical
conditions listed (cancer in the mouth or gastrointestinal tract, coeliac disease,
decubitus ulcer, diabetes, dysphagia, eating disorder, elevate cholesterol, enteral tube
feeding, food allergy and gastrectomy) will require dietitian review. I used the
consensus approach to devise a list of clinical conditions specific for CH.

In Section 3 Weight Loss - patients' usual body weight and their admission body
weight will be recorded. When patients have experienced an unintentional weight
loss of more than 4.5 kg in the past six months, they will be referred for dietitian
review. There are two reasons why I included this level and rate of weight loss in the
NSQ. The first reason is the convenience of using a single benchmark to interpret
weight loss. Generally it is necessary to interpret the body weight in relation to the
height, but at CH height is frequently not measured because not all wards have a
stadiometer and also, reference tables are not suitable for many in this hospital
population. The second reason is because evidence in the literature associates this
level and rate of weight loss with increased mortality rates in patients, especially
elderly patients.

In Section 4 Socioeconomic - patients will complete nine short questions with nursing
staff These nine questions were devised from the community nutrition screening
tool - the Nutrition Screening Initiative. Slight changes were made to ensure the
format and components are suitable for use with other sections of the NSQ.

There are two main reasons why I based Section 4 Socioeconomic on the Nutrition
Screening Initiative. The first reason is because of the patients' age profile at CH.
The majority of patients admitted into CH are 65 years old and over. This is the same
age group for which the Nutrition Screening Initiative was designed. The second
reason is because the Nutrition Screening Initiative provides some structure for
interpreting the patient's socioeconomic information, much of which is already
collected at CH. There is a score which is associated with each of the short
questions. By tallying this score, nursing staff can determine if the patient requires a
dietetic review.
There is no mention in the literature of how the scoring component of the Nutrition
Screening Initiative was devised. I am not aware that this scoring component has
been previously tested in Australia and that is the reason why I retained the original
scoring component as described in the Nutrition Screening Initiative. Consequently
patient scoring 0-5 do not require dietitian review, but when patients scoring 6 or
more, they do.
In stage two, I described the process of recruiting nursing staff to participate in this
project. I explained the project to the Director of Nursing as well as the Nursing
Quality Assurance Officer. Then I approached nursing unit managers and nursing
staff working in general surgical and medical units. I invited them to participate in
this project over a briefing session. During this session I explained to the staff the
purpose of conducting nutrition screening and why nursing staff are most appropriate

to conduct nutrition screening. Nursing staff were also taught how to apply and
interpret the NSQ.

Nursing staff greeted me with mixed responses after the briefing session. Nursing
staff working in the general medical unit agreed to participate in the project.
However, nursing staff working in the general surgical unit declined. These nursing
staff believe nutrition screening should be the responsibility of their ward
dietitian. Since this group of nursing staff refiised to participate in this project, I
approached another surgical unit. Nursing staff working in the urology (surgical) unit
expressed interest in participating in this study.

In stage three, I described the subjects screened by the NSQ. One hundred patients
admitted into the medical and urology (surgical) units were to be screened by the
NSQ. These patients had to have an expected length of hospital stays of at least 24
hours.

In stage four, I described how nursing staff would apply and interpret the NSQ.
Nursing staff were asked to complete the NSQ after the routine nursing admission
procedures. I also explained to them that, under normal circumstances, 'Yes'
responses to either Section 1 Diet or Section 2 Diagnosis or Section 3 Weight Loss
would require a dietitian review. The nursing staff would not be required to progress
to any other sections in the NSQ follow a 'Yes' response. Section 4 Socioeconomic
was intended for patients who indicated 'No' responses to Section 1 to 3. However,
for this project, all 4 sections of the NSQ had to be completed.
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In addition, nursing staff were asked to record the period of time required to complete
the NSQ. This information is important to evaluate how practical it is to include the
NSQ as a routine nutrition screening process.

In stage five evaluation, I described how I applied the NSQ to the same patients
screened by nursing staff This allowed me to evaluate whether the components of
the NSQ can provide agreement when used by different assessors. In addition, I also
assessed the patients' dietary intakes. I could then test whether the NSQ could detect
patients whom dietitians would consider they needed to review.

In stage six user evaluation, I described how I intended to use and evaluate the
questionnaire for nursing staff and dietitians to comment at the NSQ. In stage seven
data analysis, I described how I intended to analysis my results. In the next chapter, I
will describe the results of this project.

CHAPTER FOUR

RESULTS
4.1 INTRQDUCTTON

This chapter discusses the resuhs obtained after applying the NSQ in two wards in
Concord Hospital.

Nursing staff and the researcher completed the NSQ with 100 urology (surgical) and
general medical patients. The four sections in the NSQ identified 43 of these 100
patients as requiring dietitian review. This was an addition of 21 patients compared
with the current method. Section 1 Diet. Kappa and paired T-Testing are used to
compare observations between nursing staff and me.

The NSQ should be able to identify patients consuming inadequate diets. The dietary
assessment of the 100 patients indicated that there were 23 consuming a diet which
placed them at nutritional risk. The present referral system identified five (22.7%) of
these 23 patients, while the three new sections of the NSQ (excluding Section 1, the
current system for referring patients) identified another 11 (47.8%).

This means that there were still seven (30.4%) patients who, although consuming an
inadequate diet, were not identified by any section of the NSQ. Twenty-seven
patients were false positive, that is, they were detected by the NSQ but were found to
consume adequate diets. The prevalence of patients consuming inadequate diets in
this population is comparatively low (23%). In this sample the sensitivity of the total
NSQ is 70% and the specificity of the tool is 65%. The positive predictive value is
37%, while the negative predictive value is 88%.

The NSQ has been designed to be used by nursing staff I will report on the nursing
staffs understanding of the application of the NSQ. The length of time nursing staff
took for completing the NSQ will also be presented. Nursing staff as well as
dietitians were surveyed for their views of the NSQ. Their comments are also
recorded in this chapter.

4.2 SUBJECTS

The study called for 100 patients who had an expected length of the stay in CH of
more than 24 hours to be screened by the NSQ. However five patients did not have
all sections of the NSQ completed by nursing staff and five patients were discharged
before I was able to interview them. Since these patients did not fulfil the criteria for
further analysis, they were excluded from the study and an additional 10 patients were
screened in order to meet the study criteria. Thus, a total of 110 patients was actually
screened.

CH was a veteran hospital during the study (now a state hospital) and the age of the
subjects reflected this. The mean age of patients who participated in the study was
72.7 years (sd 7.6 years; range 35-91 years). They were all male subjects because the
urology (surgery) and general medical units are male clinical units. Ninety-three
patients were screened by the NSQ in the urology (surgery) unit and seven patients
were screened by the NSQ in the general medical unit.

There are two reasons why more urology (surgery) patients were screened by the
NSQ. The first reason is because patients admitted into the urology (surgery) unit
generally have a short hospital stay.

This means that there is a high patient turnover. In this study, the minimum length of
hospital stay for urology surgery patients was one day, while for general medical
patients it was nine days. The second reason is because more nursing staff working in
the urology (surgical) unit (17 nurses) used the NSQ than nursing staff working in the
general medical unit (3 nurses).

4.3 THE NUMBER OF PATIENTS mENTIFIED BY EACH SECTION OF
THE NSO

4.3.1 SECTION 1 DIET

Section 1 is the current method of dietitian referral. In this section, nursing staff
identified 23 (23%) patients and I identified 24 (24%) patients requiring dietetic
referral. The Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me
was 0.91. As the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement
for this section between nursing staff and me was very good and suggests the patients'
response for this section is reproducible. In CH, 200 therapeutic diets are served
daily, which represents 27% of total hospital meals. Thus, the number of patients
identified as consuming a therapeutic diet by this section is fairly typical for the
hospital.

There was one patient about whom nursing staff and I disagreed. He was an urology
surgical patient and was admitted for transuretheral resection of the prostate. This
patient had recently been diagnosed with diabetes prior to his admission into CH.
In this section, nursing staff and I interpreted differently the type of diet consumed by
this patient. Nursing staff did not consider this patient was consuming a therapeutic
diet or special diet, but I did. Hence for this section, nursing staff identified one
patient less than myself I will discuss this event in the next chapter.

4.3.2 SECTION 2 DIAGNOSIS

In this section, nursing staff identified 34 (34%) patients, but I identified 31 (31%)
patients requiring dietitian referral. The Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement
between nursing staff and me was 0.89. As the maximum agreement is 1, this means
that the strength of agreement for this section between nursing staff and me was very
good and suggests the patients' response for this section is reproducible.

None of the patients identified by this section had more than one of the diagnoses or
clinical conditions listed. The majority of patients detected by this section had
diabetes or elevated cholesterol (Table 7, page 106). However, since most of these
patients were also consuming therapeutic diets, they were also identified by the
Section 1 Diet. When these patients were eliminated from consideration, nursing
staff identified 13 patients, but I identified 10 patients who require dietitian review.

There were three patients who nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
identified two patients with 'coeliac disease' and one patient with 'gastrointestinal
tract cancer', but I did not. When I consulted the clinical notes for the three patients
who were identified by nursing staff, there was no mention of any of these clinical
states. It is unknown what caused nursing staff to identify these patients in this
manner.

Table 7: The number of patients identified by nursing staff and the researcher in
Section 2 Diagnosis

Number of patients from sample of 100
identified by
Section 2
Diagnosis

Nursing
Staff

Researcher

Diabetes

13

13

Elevated cholesterol

11

11

Cancer in mouth or
GI tract

4

3

Dysphagia

3

3

Coeliac Disease

2

0

Food allergy

1

1

Enteral tube feeding

0

0

Eating Disorder

0

0

Gastrectomy

0

0

34

31

Total

4.3.3 SECTION 3 WEIGHT LOSS

In this section, nursing staff and I identified 3 (3%) patients requiring dietitian
referral. The Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me
was 0.89. As the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement
for this section between nursing staff and me is very good and suggests the patients'
response for this section is reproducible.

There was one patient who nursing staff and I disagreed about. He was admitted for
urology surgery. Whilst both nursing staff and I agreed that he had lost 4.5 kg, there
was disagreement whether he should be referred for dietetic services. Although this
patient experienced an unintentional weight loss of 4.5 kg, he did not exceed this
benchmark and should not have been referred for dietetic services according to the
NSQ criterion. The implication of this will be discussed in the next chapter.

4.3.4 SECTION 4 SOCIOECONOMIC

In this section, there are 9 questions covering socioeconomic information. There is a
score which is associated with each of the short questions. By tallying this score,
nursing staff can determine if the patients require dietetic review. Patients scoring
0-5 do not require dietitian review, but when patients scoring 6 or more, they do.

Question 1:
'Has the patient recently changed the kind or amount of food (s)he eats because
of her or his illness V
When patients responded yes to this question, they would score 2. In question 1,
nursing staff identified 7 (7%) patients and I identified 6 (6%) patients who changed
the kind or amount of food they ate because of their illness. The Kappa statistic as a
measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.61. As the maximum
agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this section between
nursing staff and me is good and suggests the patients' response for this question is
reproducible.
There were 5 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
reported that these 5 patients did not change the kind or amount of food they ate
because of their illness, while I reported the reverse. I suspect that these patients
interpreted the term 'illness' in the context of the person who asked them the
question. All 5 patients were urology surgical patients and they were admitted for
transuretheral resection of the prostate. This clinical condition is seldom associated
with a dietary change. When nursing staff (urology surgical unit) asked these patients
question 1, the patients did not admit to a dietary change.

This was because these patients were associating 'illness' with their urology
condition, rather than with their dietary changes because of an existing condition, in
this case, elevated serum cholesterol. Hence nursing staff were also unable to
identify these patients in Section 1 Diet or Section 2 Diagnosis. However when I
(dietitian) asked them the same questions, these patients admitted that they all
consume cholesterol lowering diets (Section 1 Diet) as well as having elevated serum
cholesterol (Section 2 Diagnosis). With me, they associated their 'illness' with their
elevated serum cholesterol and admitted to a dietary change. This means the terms
'illness' used in this question requires revision. This would allow patients to
understand whether this question is referring to chronic conditions that are
nutritionally related or to their acute clinical condition which has resulted in their
present hospitalisation.

Question 2:
'How many meals does the patient have each day V

When patients have less than 2 meals, they were scored 3. Nursing staff identified 7
(7%) patients, but I identified 4 (4%) patients who ate less than 2 meals per day. The
Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.61. As
the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this
section between nursing staff and me is good and suggests the patients' response for
this section is reproducible.

There were 3 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
reported that these 3 patients have less than 2 meals per day, but I did not discover
this. This difference can be the result of an error in interpretation by nursing staff
about how this question should be scored. When I conducted the dietary assessment
for these 3 patients, they all ate 2 meals per day. Since none of the 3 patients ate less
than 2 meals a day, they did not meet the criterion for obtaining a score from this
question. Nursing staff require clarification of this question.

Question 3:
'How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have each day ?'

When patients have 3 or more drinks of beer, spirits or wine they were scored 2.
Nursing staff identified 71 (71%) patients and I identified 73 (73%) patients who
consumed 3 alcoholic drinks or more daily. The Kappa statistic as a measure of
agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.88. As the maximum agreement is 1,
this means that the strength of agreement for this section between nursing staff and
me is very good and suggests the patients' response for this question is reproducible.

There were 2 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. These 2 patients
were general medical patients. One patient was admitted for the investigation of
sleep apnoea and the other patient was admitted for the treatment of cardiomyopathy.
I am uncertain why these patients informed nursing staff they consume less than 3
alcoholic drinks daily, because both patients confirmed that they consume 3 alcoholic

drinks daily when I completed this question as well as in their dietary recall. Perhaps
similar to the previous question, nursing staff require clarification.

Question 4:

'How old is the patient ?'

When patients were more than 65 years old, they scored 2. Nursing staff identified 86
(86%) patients, but I identified 88 (88%) patients more than 65 years old. The Kappa
statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.86. As the
maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this section
between nursing staff and me is very good and suggests the patients' response for this
section is reproducible.

There were 2 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
reported both patients to be 65 years old, but I reported them to be 66 years old. This
is in spite of the interview being conducted on the same day as their admission. I
suspect that this difference in age was related to whether the patients' month of birth
was taken into account when calculating their age. I reviewed the date of birth for
both patients. Although they were bom in the same year, each had a different month
of birth.
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Question 5:

'Does the patient have dental or mouth problems which make it hard for them to
eat ?'

When patients had dental or mouth problems which make it hard for them to eat, they
scored 2. Nursing staff identified 5 (5%) patients and I identified 3 (3%) patients
who had dental or mouth problems which make them hard to eat. The Kappa statistic
as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.79. As the maximum
agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this section between
nursing staff and me is very good and suggest the patients' response for this section is
reproducible.

There were 2 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
reported that these 2 patients had dental or mouth problems. However, when I
completed this question with the 2 patients, they told me that although their dentures
were loose, they had no difficulties in eating provided the food is soft. This was how
they manage their meals at home. Nursing staff and I interpreted this question
differently.

Nursing staff correctly identified that these 2 patients have loose dentures and they
were given a score. However, I focused on these patients' comments that, despite
theirs lose dentures, they did not experience difficulties with their meals. This was
the reason why I did not gave these patients a score. This means that the phrasing and
the reason for scoring this question need clarification. This will be discussed in the
next chapter.

Question 6:
'Does the patient eat alone most of time?'

When patients ate alone, they scored 1. Nursing staff identified 13 (13%) patients in
this section and I identified 11(11%) patients who eat alone most of the time. The
Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was 0.72. As
the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this
section between nursing staff and me is very good and suggests the patients' response
for this section is reproducible.

There were 2 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. This difference in
interpretations of the question will be discussed in the next chapter.

Question 7:
'Does the patient usually have enough money to buy the food (s)he needs ?'
When a patient did not have enough money to buy the food they needed, they scored
4. Nursing staff identified 1(1%) patient, but I did not identify any patient as having
insufficient money to buy the food he needs. The Kappa statistic as a measure of
agreement between nursing staff and me was 0. As the maximum agreement is 1, this
means that the strength of agreement for this section between nursing staff and me
was very poor. However, it is important to note that for this question, nursing staff
and I agreed in the scoring for all, but one patient. This case demonstrates the
limitations of Kappa and the 'true' agreement between nursing staff and me for the
rest of the patients must also be taken into account when interpreting the Kappa.
It was unclear why nursing staff identified this patient, in this manner because he is
still on active military service and receives a salary. This patient told me that he does
not experiencefinancialproblems purchasing his food.

Question 8:
'Does the patient take 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter drugs a
day V
When patients take 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter drugs, they
scored 1. Nursing staff identified 56 (56%) patients, but I identified 50 (50%)
patients. The Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and
me was 0.76. As the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of
agreement for this section between nursing staff and me is very good and suggests the
patients' response for this section is reproducible.

There were 6 patients whom nursing staff and I disagreed about. Nursing staff
reported that these 6 patients took 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter
drugs a day. However when I completed this question with them, they told me that
they took less than 3 differently prescribed or over the counter drugs. When I
reviewed these patients' medication charts, this also confirmed that they were all
consuming less than 3 different medications. Hence, the difference of patients
identified by this section could be related to an error made by nursing staff.

Question 9:

'Is the patient always physically able to shop, cook and/or feed himself or
herself?'

When patients were unable to shop, cook or feed himself or herself, they scored 2.
Nursing staff identified 7 (7%) patients, but I did not identify any. The Kappa
statistic as a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me was therefore 0. As
the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this
section between nursing staff and me was very poor. However, as discussed previous,
since nursing staff and I agreed in the scoring for all, but 7 patients, this must be
taken into account when interpreting the Kappa.

Nursing staff reported that these 7 patients were unable to physically shop, cook or
feed themselves. However when I interviewed these 7 patients they expressed the
view that despite being unable to physically shop, cook or feed themselves, they all
have strong family and social supports within their community. As a resuh, these 7
patients maintain their independence and do not consider themselves disabled by their
conditions.

Consequently, I did not score this question for these patients. This difference in the
interpretation of this question by nursing staff and me will be discussed in the next
chapter.

4,3.4.1 SCORING FOR SECTION 4 SOCTOECONOMIC
Section 4 Socioeconomic is differentfromthe previous three sections because there
is a scoring component associated with each of the nine questions. When patients
score 6 or more, nursing staff will need to initiate dietitian referral For the total
section, nursing staff identified 7 (7%) patients and I identified 9 (9%) patients
requiring dietitian referral. The Kappa statistic as a measure of agreement between
nursing staff and me was 0.50. As the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the
strengths of agreement for this section between nursing staff and me was moderate.
Table 8 (page 118) lists the number of patients identified by and the inter-rater
agreement of each of the socioeconomic questions between nursing staff and me.
This table shows the sensitivity, in terms of detecting patients for each of the
socioeconomic issues. It is important to note that although question 3, 3 alcoholic
drinks or more; question 4, more than 65 years old and question 8, 3 drugs or more
identified more than 50% of patients, none of these questions can individually a score
of 6. This means it is necessary to consider how these patients have responded to
other socioeconomic issues before they are referred for dietitian review.

Table 8: The number of patients and the inter-rater agreement identified by
nursing staff and the researcher using the 9 socioeconomic issues covered by
Section 4 of the NSQ

Number of patients
require dietetic
referral
(sample of 100)

Inter-rater agreement

Kappa
Nursing
Staff

Researcher

Q1 Recent
diet change
because of ilhiess

7

6

0.61

Q2 Less than 2
meals

7

4

0.61

Q3 3 alcoholic
drinks or more

71

73

0.88

Q4 More than
65 years old

86

88

0.86

Q5 Dental or
mouth problem

5

3

0.79

Q6 Eats alone

13

11

0.72

1

0

0.00

56

50

0.76

7

0

0.00

Q7 Money to buy
food
Q8 3 drugs or more
Q9 Physically unable to
shop, cook, feed

4.4 THENUMBER OF PATIENTS IDENTIFIED BY NSO IN THE NORMAL
SrriJATIONt

I have reported the number of patients identified by all four sections of the NSQ. In
the normal situation each section was designed to identify patients who would require
dietitian review. Table 9 (page 120) shows the number of patients identified by
nursing staff and me for each section of the NSQ. Patients who were repeatedly
identified were excluded after the first section identified them. The Kappa statistic as
a measure of agreement between nursing staff and me ranged from 0.50 to 0.91. As
the maximum agreement is 1, this means that the strength of agreement for this
section between nursing staff and me ranged from moderate to very good. In fact,
Section 2 Diagnosis was the only section which repeatedly identified the same
patients as Section 1 Diet. Other sections in the NSQ identified patients who require
dietitian referral. These findings will be discussed in the next chapter.

Table 9: The total number of patients identified by each section of the NSQ by
nursing staff and the researcher when patients who were repeatedly identified
were excluded after the first section which identified them

Sections
of the NSQ

Number of patients
require dietetic
referral
(Sample of 100)
Nursing
Staff

Inter-rater agreement

Kappa

Researcher

IDiet

23

24

0.91

2 Diagnosis

13

10

0.78

3 Weight loss

3

3

0.89

4 SncinernnnTtiic

7

9

0.S0

4.5 EVALUATION OF THE NSQ
This section discusses the performance of the NSQ in terms of correctly identifying
patients requiring dietitian review. Section 1 Diet, the present method, was retained
as the benchmark to compare additional patients detected by the other sections. I
have presented nursing staff and my results regarding the numbers of patients
identified in Table 9 (page 120). The inter-rater agreement suggested that there are
differences in the number and distribution of patients identified by nursing staff and
me for each of the three new sections. These sections collectively identified an
additional 21 (21%) patients. This nearly doubles the number of patients identified as
requiring dietitian review.

I conducted dietary assessments for all 100 patients. When patients are consuming
inadequate diets (dietary score 11 or less), referral to a dietitian is appropriate.
Twenty-three (23%) of the 100 patients were found to be consuming inadequate diets.
The NSQ identified 16 (70%) of these 23 patients. Table 10 (page 121) illustrates the
number of patients about whom both nursing staff and I agree for each section of the
NSQ. While both the present and proposed systems result in a number of false
positives, the present system identifies more patients who are consuming an adequate
diet than the proposed system. I will discuss this in the next chapter.

Table 10: Illustrates the number of patients identified by both nursing staff and
the researcher using the NSQ in the normal situation. The number and the
percentage of patients in this group who were consuming an inadequate diet
(dietary score 11 or less) are also listed

Sections
of the NSQ

Number of patients
Number of patients
consuming
identified
by both nursing staff inadequate diets
and the researcher
using the NSQ
as requiring dietetic
review

IDiet

22

5 (22.7%)

2 Diagnosis

12

5 (41.7%)

3 Weight loss

3

3 (100% )

4 Socioeconomic

6

3 (50.0%)

43

16 (37.2%)

TOTAL

It is important to note that the NSQ failed to identify 7 (14%) patients who were
found to be consuming inadequate diets. These findings made it necessary to review
the pilot NSQ format in order to improve its performance.
The NSQ is intended to be used by various nursing staff, so it is important to assess
how each section of the NSQ performs when applied by different users. Using
Kappa, inter-rater agreement on the number of patients identified by nursing staff
and me are listed in Table 9 (page 120). Section 1 Diet demonstrated the best interraters agreement. Kappa =0.91, this was followed by section 3 Weight loss. Kappa
=0.89, and then by section 2 Diagnosis, Kappa =0.78. Section 4 Socioeconomic was
the weakest. Kappa =0.50. One of the reasons why Section 4 Socioeconomic shows
the weakest inter-rater agreement is because of its format. This is because this
section is made up of nine questions. Each question is associated with a scoring
component. This format is very different from the previous sections where a 'YES'
or 'NO' answer indicates whether patients require dietetic review. Furthermore,
there is no particular reason why either nursing staff or dietitians should be accurate
observers of socioeconomic function.
Some of the questions in the NSQ obviously require revision in the light of this pilot
study. This will be discussed in the next chapter.

4.5.1 VALIDITY OF THE NSO

The sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values for each section,
as well as the total NSQ was calculated using a screening matrix (Table 5, page 91).
These values are shown in Table 11 (page 123).

Table 11: Show the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive
values for the NSQ to identify patients who are consuming inadequate diets

Sections of the
NSQ

Sensitivity

(%)

Specificity

PV+

PV-

(%)

(%)

(%)

1

22

78

23

77

2,3 and 4

48

87

52

85

1,2,3 and 4

70

65

37

88

Key:

PV+: Predictive Value positive
PV-: Predictive Value negative
Section 1 Diet
Section 2 Diagnosis
Section 3 Weight loss
Section 4 Socioeconomic

Sensitivity is the proportion of positive cases correctly identified by the NSQ. These
patients require dietitian review because they are consuming inadequate diets. The
total NSQ is the most sensitive as a screening tool and identifies 70% of the patients.
On the other hand. Section 1 Diet, the present method for dietitian review is the least
sensitive. This section only identifies 22% of the patients.

Specificity is the proportion of negative cases correctly identified by the NSQ. These
patients are not consuming inadequate diets. In this case. Sections 2, 3 and 4 are
marginally more specific as a screening tool, and identify 87% of the appropriate
patients. The total NSQ is the least specific and correctly identifies 65% of the
patients. This is a familiar problem with screening tools. Improving the sensitivity
comes at the expense of specificity (Mayrent 1987). Revising the structure and the
components of the screening tool is a possible solution to this problem. I will discuss
this in the next chapter.
Predictive value measures the accuracy of the screening tool (Morton et al. 1990).
Factors which can influence predictive value include: sensitivity and specificity of the
screening tool, characteristics of the sample who are screened by the tool and the
prevalence of the clinical condition the screening tool was designed for
(Mayrent 1987). Positive predictive value measures the true positive. This means
that the patients actually were consuming inadequate diets when they were identified
by the NSQ as requiring dietitian review. Compared to Section 1 and the total NSQ,
Sections 2, 3 and 4 have the highest positive predictive value at 52%, while Section 1
Diet has the lowest positive predictive value at 23%. This result indicates that the
total NSQ is not as good as Sections 2, 3 and 4 for identifying true patients who are
consuming inadequate diets.

Likewise, the negative predictive value measures the true negatives. This means that
the patients actually were not consuming inadequate diets when they were identified
by the NSQ as not requiring dietitian review. The total NSQ has the highest
predictive value at 88%, this was followed by Sections 2, 3 and 4 at 85%, while
Section 1 Diet has the lowest negative predictive value at 77%. This pilot study shows
that the NSQ requires revision to improve their predictive values. I will discuss this
in the next chapter.

4.6 EVALUATION OF NURSING STAFF

Nursing staff were asked to complete all 4 sections of the NSQ. In normal
circumstances, a recorded 'Yes' to any section, would refer the patient to the dietitian
without completing further sections. To test whether nursing staff understood the
difference between the test and normal circumstance, they were asked at which
section they would stop if they were to complete the NSQ in normal circumstances.
Fourteen nursing staff (70%) thought they were required to complete all 4 sections of
the NSQ under normal circumstances. Six nursing staff (30%) indicated that they
were not required to complete all 4 sections.

Nursing staff took an average of six minutes (range 2-10 minutes) to complete all 4
sections of the NSQ. There was no significant difference in the time taken between
nursing staff and me when completing the NSQ (Paired Two sample T test P=0.046,
p<0.05). This resuh indicated that the NSQ could be applied by different nursing
staff in a short period of time.

All 20 nursing staff who participated in the NSQ were also asked to complete an
evaluation sheet (Appendix 3, page 209). Thirteen (65%) nursing staff from both
general medical and urology (surgical) units returned the evaluation sheet. This
included three (23%) general medical nursing staff (all registered nurses) and 10
(77%) urology (surgical) nurses (1 enrolled nurse and 9 registered nurses). None
expressed any difficulties in completing and scoring the NSQ. Ten (77%) nursing
staff commented that the NSQ assisted them to objectively determine whether the
patient requires dietitian review. Three nurses (23%) considered the NSQ
unnecessary because they felt that their professional training and clinical experience
would ensure they could identify and refer patients who required dietitian review.

4.7 EVALUATION OF DjETITIANS

Ward dietitians were asked to complete a questionnaire (Appendix 4, page 211).
There were fourteen dietitians in the department. However since the Director,
Deputy Director and I were involved in devising the NSQ, we did not complete the
evaluation questionnaire. All eleven ward dietitians replied to the questionnaire.
Their length of service ranged from 6 months to 12 years.

All eleven dietitians stated they used the current nursing admission form to obtain
nutrition related information. Nine dietitians (82%) listed out the information. This
included patient's body weight, types of diet, food allergy, dentures and mental state
of the patient. Two dietitians (18%) did not state what information they usually
obtain from the cvirrent nursing admission form.

Nine (82%) dietitians considered the NSQ will assist them in planning their caseload.
Two (18%) dietitians expressed concern that the NSQ could generate extra work for
nursing staff which could cause discontent. In addition they were concerned that,
because the NSQ identified other factors besides the admission diet of the patient, the
result would be a heavier caseload. This is an important point, which is discussed in
the next chapter.

4.8 SUMMARY
In this chapter the results obtainedfromthe NSQ in the urology surgical and general
medical units at CH were presented. Due to the nature of these clinical areas, only
male patients were screened by the NSQ. Their mean age was 72.7 years.
Nursing staff and I used the NSQ and the number of patients identified by each
section of the NSQ were presented. The NSQ identified 43 of the 100 patients as
requiring dietitian review. This was an increase of 21 patients as compared with the
current method used for identifying patients for dietitian review. There were
differences in the number of patients identified between nursing staff and me.
Using Kappa statistics, inter-rater agreement between the number of patients
identified by nursing staff and myself were calculated. Section 1 Diet demonstrated
the best inter-rater agreement, Kappa=0.91, this was followed by
Section 3 Weight Loss, Kappa=0.89, this was followed by Section 2 Diagnosis,
Kappa=0.78. Section 4 Socioeconomic was the weakest, Kappa=0.50.
The performance of the NSQ was assessed in terms of its ability to identify patients
consuming inadequate diets. This involved an assessment of the dietary intake of the
100 patients. The dietary assessment was conducted as an interview format after the
completion of the NSQ. Twenty-three (23%) patients were found as consuming
inadequate diets. The NSQ identified 16 (69.6%) of these 23 patients.

However, 7 (30.4%) were not detected by any sections of the NSQ. Of the 43 patients
identified by the NSQ, 27 (62.8%) were false positive. The prevalence of patients
consuming inadequate diets is low (23%) in this sample. The sensitivity of the NSQ
is 70% and the specificity is 65%. The positive predictive value is 37%, while the
negative predictive value is 88%.

Results from this pilot indicated that it is necessary to revise the NSQ. Firstly,
nursing staff and I have different interpretations of the questions in the NSQ.
Consequently, there was a range of inter-rater agreement for patients identified by the
tool. Secondly, the NSQ identifies patients who do not require dietitian review,
according to their dietary assessments. It is important to note that Section 1 Diet, the
current method used to determine dietitian review, identified 24 patients, but only
5 (20.8%) of these patients after assessment, were found to require dietitian review.
Thirdly, the NSQ failed to detect 7 (30%) patients identified through dietary
assessment who did require dietitian review.

Nursing staff will be the main users of the NSQ. They were asked to comment on it.
None of the nursing staff expressed difficulties in completing the NSQ. They took an
average of 6 minutes. Fourteen nursing staff (70%) found the NSQ useful for
detecting patients who require dietitian review. However, 6 (28%) nursing staff felt
that their professional training and clinical experience would guide them in
identifying patients requiring dietitian review, without the use of the NSQ.

Ward dietitians were also surveyed about the NSQ. This is because routine use of
NSQ would change the current pattern of patient referral for dietetic services. Nine
(82%) ward dietitians considered the NSQ would be helpful in planning their
caseload. However, 2 (18%) dietitians were concerned that there could be an
increase in their workload.

This chapter has raised several issues. These include the design, content and
performance of the NSQ. I intend to discuss these issues in the next chapter.

CHAPTER FIVE

DISCUSSION
5.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter discusses the performance of the NSQ as a tool for routine nutrition
screening of hospital patients. The NSQ has been shown to identify a number
patients who require dietetic review. That is, when they are further assessed by a
dietitian, these patients are found to be consuming inadequate diets. These patients
would not have been picked up by the current method of referral, which is the
consumption of a special or therapeutic diet. However flaws are recognised in the
NSQ. There were still 7 (30.4%) patients who were foimd to be consuming
inadequate diets, but were not detected by the NSQ. In addition, there is a problem
of false positives. The NSQ identified 27 (62.8%) patients who were found to be
consuming adequate diets. Furthermore, the present questions used in the NSQ need
revising, as users were interpreting them differently. There are four parts in this
chapter. Each part focuses on a particular aspect of the NSQ's performance.

Part one discusses the performance of the NSQ as a routine nutrition screening tool.
Each of its four sections will be discussed separately, using relevant literature to
compare and examine its performance. Part two looks at nursing staff impressions of
the NSQ as a nutrition screening tool. This part will be based on the survey
conducted among the nursing staff who participated in this project. Part three
canvasses dietitians' impressions of the NSQ. Although dietitians did not participate
in using the NSQ, they were asked to comment on it as a tool for the process of
nutrition screening. Part four discusses the limitations that have to be taken into
consideration before interpretating the performance of the NSQ.

5.2 THE PERFORMANCE OF THE NSQ AS A NUTRITION SCREENING
TOOL

5.2.1 Section 1 Diet

In Concord Hospital (CH), the consumption of a therapeutic or special diet is the
current method of dietetic referral. Ward dietitians routinely review all patients
consuming these diets. This was retained as Section 1 Diet in the NSQ and identified
22 (22%) patients consuming therapeutic or special diets. The number of patients
detected by this section is representative of the number of patients usually consuming
therapeutic or special diets at CH. According to CH statistics, approximately 27% of
patients consume therapeutic or special diets.

The percentage of patients consuming therapeutic or special diets can vary between
hospitals. Christensen and Gstundtner (1985) reported that up to 58% patients
consumed therapeutic or special diets in their hospital. The difference in the
proportion of patients consuming therapeutic or specialised diets is probably
associated with the clinical differences between the hospitals. CH is a teaching
hospital in Australia, while the hospital where Christensen and Gstundtner (1985)
conducted their study is an acute hospital in United States. The departmental policies
for patients requiring dietitian review at both hospitals are similar. Dietitians
routinely review patients who are consuming therapeutic or special diets. However,
for the patients who are not consuming these diets, dietitian referrals are not based on
standard criteria. Having a nutrition screening tool can be one of the solutions to this
problem.
In Section 1 Diet, nursing staff and I disagreed about one patient. This patient was
admitted to the urology surgical unit for transureteral resection of the prostate.
Nursing staff did not consider this patient was consuming a therapeutic or special
diet. When I completed the NSQ with this patient, he told me that he follows
a 'sugar free' diet. When I asked this patient why he follows such a dietary plan, he
explained that he had been diagnosed as diabetic and his local doctor told him to omit
sugar from his diet. I am uncertain whether the nursing staff who completed his NSQ
understood the reason why this patient follows a 'sugar free' diet. Omitting sugar
from the diet does not translate into a therapeutic or special diet. However, in this
situation where a patient is omitting sugar in his diet for diabetic control, his 'sugar
free' diet should have been interpreted as a therapeutic or special diet. This should

have provided a signal for a dietitian to review and initiate a dietary plan for the
patient. There is also another important point. This patient was detected by nursing
staff in Section 2 Diagnosis as diabetic. Yet, nursing staff failed to link his diagnosis
to a type of therapeutic or special diet. This shows that nursing staff could benefit
from an in-service course covering therapeutic diets. In addition it shows the benefit
of having a separate section on diagnosis.

When I assessed the dietary practices of patients detected by Section 1 Diet, only
5 (22.7%) of these patients were consuming an inadequate diet. Despite the small
number of patients detected by this section who consiraie inadequate diets, it could be
argued that routine dietetic review is still necessary for this group. This is because
patients consuming therapeutic diets require dietetic services in terms of meal
planning during their hospitalisation. To demonstrate this point, I will use those
patients consuming diabetic, weight reducing or cholesterol lowering diets as an
example. Twenty-two of the 24 (92%) patients were consuming these therapeutic
diets. Dietitians can devise an appropriate hospital dietary plan based on the
patients'dietary practices at home. This dietary plan becomes part of their treatment
plan during their hospital stay and the disruption to their usual dietary regimen is
prevented. Hence, patients detected by this section who are considered as false
positive will still require dietetic services, though not for inadequate diets.

The results from other sections of the NSQ showed that the present referral system is
not sufficient. This is because the three extra sections identified an additional 21
(48.8%) patients. Dietary assessments revealed that 11 (52.4%) of these 21 patients
were consuming a diet which could cause nutritional deficiencies.

This pilot study has shown that the NSQ can improve the detection of patients
consuming inadequate diets. The sensitivity of the entire tool was 70% compared to
22% for Section 1 alone. In addition the positive predictive value in detecting true
nutritionally inadequate cases improved slightly by using the NSQ from 23% to 37%.
The negative predictive value in detecting non-nutritionally inadequate cases also
improved from 77% to 88%. Yet it is important to note that these improvements are
at the expense of a reduction in the specificity from 78% for the current method to
65% for the total NSQ. In addition, the NSQ failed to identify 7 (14%) patients who
did require dietetic review. Hence in order to improve the overall performance of the
NSQ, it is necessary to revise the tool. These revisions will be discussed for each
section of the NSQ.

5.2.2 SECTION 2 DIAGNOSIS

Section 2 Diagnosis contained a list of clinical diagnoses and nutrition related
problems (cancer in mouth or gastrointestinal tract, coeliac disease, decubitus ulcer,
diabetes, dysphagia, eating disorder, elevated cholesterol, enteral tube feeding, food
allergy, gastrectomy). This list was compiled with the assistance of the Director and
Deputy Director of Nutrition and Dietetics. The list of clinical diagnoses was devised
with consideration given for CH's clinical cases and existing dietetic protocols. For
example, patients with bum injuries are excluded in this section because the dietitian
working in the Bums Unit routinely assesses and implements nutritional plans for
these patients.
In other hospitals, the clinical conditions covered by this list will be different.
However, the aim should still be the same. The clinical conditions covered by this
section should be those which need dietetic input as part of their management. For
example, patients who have cancer in their mouth or gastrointestinal tract may require
changes in their food textures. The dietitian can reconmiend appropriate dietary
supplements for these patients in order to improve the quality of their diet. Where
necessary dietitians can also provide a personalised dietary plan for these patients to
use when they are ready for dischargefromhospital.

The majority of the clinical conditions in Section 2 Diagnosis are chronic conditions.
This means patients with these conditions will continue their dietary changes in the
presence of other illnesses. For example; patients who have diabetes may be
admitted into hospital for non nutritionally related clinical conditions, such as urology
(surgery). These patients will still require dietetic review because of their diabetes.
By using Section 2 Diagnosis, patients will be referred for dietetic review because of
diabetes and not because of their reason for hospital admission. Section 2 Diagnosis
is also a backup for Section 1 Diet. I have already discussed the patient who had
diabetes, but was not detected by the diet he consumed. Yet by using Section 2
Diagnosis, nursing staff were able to refer this patient because of diabetes.

Section 2 Diagnosis has shown that it can also identify a different group of patients
who were consuming therapeutic or special diets missed by Section 1 Diet. Why had
Section 1 Diet fail to detect these patients ? After all, both Section 1 Diet and Section
2 Diagnosis share a similar aim. The reason for this came to light when I reviewed
the dietary intake of patients identified by Section 2 Diagnosis, but not by Section 1
Diet. I will explain this by using the clinical condition of elevated serum cholesterol
levels as an example. In this study, there were 11 patients who had elevated serum
cholesterol levels. They were all detected by Section 2 Diagnosis by nursing staff and
by me, but only 3 were detected by Section 1 Diet. In theory. Section 1 Diet should
be detecting these patients as they should be following a cholesterol lowering diet as
part of their treatment plan, although Shrapnel et al. (1992) reported that reducing
dietary cholesterol in order to control elevated serum cholesterol remains
controversial. This is because not all patients with elevated serum cholesterol levels

will respond to a reduced cholesterol meal plan. Nevertheless, the use of cholesterol
reducing diets in the treatment of elevated cholesterol is prescribed by doctors
working at CH. Dietitians are involved in organising and planning this diet and there
is a special meal plan available.
Section 1 Diet identified only three of the eleven patients identified by Section 2
Diagnosis. Yet their dietary practices indicated that they were all consuming
cholesterol lowering diets. After their dietary review, I asked the eight patients who
were not identified in Section 1 Diet whether they consume a therapeutic or a special
dietaiy plan. These patients replied that they are eating a 'healthy diet' and not a
therapeutic or special dietary plan. By using Section 2 Diagnosis as an additional
component for nutrition screening, the patients missed by the previous section can be
identified.
The results from Section 2 Diagnosis were encouraging. There was good agreement
(Kappa=0.78) between nursing staff and me. This suggests the result from this
section is reproducible when used by different users. Twelve (28%) of the 43 patients
identified overall were identified only by this section of the NSQ. Inadequate diets
were being consumed by 5 (41.7%) of the 12 patients. There were 3 (25%) of the 12
patients whom nursing staff and I did not agree about. This is because when I
reviewed these 3 patients, none of them admitted to having the clinical condition
identified by nursing staff In addition, there was no documentation of these clinical
conditions in the patients' clinical notes. In other words, this section really detected 9
patients.

Four (44.5%) of the 9 patients were false positives, in that they did not consume
inadequate diets. It is interesting to note that they were all patients with the clinical
condition of diabetes. When I conducted a dietetic review with these patients, they
all said that, prior to their admission into the hospital, they had dietary education as
well as personalised meal plansfromtheir dietitians. Results from their dietary
review reflected a favourable dietetic outcome. It was not clear why these 4 patients
were not detected by Section 1 Diet. Nevertheless, by having Section 2 Diagnosis,
these patients who were missed by the previous section can still be identified. As
discussed in the previous section, although these patients did not consume inadequate
diets, because diet is considered to be part of their clinical management, it would still
be necessary for the dietitian to plan and organise appropriate meal plans for these
patients during their hospitalisation.

5.2.3 SECTION 3 WEIGHT LOSS
Though only a small number of patients (3) were identified by this section, they were
all consuming inadequate diets. The inter-rater agreement between nursing staff and
me was good (Kappa =0.89). This suggests that the result is reproducible between
users. Nursing staff weigh all patients admitted into CH as part of nursing admission
procedures. This ensures the patient's weight is available for members of the health
care team to use for assessment. For example, ward dietitians use patients' body
weight for nutritional assessment and monitoring.

In CH nursing policy provides no guidelines for nursing staff to interpret these weight
data, but Section 3 Weight Loss does. Nursing staff can interpret the patient's weight
by asking patients if they have experienced unintentional weight loss of greater than
4.5 kg in the past 6 months. When patients experience this level of weight loss, they
require dietitian review.

The three patients who were identified by this section all were found to be consuming
inadequate diets. They were not detected by any other sections of the NSQ and
certainly would have been missed by the current method of dietetic referral.

Weight loss in hospitalised patients can be the direct result of their illness. Certain
illnesses can change the body's metabolic rates. For example, the burned patient has
an increased metabolic rate in response to their injury (Curreri 1990) and this is the
reason why it is vital to provide these patients with adequate nutritional support in
order to meet their increased nutritional requirements. One of the outcomes for
inadequate nutritional support for these patients can be weight loss. Chronic illness,
such as cancer can also cause weight loss, although this clinical condition is already
listed in Section 2 Diagnosis, hence patients with this condition can be detected and
will be receiving dietetic review.

Another reason for using weight loss for this section is because, in the literature, the
extent and duration of weight loss were found to be associated with a greater
mortality in the older population (Seltzer et al. 1982, Tayback et al. 1990, White et al.
1992). Seltzer et al. (1982) surveyed 4382 surgical patients and 225 (5.1%) reported

that they had unintentionally lost more than 10 lbs (4.5 kg) in the past six months.
These patients had a mortality rate 11 times higher than the group who did not
experience weight loss. In light of the high incidence of mortality rate associated
with the weight loss. Seltzer et al. (1982) recommended that patients with
imintentional weight loss of more than 10 lbs should be identified and given time to
allow nutrition repletion. The number of patients detected by this section in my pilot
study was too small to compare with the results of Seltzer et al. (1982). hi order to
overcome this limitation, future study involving the NSQ needs a larger number of
patients, to determine the efficiency of this section.
White et al. (1991) in the Nutrition Screening Initiative, speculated that the loss of
4.5.kg in the last 6 months by elderly people would reflect inadequate diets.
Although Posner et al. (1993) conducted an evaluation into the performance of the
Nutrition Screening Initiative, they did not discuss this weight loss issue.
Detecting and correcting weight loss in elderly people appears to be more important
than detecting and correcting those who are overweight. Tayback et al. (1990)
reinforced the importance of detecting weight loss in the elderly (55 to 74 years old).
The team compared body mass index (BMI) with mortality rate. The results show
that subjects whose BMI was less than 22 experienced an increased mortality when
compared with those who had a BMI between 22 and 30. Interestingly the authors
did not find that subjects who were obese (BMI more than 30) had any increased

mortality rate. Consequently Tayback et al. (1990) recommended that, for elderly
people, it is more important to correct nutritional deficiencies in those who have
experienced weight loss, rather than in those who are overweight.

The BMI was not measured in the current study because there were no stadiometer in
the wards where the study was conducted. Self reported height can be biased (Pirie et
al. 1981). Elderly men tend to overestimate their height, while the reverse is true for
women. In addition, the physiological effect of ageing can also influence the height
in elderly people. This is because of the decrease in protein, water, fat and calcium
stores (Master et al. 1960, Vir and Love 1980). Since these non nutritional factors
can influence the elderly person's height, Garrow (1983) cautioned against using the
BMI for this group of individuals. Therefore in order to detect weight loss
independently of height, the reference weight loss standards recommended by
Seltzer et al. (1982) were used.

In Section 3 Weight Loss, there was one patient whom nursing staff and I disagreed
about. This patient lost 4.5 kg unintentionally in the past 6 months. This level of
weight loss was less than the benchmark, hence he should not have been referred for
dietetic review. I suspected that nursing staff could have misinterpreted the '>'
symbol used for this section. In order to prevent similar misinterpretation, that '>'
symbol should be replaced by the words 'greater than'.

The 4.5 kg benchmark in this section also needs revision. Table 12 (page 143) shows
the level of weight loss experienced by the 7 patients who were consuming
inadequate diets, but who were not detected by any sections of the NSQ. Their mean
weight loss was 4.2 kg.
Table 12: The level of weight loss experienced by the 7 patients who were
consuming inadequate diets. They were not identified by any sections of the NSQ
Patient Number
12
20
22
32
40
66
80
Mean

Age (Years)
70
68
70
80
76
70
80
73.4

Weight loss (kg)
4.0
4.4
4.2
4.0
4.3
4.1
4.9
4.2

Consequently, the weight loss benchmark for this section should be reduced to 4 Kg.
It would then have been possible to detect these 7 patients who were consuming
inadequate diets, but who were not detected by any sections of the NSQ. The
sensitivity for detecting patients consuming inadequate diets would be improved.
This would have meant that, in this pilot project, all patients who were consuming
inadequate diets would have been detected by the NSQ.

Patients should be informed of their body weight when they are admitted into
hospital. This would allow patients to be aware of their general nutritional state.
Although Jensen and Dudrick (1981) reported that body weight is not sensitive in
terms of detecting nutritional improvements compared with biochemical indicators,
patients can relate to and understand their body weight better. Body weight is a
nutritional indicator which patients can measure and monitor even out of hospital,
using their own scales. Despite the possible inaccuracy of domestic scales, body
weight allows patients to monitor their nutritional progress using their own serial
weight measures. This is particularly important in situations where patients are
continuing a dietetic programme in their home setting. Dietitians can set weight
goals with patients. Using these weight goals, patients can monitor their own
nutritional progress.

5.2.4 SECTION 4 SOCIOECONOMIC

Section 4 Socioeconomic was adapted from the Nutrition Screening Initiative (NSI)
(White et al. 1991,1992). This Initiative used the word "DETERMINE - Disease,
Eating poorly. Tooth loss or oral pain. Economic hardship. Reduced social contact.
Multiple medication. Involuntary weight loss or gain. Needs assistance with self care.
Elderly" (White et al. 1992:163) to alert elderly people (more than 65 years old) to
factors which can influence their nutritional status. In addition there is a self
administered questionnaire with a scoring component to help the elderly to assess
their current lifestyles and practices as compared with "DETERMINE".

This scoring component can inform the elderly whether they need to seek advice from
health care professionals.

In New South Wales, the concept of using the NSI has recently been adopted for
elderly people living in the community (Bacon 1995). This study is still in progress
and no results are yet available.

The NSI is originally a screening tool used in the community, however, in this study I
adapted the tool for hospital use. This is because it covers socioeconomic factors
which are not covered by previous sections. In addition the NSI was designed for
elderly people (more than 65 years old) and this suits the age of patients for which the
NSQ is primarily designed. In this study the mean age of patients was 72.7 years old.
I have previously explained that it was necessary to change the format and contents of
the NSI, to reflect conditions in Australia and CH.

The number of patients identified by nursing staff and me using each of the nine
questions in this section was reported in the previous chapter. The inter-rater
agreement between nursing staff and me for each question varied from poor to very
good. This means that there is some weakness in the present question format. To
correct this, it would be necessary ro rephrase the questions. I will be discussing each
of the questions and the proposed changes.

The scoring component used in this section was based on the NSI. It is important to
note that there has been no clear explanation in the literature as to how this scoring
component was devised. In addition, this scoring component is still undergoing
evaluation in the United States (Dwyer 1994) and has never been tested in Australia.
I considered that it would not be appropriate for me to alter the scoring component as
described by the NSI for this section. There were 6 (6%) patients identified by this
scoring component who were found to be consuming inadequate diets. These patients
were not detected by any other section of the NSQ. When I reviewed how the scoring
component detected these patients, I discovered that the scoring components for some
of the questions were not effective. I address this in more detail after discussing my
findings and revisions for each question in Section 4 Socieoeconomic.

In Question 1:- Has the patients recently changed the kind or amount of food
they eat because of their illness? If they did they will have a score of 2.

White et al. (1992) explained that this question is intended to alert the elderly to any
illness which can cause a change in their dietary practices. This change can directly
influence their food intake. The NSQ has already explored the relationship between
food intake and illness in Section 1 Diet and Section 2 Diagnosis. However, in this
question, this relationship is viewed in context with other socioeconomic factors
which can cause the patient to be consuming an inadequate diet.

The inter-rater agreement was good for this question. This suggests that the
responses provided by the patients were reproducible. I beheve that this can be
related to the wording used in this question. The term 'illness' may not be clear for
patients involved in this study. The NSI used the term 'illness' to trigger elderly
people living in the conmiunity to consider any illness which can influence their food
intake. However when the same term is used for elderly people admitted into
hospital, they may not be clear whether this illness is referring to their chronic illness
or to their present illness which has caused them to be hospitalised.

As patients who are following special or therapeutic diets because of their chronic
illness are already detected by Section 1 Diet and Section 2 Diagnosis, I believe that
this question should be focxising on those patients who have change their food intake
because of the possibly acute illness which led to their hospitalisation. Consequently,
it would be clearer to ask: Has the patient recently changed the kind or amount of
food (s)he eats because of the illness which led to the present hospital admission?

In Question 2:- How many meals does the patient have each day? If less than 2
meals the patient will have a score of 3.

White et al. (1992) used this question to cover the aspect of poor eating habits in
relation with other socioeconomic factors which affect food intake in elderly people.
The team explained that, in the United States, 20% of elderly people do not eat
regularly. It is interesting to note that the severity of the problem has not improved
since the 1980s. In 1986, when Ludman and Newman surveyed 75 subjects
(mean age of 75.6 years), the team reported that 20% of the subjects were consuming
less than 2 meals each day. The nutritional adequacy of all the subjects who
participated in their study was analysed. The team found that more than 50% were
consuming inadequate diets. However, the team did not address whether there is a
relationship between the number of meals being consumed by the subjects and the
nutritional adequacy of the meals. This means that I was not able to compare my
findings with this study.

In the NSI, White et al. (1992) attempted to warn the elderly who are eating less than
2 meals per day, that this can affect their overall health when taken into account with
the other eight socioeconomic questions covered by this section. These elderly
people are then encouraged to contact health care professionals for their advice. As
discussed previously, there is no evaluation for the NSI, hence I am not able to
compare my results.

For this question, nursing staff and myself identified 7 (7%) patients who consumed
less than two meals per day. When I reviewed the dietary history for the 7 patients
and counted up the actual number of meals these patients were eating. I noted that
three of the seven patients interpreted 'meals' differently when this question was
asked by nursing staff or me (dietitian). When nursing staff conducted the session,
these three patients only reported their main meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner).
However, when I (dietitian) conducted the same session, these three patients included
main meals as well as their between meals' snacks. That is the reason why I was not
able to identify these patients. It is not clear why the patient responded differently to
nursing staff and me. These patients may feel that they would like to convince the
dietitian that they are eating well by including the snack meals as well as main meals.
To correct this problem, the wording used for this question should be changed to :
How many meals (including snack meals) does the patient have each day?

I noted that patients identified by this question had not been receiving the Meals On
Wheels service. This service allows one hot meal a day for the clients (elderly people
and the housebound). In Australia, Stuckley et al (1984) and Bell et al. (1993) have
shown the importance of the Meals On Wheels service for elderly people (more than
60 years old). Stuckley et al. (1984) reported that of 54 Meals On Wheels clients,
70% were eating less than the Australian Recommended Dietary Intakes (ARDIs) for
protein and about 30% ate less than the ARDIs for calcium, iron, thiamin and
riboflavin. Their resuhs highlighted the importance of the Meals On Wheels service,
which influences the quality of the clients' diets. Bell et al. (1993) reviewed the

dietary intake of 36 elderly people (more than 60 years old) and reported that Meals
On Wheels contributed significantly to the nutrient contents of their diets.

When I discussed Meals On Wheels service with these patients, they did not appear to
be interested. They all explained to me that they had previously used the Meals On
Wheels service, but they v^ere disappointed with the meals they received, that is why
they stopped. These patients' responses highlighted Bell et al. (1993)'s
recommendation, that it is necessary to continuously monitor clients' acceptance of
the meals as well as the nutrient content. Clients must be able to eat the foods
provided by the Meals On Wheels service, or else the goal of improving the clients
nutritional intake will not be met.

In Question 3:- How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have
each day? If patients consume more than 3 drinks the patient will have a score of
2.

The three patients identified by this section, also achieved a score of 6 in the entire
Section 4 and hence would require dietetian review. They were all found to be
consuming an inadequate diet. In other words, this question played a significant role
in identifying these patients and in spite of the small numbers should have a higher
score to reflect the significance of the question. I will discuss the scoring issue in
more detail later in the chapter.

Alcohol misuse is considered one of the major public health issues in Australia (ABS
National Health Survey 1992). In 1987, the National Health and Medical Research
Council presented recommendations on 'safe' alcohol consumption for men and
women. The Council defined a standard drink as 8 to lOg of alcohol. The 'safe'
alcohol consumption for men is not exceeding four standard alcoholic drinks per day
and for women not exceeding two standard alcoholic drinks per day. Excessive
drinking is considered to be over this 'safe' recommendation.

There is some evidence in the literature that the elderly people can tolerate a higher
level of 'safe' alcohol consumption. Goodwin (1989) reported that there were no
negative aspects, in terms of social, psychological and nutritional status in 270 elderly
people (more than 65 years), regardless of their gender differences, when they
consumed 15g to 30g of alcohol per day. However, this is the only study I am aware
of which reported that there were no negative outcomes when the elderly consume
more that the 'safe' level of alcohol consumption. Hence, it is premature to change
the 'safe' level of alcohol consumption for the elderly on the strength of one study.

Excessive alcohol consumption is harmful to society and the body at any age. The
government has to provide support and services to the person who abuses alcohol, as
well as to their families and to law enforcement. This outweights any employment
and government revenue generated from alcohol production and sales (Paton et al.
1982).

Excessive drinking in the elderiy is harder to identify then in younger people.
Thibault and Maly (1993) explained that changes occuring in the liver, endocrine,
nervous, gastrointestinal, haematologic, cardiovascular and respiratory systems
caused by excessive alcohol consumption are similar to the physiological events of
ageing. The elderiy excessive drinker has fewer problems with the police and the
legal services (Gupta 1993). La Greca et al. (1988) also reported that there is no
relationship between elderiy peoples' socioeconomic status and their drinking
practices. This means that one cannot target education programmes about excessive
alcohol drinking at a particular sector in the elderiy population.

Total alcohol usuage by the elderly can be underestimated. Naik and Jones (1994)
surveyed 48 elderly patients (more than 65 years old) living in the United Kingdom.
The team reported that elderly patients frequently disregard the alcohol added into
their tea and coffee. When alcohol added into tea and coffee was included in the
assessment, the team found that the number of elderly people who were consuming
more than the same amount of alcohol doubled. The team considered this as
excessive drinking and it is important to detect this medium of alcohol consumption
because this can cause poor nutrition, ill health and self neglect.

In the United States, Alexander and Duff (1988) surveyed 260 elderly (more than 75
years old) living in retirement communities. The team noted that these elderly were
consuming more alcohol than those who lived in the general community. In addition
the elderly who were living in retirement communities were more socially active

when compared with those who were living in the general community. This result
suggested that these elderly people are using alcohol as a key for social interaction.

Health workers need to be aware of excessive alcohol drinkers when they are
admitted into hospital. This is because alcohol can inhibit the immune system
making these patients more prone to infections (Dunne 1989). In addition, when
these patients are admitted for surgical procedures, they can experience post surgical
complications such as agitation, confusion and anxiety (Thibault and Maly 1993).

As discussed previously, excessive alcohol can cause changes in the body organs and
systems. Too much alcohol can cause damages to the liver, endocrine, nervous,
gastrointestinal, haematologic, cardiovascuilar and respiratory systems (Wilson 1978,
Gupta 1993).

Two of the seventy-three patients identified by this question were previously detected
by Section 1 Diets and Section 2 Diagnoisis of the NSQ. It is possible that there is a
relationship between the level of alcohol consumed by these patients and their
clinical conditions. However the extent of this relationship is not tested in this pilot
study because the numbers are too small.

In question 3,1 was only able to test the benchmark for male subjects and so the value
of using the same benchmark for female subjects is untested. I recalculated this
question using the National Health and Medical Research Council (1987) guidelines
for 'safe' alcohol consumption for men, that is, not exceeding 4 standard alcoholic
drinks per day instead of the original NSI benchmark of more than 3 alcoholic drinks
per day. Thirteen (18%) patients instead of seventy-three patients were identified by
using the National Health and Medical Research Council's (1987) guidelines.

It is also important to note that the National Health and Medical Research Council's
guidelines for 'safe' alcohol consumption set a different benchmark for women.
Consequently, the NSQ benchmark should be revised using the National Health and
Medical Research Council's recommendations to reduce the sensitivity of the
question as well as covering female subjects.

In light of my results and the above discussion, the format for this question should be
changed as follows: How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have
each day? (Remember to ask about adding alcohol to tea, coffee or milk). For men 5
or more, for women 3 or more, score 4.

In Question 4:- How old is the patient? If the patient is over 65 years old they
will score 2.

White et al. (1992) reported that they did not include an age component in their NSI,
because it was designed to be used by elderly people (more than 65 years old).
However although CH was a Veterans' Administered hospital at the time of the study,
it is important to include an age component to detect elderly people. This is because
40% of the hospital beds were for community patients, therefore patients with
different ages will be screened by the NSQ.

The mean age of patients who participated in this project was 72.7 years old
(range 35-91 years), hence it was not surprising that over 80% of the patients were
identified by this question. There is evidence to support the view that the dietary
practices of people 70 years and over rather than 65 years should be more closely
monitored (Ludman and Newman 1986, Mowe et al. 1994). Ludman and Newman
(1986) studied the dietary intake of 75 elderly people (60 to 90 years old) attending a
day centre in the United States. Theirmeanage was 75.6 years. The team reported
that 72% of the elderly people (76 years and over) were consuming insufficient
energy and five other nutrients in amounts less than the American Recommended
Dietary Allowance. In Sweden, Mowe et al. (1994) conducted a dietary assessment
with 76 elderly people (70 years and over) who were in hospital for less than 48
hours. The team reported that more than 65% of the elderly people were consuming
insufficient levels of four nutrients to meet the American Dietary Allowances. Both
teams of researchers recommended that the elderly people aged 70 years and over

should be observed and provided with appropriate advice in order to improve their
dietary practices. This is important because this will enhance their overall health
status. In light of my result and the above discussion, the format for this question
should be changed as follows: How old is the patient? When 70 years old or more,
score 2.
The use of age to classify elderly people must be interpreted with care. Thomas
(1993) cautioned that elderly people (more than 60 years) are frequently stereotyped
by their chronological age. People view the elderly as a group who have little to
contribute and who have chronic illness. However, this is not how the majority of
elderly people perceive themselves. Baum and Boxley (1983) surveyed 308 elderly
people (mean 75.4 years) who were living in the community and in a nursing home.
The team reported that 62% perceived themselves younger than their chronological
age. Twenty-nine percent perceived themselves as their chronological age, while
8.4% perceived themselves older than their chronological age. The team reported
that the main reason why the elderly people perceived themselves to be younger than
their chronological age is because they have a purpose to life. So although age may
be useful here, it is important not to stereotype the elderly people.

In Question 5:- Does the patient have dental or mouth problems which makes it
hard to eat? If the patient has this problem, they will have a score of 2.

White et al. (1992) explained that if the elderly have dental or mouth problems, this
can affect their food intake. The question identified 3 (3%) patients as having dental
problems which makes eating food difficult. However, when I asked these patients
whether they would like to see the dentist, in order to help them to correct the dental
problems, they declined. They stated that despite their dental problems, they are
actually not having any difficulties with their food, hence seeing the dentist was
unnecessary. I am not clear what made these patients respond positively to the
question, but deny any difficulties when asked for clarification. Perhaps the wording
used in this question needs revision. Certainly, they all appeared to be consuming
adequate diets.

This result is consistent with those of Anderson (1971), who looked at whether
wearing dentures influenced the dietary intake of 145 subjects (age range 15 to 69
years old). The author reported that, although wearing well fitting dentures did not
influence the nutritional content of the diet, the variety of the diet can be improved
with dentures because 'harder' textures of food, for example nuts and raw vegetables
can be included in the diet. None of the small number of patients identified by this
question discussed missing certain food textures, however the option of having dental
treatment to correct any problem should still be discussed with patients so that, if they
wish, they can enjoy a variety of food textures.

Teeth and dentures have a cosmetic effect in addition to their mechanical function
(Langer 1976, Karuz et al. 1992). Langer (1976) explained that teeth and dentures
can improve the appearance of elderly people. This improves their confidence and
encourages communication and intergration with others. Karuz et al (1992) surveyed
58 elderly people (more than 70 years old) and investigated their oral status and their
well being. The team repored similar results to Langer (1976). Elderly people with
teeth and dentures showed a positive relationship with their well being. In addition,
the team noted even carers perceived teeth and dentures as signs of well being.
Patients identified by this question demonstrated that they can still consume a
nutritionally adequate diet by preparing and selecting appropriate food textures prior
to hospitalisation. In CH patients are encouraged to use a self select menu. This
menu includes choices from three hot main meals, a salad and a sandwich. In
addition there are soups and desserts. There is a 'dot' beside the soft dishes.
However patients' perception of soft dishes can be differentfi-omthe catering
department's. For example meat in stews is tougher than minced meat and gravy. In
addition the elderly person may not understand the name of the dish and therefore not
order a dish which is of suitable texture. For example, mashed potato is the same as
Duchess potato. Dietitians can discuss these practical issues with catering
departments in order to improve meal services provided for these patients.
In light of my result and the above discussion, the format for this question to be
changed as follows: Does the patient have mouth problems which makes it hard to
eat? (Dentures alone may not be sufficient to cause eating problems).

In Question 6:- Does the patient eat alone most of the time? Kthe patient eats
alone most of the time, they will score 1.
White et al. (1992) explained that an elderly person eating alone most of the time is a
sign of reduced social contact. This can influence their dietary practices. This
question identified 11(11%) patients, but none of the patients were consuming an
inadequate diet. This could be related to the small sample size in this pilot study.
During my dietary assessments, it was interesting to note that patients who were
identified by this question were eating higher visible fat (that is, eating the fat on
meat) when compared with patients who were not identified by this question.
Horwarth (1989) has shown that there is a relationship between dietary intake and the
living arrangement for elderly men (65 years and over). It appears that for elderly
men, dietary practices are influenced by their spouse. The dietary practices of
elderly men with spouse were compared with elderly men with no spouse and living
alone. The spouses improved their husbands' intake of fruit while reducing the intake
of fatty meats. Yet for elderly women similar benefits have not been detected
regardless of their marital status and their living arrangements. This is the reason
why elderly men living alone should be targeted for nutrition education programmes
(Horwarth 1989).
Horwarth (1989) also highlighted another important point. Eating alone does not
indicate the elderly have no companionship. They can still be socially active during
the day. I think this demonstrates the benefit of having Section 4. The user can judge

from the response given by the elderly patient to all of the questions listed in this
section and accurately assess the severity of their problem.

For this question, I disagreed with nursing staff over 2 patients. These patients stated
that they do not eat alone because they eat their meals with their pets. In the
literature, Goldmeier (1986) has demonstrated that pets are good companions for
elderly people (over 60 years old) who are living alone. In addition, Anderson et al.
(1992) have shown pet ownership can influence cardiovascular risk factors in patients
20 to 59 years old. Although Goldmeier's (1986) study is more specific for the
elderly, it is important to note that the positive effect of owning a pet (dogs, cats, fish)
is present regardless of the owner's age. According to Goldmeier (1986), having a
pet for elderly people reduces their sense of loneliness, while Anderson et al. (1992)
reported that pet ownership reduced cardiovascular disease, despite the fact that pet
owners eat more convenience food and meat. The team also reported that this
reduction in cardiovascular disease is independent to the type of pet being kept.
There are few studies which investigate whether pet ownership can influence the
quality of the pet owner's diet. This area may be of interest. This is because in the
current economic times, pet ownership means extra financial expenses. The pet
owner can be paying more attention to their pet's diet than their own. This could
result in a deterioration in the quality of the pet owner's diet. For this reason, it is
important to also include the next question which identifies the elderly who have
financial problems in buying foods they need.

In light of my results and the above discussion, the format for this question should be
changed as follows: Does the patient have company when they have their meals?
(Check if they have pets as companions).

In Question 7:- Does the patient usually have enough money to buy the food they
need? If they do not have enough money, they will score 4.
White et al (1992) explained that in the United States "40% have incomes less than
US$6,000 per year....US$25.30 per week for food" (White et al. 1992:166). This
economic hardship can affect the quality of the diet. However none of the patients
who participated in this study expressed the view that they do not have enough money
to buy the food they need. All patients who participated in this project were receiving
a steady source of income. This included service pensions, other state pensions and
salaries. When I interviewed these patients, all seem to be satisfied with their current
financial arrangements for the purchase of food. The high score of 4 may be
appropriate for the United States, however, due to the difference in welfare provision
in Australia, a lower score should be used. I will discuss this issue later in the
chapter.
It is important nonetheless to consider the effects of socioeconomic conditions on
elderly people. Ryan and Bower (1989) reported in the United States there is a
relationship between low socioeconomic status and inadequate nutritional intake for
elderly people (55 years and over). The team conducted a 24-hour dietary recall with

258 elderly people. They reported that 89% of the low socioeconomic group were
consuming a nutritionally deficient diet. This is eight times higher than the higher
socioeconomic group. Similar results have been reported by Horwarth (1989) in
South Australia. In Horwarth's study, socioeconomic status was defined by the
education levels of elderly people (65 years and over). Elderly people who are welleducated have a higher socioeconomic status than their less well-educated
counterparts. Like Ryan and Bower (1989), Horwarth (1989) identified that elderly
people who have low socioeconomic status use poorer cooking methods as well as
consuming a poorer quality diet, when compared with elderly people who have a high
socioeconomic status. However when education is included into the equation,
Horwarth (1989) proposed that the reason for poorer cooking practices and dietary
intake for the elderly who have a low socioeconomic status is a result of their
previous education. This is independent of theirfinanciallimitations. The elderly
with low socioeconomic status are just following their traditional family cooking and
dietary practices. This is an important point for dietitians who use socioeconomic
informationfrompatients' admission forms and the NSQ when preparing education
sessions for this group of people.
In the literature, thefinancialstatus of the elderly isfrequentlyconsidered in the
context of their social background. Ryan and Bower (1989) determined
socioeconomic status by comparing household income with government standards for
poverty. This was different to Horwarth (1989) who measured socioeconomic status
in terms of occupation prior to retirement, level of education and current source of
income. The present format of Section 4 does not cover such measures as the current

nursing admission form already covers occupation prior to retirement and
consequently it is not necessary for this to be repeated, although it is not directly
included in the NSQ.
In light of my results and the above discussions, the format for this question should be
retained and retested in a larger sample.

In Question 8:- Does the patient take 3 or more different prescribed or over the
counter drugs a day? Kthe patient does, they will score 1.
White et al (1992) explained that drugs are prescribed for health reasons. However
there are also side effects associated with certain drugs. Elderly people are
encouraged to inform health care professionals of all the drugs they are currently
taking. This will allow the health care team to be aware of potential side effects.
The elderly can be more sensitive to the effects of drugs, because of their
physiological response to ageing. As Santo-Novak and Edwards (1989) explained,
the ability for the elderiy person to metabolise and excrete drugs is reduced.
Consequently, this can increase the potency of drugs resulting in undesirable side
effects. These side effects can be exacerbated by the combination of drugs prescribed
for treating complex chronic illness.

This question found that over 50% of patients were consuming 3 or more different
prescribed or over the counter drugs each day. In Australia, Smart and Cahill (1989)
have reported that the incidence of veterans taking long term medication is
comparatively higher than for the non-veteran population. The team proposed that
this can be related to a higher incidence of chronic illness among the veterans as
compared with non-veterans of the same age group. This result suggests that health
professionals have to be more careful when assessing the drug intake of veterans.
Health professionals have to be aware of the practice of elderly people of taking over
the counter drugs. In the United States, Moore and Johnson (1993) surveyed 200
elderly people (over 65 years old) regarding their incidence of consuming over the
counter drugs. Their results indicated that 41% of the elderly are consuming 4 or
more of these drugs. These drugs include "analgesics, laxatives, antihistamines,
antacids and sleeping pills" (Moore and Johnson 1993:191). It is important to note
that these elderly do not consider these over the counter drugs as drugs and do not
discuss these with health professionals. Although 60% of the elderly experienced
side effects with these over the counter drugs, they still continue taking them.
Question 8 actually asks patients whether they consume over the counter drugs. By
doing this, patients are given a reminder to disclose this information. This will allow
the health care team to review and assess the drug treatment for these patients.
There is concern about the high incidence of misuse of drugs and alcohol not
identified by medical staff when elderly people are admitted into hospital. In
Australia, Mclnnes and Powell (1994) surveyed 263 elderly people (65 years old and

over) and reported that over 41% are consuming excess tobacco, drugs and alcohol.
Surprisingly medical staff only identified 25% of these elderly patients and referred
only 10% for drug and alcohol services. Answers to Section 4 in the NSQ incorporate
aspects of both alcohol and drugs usage, so that the health care team can be more
aware of patients who misuse alcohol and drugs.
Dietitians need to be aware which drugs the elderly are taking. There were two
patients who were identifed by this question and both were found to be consuming
inadequate diets when assessed. As Varma (1994) reported, elderly people (65 years
and older) can be taking drugs which can reduce their food intake as well as
interfering with nutrient absorption. Without adequate dietetic monitoring and
service, these elderly people can develop mahiutrition. In addition, the side affects of
drugs can be enhanced when the elderly are consuming excessive quantities of
alcohol (Kemp and Sayers 1993, Dunne and Schipperheijn 1989, Dunne 1994).
Pre-existing physiological damage as well as poor nutritional states can be present in
these patients. The skills of dietitians are required in planning and organising
appropriate dietary plans.
In light of my results and the above discussions, the format for this question should be
retained.

In Question 9:- Is the patient always physically able to shop, cook and/or feed
themself? ff they have difficulties they will score 2.
This question investigates whether the patient can perform self care. Self care can
also be interpreted as activities of daily living. There were less than 10% of patients
identified by this question and none was found to be consuming an inadequate diet.
This could be related to the small sample size in this pilot.
It is interesting to note that although sonie patients expressed the view that they
considered themselves physically unable to shop, cook or feed themselves, they had
all established networks which can assist them at home. This aspect was not
addressed by the question. In the literature, Stoller and Earl (1983) and Pearlman and
Crown (1992) reported the importance of having such networks. Stoller and Earl
(1983) surveyed 753 elderly people (no specifications on the age) and monitored how
much the helper needs to contribute in order to assist the functional abilities of
elderly people. The result was surprising. Only 7.8% of elderly people reported that
they require the assistance of a helper for their functional abilities. Peariman and
Crown (1992) reported that helpers can act as a buffer and assist elderly people to
maintain their independence in the community. In light of these results, the words
for this question needs to be modified. There should be a component in this question
which assists nursing staff to detect the elderly who do not have a helper assisting
them with their fimctional abilities.

In light of my results and the above discussion, the format for this question should be
changed as follows: Does the patient have difficulties shopping, cooking or feeding?
If yes, check whether the patient has established support networks to carry out these
tasks. In the absence of such a network, score 2.

5.2

SCORINQ COMPONENT FQR SECTION 4 SOCIOECONOMIC

The scoring component in Section 4 allows the nursing staff to identify patients who
will require dietitian review by tallying the score associated with each of the
questions. A score 0-5 indicates that the patient does not require immediate dietitian
review, while a score 6 or more indicates a dietitian review is required. This is
retained. However, results from this study indicate that it is necessary to modify the
score for two of the questions listed in this section. This is because the scoring in
these questions did not effectively identify patients.

Question 3: How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have each day?
If patients consume more than 3 drinks, the patient will have a score of 2.

In the present scoring system, a score of 4 reflects the importance of the question. As
discussed eariier in this chapter, this is a key question for identifying patients in
Section 4. Consequently, the scoring component for this question should be increased
from 2 to 4. It may well be, that, when the NSQ is adopted for general use and can be

evaluated over a longer period of time with a larger sample size, this component may
become a separate section.

Question 7: Does the patient usually have enough money to buy the food they need?
If they do not have enough money, they will score 4.

Australia's welfare provision is different from the United States. A high score of 4
is not suitable for this country. As the results from this study show, no patient was
scored by this question. Consequently, a lower score of 2 would be more appropriate
than the higher score of 4.

Hence, although the overall score for Section 4 remains the same, two questions
exchange scores. It should be emphasized that a larger sample size is needed to make
anyfiirtherchanges to this scoring pattern. The changes to all 4 sections of the NSQ
are summarised in Figure 3 (page 169). This tool is called the revised NSQ.

Figure 3: The revised Nutrition Screening Questionnaire
ADP STICKER or PATIENT NAME
NUTRITION SCREENING
QUESTIONNAIRE
(REVISION)
INTRODUCTION
This questionnaire is designed to assist you to identify patients requiring dietitian
review. There are 4 sections in this questionnaire. Only complete all 4 sections of
the questionnaire when patients are not identified by SECTIONS 1-3.
SECTION 1
Is the patient on therapeutic or prescribed or special diet?
If YES, identify
^diet and refer patient for dietitian review. Do
not continue with the questionnaire.
SECTION 2
When the patient has been previously diagnosed or is admitted to hospital because of
the following conditions, refer patient for dietitian review. Do not continue with the
questionnaire. (Please circle the condition)
Cancer in mouth or GI tract
Coeliac disease
Decubitus ulcer
Diabetes
Dysphagia

Eating disorder
Elevated cholesterol
Enteral tube feeding
Food allergy
Gastrectomy

S;RCTTON3

Usual Weight

^Admission Weight

When the patient has unintentionally lost 4 Kg or more in the past 6 months, refer
patient for dietitian review. Do not continue with the questionnaire.

SECTION 4 SOCTORCONOMIC REVISION
Method
2a)
b)
c)
d)

Complete the following questions with the patient.
Follow the instructions as when to circle the score.
Total the score.
Patient score 0-5, does not require immediate dietitian referral.
Patients score 6 or more, initiate dietitian referral.

I)

Has the patient recently changed the kind or amount of food (s)he eats
because of the illness which led to the present hospital admission.
When YES, circle score
SCORE 2

n)

How many meals (including snack meals) does the patient have each day?
When 2 meals or less, circle score.
SCORE 3

III)

How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine does the patient have each day?
Remember to ask about adding alcohol to tea, coffee or milk.
For men 5 or more, for women 3 or more, circle score.
SCORE 4

rV)

How old is the patient?
When 70 years old or more, circle score.

V)

Does the patient have mouth problems which makes it hard to eat?
Dentures alone are not sufficient to cause eating problems.
When YES, circle score.
SCORE 2

VI)

Does the patient have company when they have their meals?
Check if they have pets who are companions.
When NO, circle score.

SCORE 2

SCORE 1

VII) Does the patient usually have enough money to
buy food to eat? When NO, circle score.

SCORE 2

Vni) Does the patient take 3 or more different
prescribed or over the coxmter drugs a day?
When NO, circle score.

SCORE 1

IX)

Does the patient have difficulties shopping, cooking or feeding?
If Yes, check whether the patient has established support networks to carry
out these tasks. In the absence of such a network, circle score.
SCORE 2
TOTAL CIRCLED SCORE

Nursing Staff Signature

5.3. NURSING STAFFS^ IMPRESSIONS OF THE NSO

Nursing staff are concerned about the nutritional status of their patients. Those who
participated in this project agreed that the current nursing admission form
(Appendix 1, page 204) does not provide enough indicators to detect patients who
require dietetic services. The NSQ was designed to assist nursing staff to identify
patients who require dietetic services at the time of hospital admission. Nursing staff
who replied to the feedback survey said they found the NSQ served this purpose.

The time nursing staff took to complete all four sections of the NSQ was six minutes.
Since each section of the NSQ can identify a different group of patients, this means it
will not be necessary for nursing staff to complete all four sections when the tool is
adopted for general use. Consequently, nursing staff will probably need less than six
minutes to complete the tool. The length of time used by nursing staff for completing
the total NSQ is comparable to other nutrition screening tools reported in the
literature. Frey and Littleton's (1984) nutrition screening tool took 5 to 7 minutes to
complete. While Christensen and Gstundtner's (1985) and Tramposch and Blue's
(1987) nutrition screening tools each took 10 minutes to complete. Hunt et al.'s
(1985) nutrition screening tool took only 5 minutes to complete.

It is important to note that these four different screening tools are currently being
used in hospitals. This means that users of these screening tools consider the length
of time spent for completing these nutrition screening tools as acceptable.

There were 3 (23%) nursing staff who considered their professional experience and
training would equip them to identify patients who require dietitian review without
using the NSQ. These nursing staff have an average clinical experience of 3 years
and they did not explain what criteria they would use to determine patient referrals
for dietetic services. There are two reports regarding nutritional knowledge in
nursing staff working in the United States though none in Australia. Vickstrom and
Fox (1976) analysed nutritional knowledge in 500 registered hospital nursing staff
The authors reported that these nursing staff answered 75% of the nutritional
knowledge questions correctly, but they expressed uncertainty about their replies.
Ross (1984) reported similarfindingsin nutrition knowledge with student nurses.
There was an improvement in student nurses' nutritional knowledge from 46.6% to
80.6% after attending a nutrition course. Since similar studies regarding nutritional
knowledge in nursing staff are lacking in Australia, I am unable to draw a
comparison. Nevertheless it is important to note that the majority of nursing staff
who participated in this study did consider the NSQ useful in assisting them to
identify patients who require dietitian review.
During this project, I observed there were two different groups of nursing staff who
participated in the NSQ. The first group expressed interest in participating in the
NSQ in addition to their normal workload. The second group of nursing staff
consented to participate in the NSQ, but in the event did not use it because they
considered this was a private rather than a hospital project. In the literature. Hunt et
al. (1985) also reported difficulties when introducing their nutrition screening tool.
To overcome this resistance, these authors used four nutrition awareness sessions in

order to stimulate interest among nursing staff. This also provided an opportunity to
clarify the purpose and procedure involved in the tool and the process of nutrition
screening. For this study, I used similar tactics, but they were not entirely successful.
Two education sessions were given to nursing staff working in both urology surgery
and general medical clinical units. During these sessions the purpose for using the
NSQ as a tool for the process of nutrition screening was explained. Nursing staff
were also instructed on how to apply and interpret the NSQ. Yet the resuhs from this
project indicated that nursing staff working in urology were more supportive
compared with nursing staff working in the general medical units. In addition, there
was also a misconception by nursing staff that they would be required to complete all
4 sections of the NSQ in routine screening of patients. This was because of poor
wording in the NSQ which should be revised. Seventy percent of nursing staff
thought that they were required to complete all 4 sections of the NSQ routinely. In
future, more than two nutrition education sessions may be needed for nursing staff
These sessions should also include an evaluation component to check whether
nursing staff understand issues covered during the sessions.

5.4 DIETITTANS^ IMPRESSIONS OF THE NSO
In this project, I explained to ward dietitians working in CH the purpose and process
of applying the NSQ. Their perceptions concerning the NSQ were surveyed. In order
to reduce possible bias towards the NSQ, dietitians were not aware of the
performance of the NSQ. Dietitians were commenting from their professional
experience.
The dietitians showed a positive response in using the NSQ for the process of routine
nutrition screening. All dietitians agreed that routine nutrition screening would
benefit patients' nutritional care. This result was not surprising because, at present,
dietitians only review patients consuming therapeutic or special diets when they are
admitted into the hospital. I have already discussed the weakness of this method and
this view is shared by the other dietitians. By introducing the NSQ for the process of
routine nutrition screening, all patients would receive equal nutritional attention
irrespective of the type of diet they are consuming. This means that patients who
require dietetic services could be identified by the NSQ and be referred for dietetic
services soon after their hospital admission. Consequently, dietitians will be able to
provide a more systematic and comprehensive device for patients admitted into the
hospital.

Two (20%) dietitians expressed concern that using the NSQ for the process of routine
nutrition screening may dramatically increase their caseloads. It is important to
consider that dietitians were not aware of the results from the NSQ when they were
completing their surveys. These two dietitians were assuming that since the NSQ
introduced more benchmarks for identifying patients requiring dietitian review, this
would mean more patients identified. This introduces the debate as to whether
dietitians should limit their services because of staffing constraints. Dietitians
working at CH are presently routinely reviewing 30% of patients admitted into the
hospital. However, an additional 23 (23%) of the patients in the sample were
identified as requiring dietitian review by the extra sections of the NSQ. If this figure
is accurate for the general population of the hospital, this neariy doubles the existing
caseloads for dietitians.

Not one of the publications concerning the area of routine nutrition screening, shared
the same concerns expressed by the two dietitians. In fact. Ford and Fairchild (1990)
reported that their team was able to use their nutrition screening tool to justify
additional dietetic positions. They used their tool to show their hospital
administrators the extent of poor nutritional status present in the hospital and the
urgency to increase their dietetic workforce to cope with this problem. As a result,
their request for additional staffing was approved. In the present economic climate in
Australia, the approach adopted by these hospital administrators may be considered to
be unusual. Nonetheless, it is important to note that nutrition screening will be able
to provide quantifiable evidence for dietitians to use to justify their services.

However, adequate staff to cope with the extra cases identified by the NSQ remains
an issue and there is no simple solution to this problem.

5.5LIMTTATTONS
This project reported on the process of routine hospital nutrition screening. This
process involved nursing staff using a screening tool called the NSQ. This research
was conducted as field study and I found that the human element was a major
limitation. There were two different groups of nursing staff who participated in this
pilot. One group of nursing staff expressed interest in participating in the pilot and
did participate, while the other group said that they would participate but did not do
so. This limited the type of patient which I was able to recruit to the NSQ pilot study.
I have discussed how the subjects and nursing staff experienced problems with the
wording used in the NSQ and I have discussed how these wordings can be corrected.
I was unable to compare my results with those of other studies. The process of
routine nutrition screening using a nutrition tool is popular in the United States, but
there has only been one published study on this topicfromAustralia conducted by
Gough (1989). In this study Gough (1989) listed six nutrition criteriafrommedical
records. These nutrition criteria assist nursing staff in identifying patients who
require dietitian review. The components in the NSQ were differentfromthose
selected by Gough (1989), because CH does not have the same nutrition criteria

available from the medical records. In addition each section of the NSQ took into
consideration CH's patient profile, the hospital admission procedures and available
nutritional indicators. This means patients identified as requiring dietetic review will
be specific for the hospital.
The NSQ was tested in 100 patients admitted into the general medical and urology
surgical clinical units. Due to the nature of these clinical units, only male patients
were tested. Further studies are needed to review how the process of nutrition
screening and the NSQ will perform with female patients and in other clinical units.
In this project, the effectiveness of the NSQ for detecting patients requiring dietetic
services was evaluated through dietary assessments. Patients are considered to
require dietetic review, that is, should be detected by the NSQ, when they consume
diets which are inadequate. The purpose of the dietary assessment commonly
undertaken by hospital dietitians is to establish the typical average diet consumed by
patients prior to their hospital admission. The limitations of this method have been
extensively discussed in the methods chapter. Therefore, I shall only summarise
relevant points here. Twenty four hour dietary recalls and food frequency
questionnaires are memory dependant, and this is the reason why Gibson (1990)
cautioned the use of this method with elderly people. In this pilot, although I did not
experience any patients who had difficulties with their recalling of their 24-hour food
intakes and their usual food pattern, I was unable to establish the accuracy of their
recall.

The limitation of the statistical evaluation was discussed in the methods chapter. The
ability of a screening tool to be able to produce results consistently when used by
different users is important. Hence I have evaluated the NSQ by using Kappa
(Altman 1992). It is important to note that I am not testing hypotheses nor was I
trying to determine whether there are any associations.

Due to time constraints, I was unable to monitor the effects of dietetic services which
were provided for patients as a result of dietary assessment. For example I would
expect patients identified by Section 3 Weight Loss will experience weight increases
after receiving dietetic services. Future studies should include this component as this
will provide more evidence in support for identifying patients who are consuming
inadequate diets for dietetic services early in their hospitalisation.

5.6 SUMMARY

In this chapter, I discussed the performance of the NSQ as a tool for detecting
patients who require dietetic review because they are consuming inadequate diets.
The NSQ was able to detect a number of patients who were missed by the present
method of referral, however, it was still not able to detect seven (30.4%) patients who
were consuming inadequate diets. This means that it is necessary to revise the NSQ
in order to improve its performance as a screening tool

This chapter addressed three issues. Firstly, how to improve the NSQ as a screening
tool. Secondly, the perceptions of nursing staff and dietitians for using the NSQ as a
screening tool for dietetic services and thirdly, the limitations encountered in the
study.
For the first issue, each of its four sections in the NSQ was reviewed separately, using
relevant literature to compare and examine its performance. Section 1 Diet, is the
current method of dietetic referral. In CH, ward dietitians routinely review all
patients consuming therapeutic or special diets. However, this study has shown that
this referral system for detecting patients who are consuming nutritionally inadequate
diets is not sufficient. This is because the three extra sections identified an additional
21 (48.8%) patients. Dietary assessments revealed that 11 (52.4%) of these 21
patients were consuming an inadequate diet.
All patients identified by Section 1 Diet should receive dietetic services, this include
patients who are consuming adequate diets. This is because dietitians are required to
devise an appropriate hospital dietary plan based on the patients' dietary practices at
home. This dietary plan becomes part of their treatment plan during their hospital
stay and the disruption to their usual dietary regimen is prevented.

Section 2 Diagnosis contained a list of clinical conditions with consideration for CH's
clinical cases and existing dietetic protocols for nutritional management. Results
from this study showed that this section was able to serve as a backup for Section 1
Diet for detecting patients who are following prescribed nutritional plans as part of
their clinical treatment. The format for this section should be retained.
Section 3 Weight Loss provides guidelines for nursing staff to interpret patients'
weight data. Resultsfromthis pilot indicated that it is necessary to revise this
section's format. Nursing staff could have misinterpreted the '>' symbol used in this
section. In order to prevent similar misinterpretation, that '>' symbol should be
replaced by the words 'greater than'. In addition, the 4.5 kg benchmark in this
section also needs revision. The mean weight loss experienced by the seven patients
who were consuming inadequate diets, but who were not detected by any sections of
the NSQ was 4.2 kg. Consequently, the weight loss benchmark for this section
should be reduced to 4 kg. This means that the sensitivity for detecting patients
consuming inadequate diets would be improved and all patients who were consuming
inadequate diets would have been detected by the NSQ.
Section 4 Socioeconomic was adaptedfromthe American Nutrition Screening
Initiative (White et al. 1991,1992). This is a screening tool used in the community.
In this study, I adapted this tool because it covers socioeconomic factors which are
not covered by previous sections. In addition the Initiative was designed for elderly
people (more than 65 years old) and similar information was already routinely
collected ny nursing staff at CH, but not utilised.

There were nine questions with a scoring component in Section 4. Results from this
study indicated that there is some weakness in the present format because the interraters agreement between nursing staff and me for each of the questions varied from
very poor to very good. In addition, the scoring components for some of the
questions were not effective in detecting patients. Consequently, each of the
questions and their scores was reviewed and changes were proposed.

Question 1 : Has the patients recently changes the kind or amount of food they eat
because of their ilhiess? If yes, score 2. Should now be changed to: Has the patient
recently changed the kind or amount of food (s)he eats because of the illness which
led to the present hospital admission? If yes, score 2.

Elderly people may not be clear whether the illness is referring to their chronic ilhiess
or to their present illness which has caused them to be hospitalised. The change of
wording should clarify the issue.

Question 2: How many meals does the patient have each day? If less than 2 meals,
the patient will have a score of 3. Should now be changed to: How many meals
(including snack meals) does the patient have each day? When 2 meals or less score
3.
Patients have interpreted 'meals' differently when this question was asked by nursing
staff or me (dietitian). These patients may feel that they would like to convince the
dietitian that they are eating well be including snack meals as well as main meals. To
correct this problem, the wording in the question should be changed.
Question 3: How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine do the patient have each day? If
patients consume more than 3 drinks, the patients will have a score of 2. Should now
be changed to: How many drinks of beer, spirits or wine do the patient have each day?
(Remember to ask about adding alcohol to tea, coffee or milk.) For men 5 or more,
for women 3 or more, score 4.
Excessive drinking is a hidden problem in the elderly people. They can
underestimate their total alcohol usage. It is therefore important to consider alcohol
being added to other beverages to allow the detection of elderly people who are
drinking excessively. In this study, I have only been able to test the benchmark for
male subjects. When I recalculated this question using the National Health and
Medical Research Council's (1987b) guidelines for 'safe' alcohol consumption for
men that is not exceeding 4 standard alcoholic drinks per day, the sensitivity of this

question was reduced without changing the specificity. In addition, the National
Health and Medical Research Council has guidelines for 'safe' alcohol consumption
set at a different benchmark for women. Consequently, the benchmark for this
question was changed.
In the present scoring system, a score of 4 reflects the importance of the question.
Since this appears to be a key question because all patients identified were found to
be consuming inadequate diets, the scoring component for this question should be
increased from 2 to 4.
Question 4: How old is the patient? If the patient is more than 65 years old, they will
score 2. Should now be changed to: How old is the patient? When 70 years old or
more, they will score 2.
The mean age of patients who participated in this project was 72.7 years (range 35-91
years) and there is evidence to support the view that the dietary practices of people 70
years and over rather than 65 years should be more closely monitored. Hence, there
is a change of benchmark used for the question.
Question 5: Does the patient have dental or mouth problems which makes it hard to
eat? If the patient has this problem, they will have a score of 2. Should now be
changed to: Does the patient have mouth problems which makes it hard to eat?
Dentures alone may not be sufficient to cause eating problems. If the patient has this
problem, they will score 2.

Patients with dental problems as identified by this question demonstrated that they
can still consume an adequate diet. Consequently, the wording for this question is
revised to take this into consideration.

Question 6: Does the patient eat alone most of the time? If the patient eats alone
most of the time, they will score 1. Should now be changed to: Does the patient have
company when they have their meals? Check if they have pets as companions. When
they don't score 1.

Pets can be good companions for elderly people and can influence their food intake.
The revised format of this question will take this into consideration.

Question 7: Does the patient usually have enough money to buy the food they need?
If they do not have enough money, they will score 4. The wording of the question
should remain the same, but the score should be reduced to 2.

None of the patients who participated in this study felt that they do not have enough
money to buy the food they need. This means that the score of 4 may be appropriate
for the United states, but due to the difference in welfare provision in Australia, a
lower score of 2 should be used.

Question 8: Does the patient take 3 or more different prescribed or over the counter
drugs a day? If the patient does, they will score 1. Result from the study shows that it
is not necessary to change the present format nor the score for this question.

Question 9: Is the patient always physically able to shop, cook and/or feed
themselves? If they have difficulties, they will score 2. Should now be: Does the
patient have difficulties shopping, cooking or feeding? If Yes, check whether the
patient has established support networks to carry out these tasks. In the absence of
such a network, score 2.

Result from this study shows that patients do not consider themselves physically
unable to shop, cook or feed because they have established networks which assist
them to cope at home. This aspect was not addressed by the question format used in
the NSQ. Consequently, the word for this question was modified to take this into
consideration.

The overall score for Section 4 remains the same, however, two questions exchange
their scores. It should be emphasized that a larger sample size is needed to test these
changes and to make any further changes to this scoring pattern.

The second issue discussed were the nursing staffs' and dietitians' perceptions of
using the NSQ as a screening tool for dietitian review. Nursing staff find that the
NSQ did assist them to identify patients who require dietetic services at the time of
hospital admission. The same view was also shared by the dietitians. However,
dietitians are concerned that the NSQ may dramatically increase their present
caseloads. This aspect must be taken into consideration because, on the one hand,
although the efficiency in identifying cases has improved by using the NSQ, the
quality of dietetic service may be affected by inadequate staffing. Unfortunately,
there is no simple solution to this problem.

Limitations encountered in this study is the third issue discussed in this chapter.
The NSQ was conducted as field study and I found the human elements has been the
major limitation. My study was limited by the number of nursing staff willing to
participate in this study as well as the type of patient which I was able to recruit to the
NSQ pilot study.

This chapter has discussed the NSQ as a screening tool for dietetic review. The
present format of the tool was not satisfactory and requires revision. The rationales
for these revisions were discussed and a modified version was proposed. In the next
chapter, I intend to present a summary of all my findings and make future
recommendations for the NSQ.

CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the summary of findings in the pilot of the NSQ in Concord
Hospital (CH). I have also presented a list of recommendations for the use of
nutrition screening at the hospital.

6.2 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

The practice of routine nutrition screening is in its infancy in Australia, though many
hospitals are now investigating the use of such tools. Clinical dietitians working in
Australia face the same challenges as their American colleagues, that is, to provide an
efficient quality service for their clients which is also cost effective. This pilot has
been able to show that a screening tool can improve the sensitivity of the method for
identifying patients who require dietetic review.

My study demonstrated that the present dietetics referral system in CH is not
effective. Nursing staff were able to use the NSQ in about six minutes for routine
nutrition screening with 100 male patients admitted into urology (surgical) and
general medical units. They identified an additional 23 (23%) patients requiring
dietitian review. This was approximately twice the number of patients identified who
require dietitian review as compared with the current system.

Dietetic services are warranted when patients are consuming inadequate diets.
Twenty-three of the 100 patients were consuming inadequate diets. The present
system identified 5 (22.7%) of these 23 patients, while the NSQ (excluding Section 1,
the current system for referring patients) identified a further 11 (47.8%) of these
patients. There was no evidence to support the view that dietitians should focus their
services primarily on patients consuming therapeutic diets. The sensitivity of the
referral system has increased from 22% to 70% by using the NSQ. In addition the
NSQ has improved the positive predictive value in detecting patients consuming

inadequate diets from 23% to 37%. The negative predictive value in detecting
nutritionally inadequate cases has also improved slightly from 77% to 88%. Yet it is
important to note that these improvements are at the expense of a reduction in the
specificity from 78% to 65%.

There v^ere some flaws recognised in this pilot study. The NSQ failed to identify 7
(30.4%) patients who did require dietetic review. That is, they were found to be
consuming inadequate diets. In addition, patients identified by the NSQ were not
always consistent between nursing staff and the researcher. This may have arisen
from different interpretations of the questions. I tested the inter-observer reliability
of the NSQ. In general there was agreement with the exception of Section 4
Socioeconomic. There were also some problems with the scoring component in this
section. These results show that it is necessary to revise the NSQ used in this project.

The major revisions (Figure 3, page 169) include changes of wording for all four
sections in the NSQ. In addition, the scoring components are changed for question 3,
and 7. The improved wording will reduce misunderstanding and together with the
changes to scoring should fiurther improve sensitivity and specificity.

This study may be of particular significance for dietitians working in sole positions.
As the screening tool is able to detect those patients who require more immediate
dietetic review, dietitians can use this information to plan their caseloads. The
dietitian can focus on providing nutrition assessment, preparing personalised care

plans and education for the relevant patients. This is one possible solution for a more
effective and efficient way for providing dietetic services.

Routine nutrition screening using a tool is relatively new in Australia. Most nursing
staff and dietitians considered this concept acceptable and useful. In light of the
above observations, I will next discuss my recommendations for the NSQ as a tool for
the process of routine nutrition screening.

6.3 RECOMMENDATIONS

This pilot study has shown that the NSQ is more efficient than the current referral
system in detecting nutritionally at risk patients and therefore, now that the tool has
been modified to take into account the results obtained, I recommend that it should be
introduced into the general wards at CH for an extended trial of six months. As the
effect of the NSQ for female patients is unknown, they should be included in the trial
of the modified NSQ. In other words the tool should be applied with a larger sample,
over a longer period of time and with different patients (clinical conditions, ages and
sex). After that time, results should indicate whether specificity and sensitivity have
been improved by the modifications and would provide more information about the
effect on dietitians' caseloads. These should be closely monitored.

Further research should aim to assess nutritional outcomes in patients identified to be
at nutritional risk and receiving dietetic services. This would provide evidence to
support the practice of routine nutrition screening. At present, evidence is lacking as
to the outcomes of dietetic services. However, such studies would require large
sample sizes and the identification of many variables.

Meanwhile, dietitians should continue to promote nutrition awareness among health
care teams. This would help to ensure positive support from team members for
conducting similar studies.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX 1:

CONCORD HOSPITAL'S

NURSING ADMISSION FORM

Concord

Hospital

Unit Record N u m b e r

NURSING HISTORY
AND
ACTION SHEET

Surname
Given Name
Date of Birth

J

L

Sex
WARD

Specialist

T i m e of
Admission

WARD

[E

[m|

AFFIX PATIENT IDENTIFICATION

LABEL

HOME ADDRESS
PERSON FOR N O n n C A T I O N - Name & Address

LANGUAGE SPOKEN

Relationship

Telephone (for notificalion)
H
W

INTERPRETER REQUIRED (if yes - who)

REASON FOR ADMISSION / PRESENTING SYMPTOMS / OPERATION PLANNED:

N

OPERATION PERFORMED:

U
PRESENTING PHYSICAL STATE:

R

PAST HEALTH PROBLEMS:

S

SURGICAL

I
N
G
H

DRUGS TAKEN AT HOME:

I
5
DISPOSAL: HOME

PREVIOUS BLOOD TRANSFUSIONS:

YES

NO

PHARMACY

T

0

Reaction

R
ALLERGIES TO:

FOOD

OTHER

DRUGS

Y

6
POVIDONE-IODINE PATCH TEST ATTENDED?

Q

Yes

No

REACTION ?

Q

Yes

Q

PAIS INDICATORS

No

A
C

IDENTIFIED PATIENT NEEDS:
AT HOME

ON ADMISSION

TODAY

T
I

0
HYGIENE

N
S
H

MOBILITY

E
E
T

NUTRITION

OBSERVATIONS

INVESTIGATIONS
PROCEDURES
OPERATIONS

MR

OBSERVATIONS ON
T-

ADMISSION:

P.

R.

BP.

Weight

U/A

W H A T D O E S T H E PATIENT K N O W OF R E A S O N FOR A D M I S S I O N ?

D O E S T H E PATIENT H A V E A N Y P A R T I C U L A R C O N C E R N S

PETS:

YES

REGARDING

HOSPITALISATION?

NO

P R E S S U R E ULCER RISK ASSESSMENT (NORTON SCORES)
GENERAL CONDITION

M E N T A L STATE

Score 14 or below = H I G H RISK

ACTIVITY

MOBILITY

4.

Alert

4. Ambulant

4. Full

3. Fair

3.

Apathetic

3. Walks with help

3. Slightly limited

3. Occasional

2. Poor

2. Confused

2. Chair bound

2. Very limited

2. Usually^^^ne

1. Very bad

1. StUpCTOUi

1. Bedfast

1. Immobile

I . Doubly

I N T A K E O F A L C O H O L G R A M S PER D A Y =

4. Not

OTHER ADDICTIVE

C I G A R E T T E S PER D A Y

DRUGS =

PATIENT O R I E N T A T I O N T O W A R D

PATIENT PROSTHESES & V A L U A B L E S

NURSE C A L L SYSTEM + RADIO

WALKING

NURSE UNIFORM

D E N T U R E S (UPPER / L O W E R )

VISITING

IDENTIRCATION

HOURS

MENU/MEAL

STICK/FRAME

GLASSES

TIME

HEARING

AID

B A T H R O O M + TOILET

ARTinCIAL

CHAPLAIN

CONTACT

PUBLIC
NO

INCONTINENCE

4. Good

TELEPHONES

EYE
LENSES

LIMBS
VALUABLES

SMOKING

HOME

SAFE

D I S C H A R G E P L A N N I N G S H O U L D BE C O M M E N C E D O N A D M I S S I O N PREDICTED DATE OF DISCHARGE:
OCCUPATION:

D I S C H A R G E PLAN C O M M E N C E D :

Past/Present

D O E S PATIENT L I V E A L O N E ?

Pension:
YES

With W h o m :

NO

N U M B E R O F STAIRS :

TYPE OF DWELLING :
OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION

P R I O R T O THIS A D M I S S I O N W A S THE PATIENT R E C E I V I N G ?
W H I C H SERVICE WAS USED:

SERVICE NOTTHED :
YES

NO

NO

MEALS O N WHEELS :

YES

HOME HELP:

YES

NO

YES

NO

COMMUNITY NURSING:

YES

NO

YES

NO

W H A T S E R V I C E (S) D I D THE C O M M U N I T Y N U R S E P E R F O R M :

N U R S I N G D I S C H A R G E PLANNER

CONTACTED

Admitting Nurse Name, Signature & Designation

YES.

R.N. Name & Signature

DATE:

Date

APPENDIX 2:

FOOD FREQUENCY
QUESTIONNAIRE

Food Item
Bread
Toast
Biscuits
Cereal
Cakes
Dessert
Meat, Fish
Egg
Potato
Vegetables
Fruit
Fruit Juice
Beverage
Milk
Cordials
Alcohol
Soft drinks
Crisps
Nuts
Fats, Oil
Spread
Sugar
Chocolate
Lollies

Quantity

Daily

Weekly

Monthly

Rarely

Never

APPENDIX 3:

NURSING STAFF EVALUATION

FORM

NURSING SURVEY
I am evaluating the nutrition screening questionnaire and would value your coments,
your NAME is NOT REQUIRED:
(Please [ / ]).
1.

Are you: [ ] Registered nurse [ ] Enrolled nurse

2.

How long have you been working in this position? (numbers)
^months

3.

years

Did you experience any difficulty in completing the nutrition screening
questionnaire?
[ ] Yes [ ] No
If YES please comment:

4.

Did you experience difficulty in the nutrition screening score?
[ ] Yes

[ ] No

If YES please comment:
5.

Did the nutrition screening questionnaire help you to determine whether the
patient requires dietitian referral?
[] Yes []No
If NO please comment:

6.

Any other conmaents about the nutrition screening questionnaire? (e.g. form
design)

Thank you for your assistance.

APPENDIX 4:

DIETITIANS EVALUATION FORM

DIETrriAN SURVEY
I am evaluating the nutrition screening questionnaire and will value your comments,
your NAME is NOT REQUIRED.
1.

How long have you been working as a dietitian? (number)
^weeks

2.

^months

years

Do you ever use standard nursing admission form to obtain nutrition related
information?
[] YES []N0

3.

Please comment:
Do you think the nutrition screening questionnaire will assist you in
identifying nutritionalriskpatients?
[]YES

4.

5.

[]N0

If NO, please comment:
Will the nutrition screening questionnaire assist you in planning caseload?
[ ] YES [ ] NO
If NO, please comment:
Any other comments about the nutrition screening questionnaire?

Thank you for your assistance.

